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When the war of the beasts
Brings about the world's end
The goddess descends from the sky
Wings of light and dark spread afar
She guides us to bliss, her gift everlasting

Infinite in mystery
Is the gift of the Goddess
We seek it thus, and take to the sky
Ripples form on the water's surface
The wandering soul knows no rest.

There is no hate, only joy
For you are beloved by the goddess
Hero of the dawn, Healer of worlds
Dreams of the morrow
Hath the shattered soul
Pride is lost, Wings stripped away,
The end is nigh

My friend, do you fly away now?
To a world that abhors you and I?
All that awaits you is a somber morrow
No matter where the winds may blow

My friend,
Your desire is the bringer of life,
The gift of the Goddess
Even if the morrow is barren of promises
Nothing shall forestall my return

My friend, the fates are cruel
There are no dreams, no honour remains
The arrow has left the bow of the goddess
My soul, corrupted by vengeance
Hath endured torment,
To find the end of the journey

In my own salvation
And your eternal slumber
Legend shall speak,
Of sacrifice at world's end
The wind sails over the water's surface
Quietly, but surely

Even if the morrow is barren of promises
Nothing shall forestall my return
To become the dew that quenches the land
To spare the sands, the seas, the skies
I offer thee this silent sacrifice

—Genesis Rhapsodos
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Abstract

Competition between manufacturers in large structure assembly (LSA) is driven by the need to improve the adaptability and versatility of their manufacturing systems. The lack of these qualities in the currently used systems is caused by the dedicated nature of their fixtures and jigs. This has led to their underutilisation and costly changeover procedures. In addition to that, modern automation systems tend to be dedicated to very specific tasks. This means that such systems are highly specialised and can reach obsolescence once there is a substantial change in production requirements. In this doctoral thesis, a dynamic system consisting of mobile robots is proposed to overcome those limitations.

As a first knowledge contribution in this doctoral thesis, it is investigated under which conditions using mobile robots instead of the traditional, fixed automation systems in LSA can be advantageous. In this context, dynamic systems are expected to be more versatile and adaptive than fixed systems. Unlike traditional, dedicated automation systems, they are not constrained to gantry rails or fixed to the floor. This results in an expanded working envelope and consequently the ability to reach more workstations. Furthermore, if a product is large enough, the manufacturer can choose how many mobile robots to deploy around it. Accordingly, it was shown that the ability to balance work rates on products and consequently meet their due times is improved.

For the second knowledge contribution, two fundamentally different decision-making models for controlling mobile agents in the complex scheduling problem are investigated. This is done to investigate ways of taking full advantage from the potential benefits of applying mobile robots. It is found that existing models from related academic literature are not suited for the given problem. Therefore, two new models had to be proposed for this purpose. It was plausible to use an agent-based approach for self-organisation. This is because similarly to agents, mobile robots can perform independently of one-another; and have limited perception and communication abilities.

Finally, through a comparison study, scenarios are identified where either model is better to use. In agreement with much of the established literature in
the field, the models are shown to exhibit the common advantages and disadvantages of their respective architecture types.

Considering that the enabling technologies are nearing sufficient maturity for deploying mobile robots in LSA, it is concluded that this approach can have several advantages. Firstly, the granularity and freedom of movement enables much more control over product completion times. Secondly, the increased working envelope enables higher utilisation of manufacturing resources. In the context of LSA, this is a considerable challenge because products take a very long time to get loaded and unloaded from workstations. However, if the product flow is steady, there are rare disruptions and rare production changes, fixed automation systems have an advantage due to requiring much less time (if any) for moving and localising. Therefore, mobile systems become more preferred to fixed systems in environments where there is an increasing frequency of disruptions and changes in production requirements.

The validation of agent-based self-organisation models for mobile robots in LSA confirms the expectations based on existing literature. Also, it reveals that with relatively low amounts of spare capacity (5%) in the manufacturing systems, there is little need for sophisticated models. The value of optimised models becomes apparent when spare capacity approaches 0% (or even negative values) and there is less room for inefficiencies in scheduling.
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Notations

\( C_{d_j} \) – closeness of due times
\( C_j \) – completion time of job \( J_j \)
\( C_{j, \text{min}} \) – earliest possible completion time of job \( J_j \)
\( C_{t,j} \) – tardiness cost of job \( J_j \)
\( c_{t,m} \) – the maximum tardiness cost for all given jobs \( J \)
d_j – due time of job \( J_j \)
d – distance between given mobile resource agent and product agent that it negotiates with
f - number of deployed resources of the dedicated system
\( G_b \) – bid gap of a PA’s credit offering strategy
i – a workstation WS’ column index
IF - interference factor for the mobile system
\( J = \{J_1, J_2, \ldots, J_n\} \) - a set of \( n \) jobs to be processed
\( L_j \) – time required to load a job \( J_j \) to a workstation
\( l_j \) – start of loading of a job \( J_j \) to workstation
\( l_j' \) – end of loading of a job \( J_j \) to workstation
m - number of deployed mobile resources
\( m_j \) – combined capacity of a manufacturing system’s resources at job \( J_j \)
\( M_o \) – maximum credit offering
\( MD = \{MD_1, MD_2, \ldots, MD_f\} \) – a set of \( f \) dedicated resources (machines) that process jobs for the dedicated automation system
\( MM = \{MM_1, MM_2, \ldots, MM_m\} \) - a set of \( m \) mobile resources (machines) that process jobs for the mobile automation system
\( P(t_j) \) – priority value of job \( J_j \) as a function of time \( t \)
p_j – processing time of job \( J_j \)
PTF - sum of resource utilisations of the dedicated system
PTM - sum of resource utilisations of the mobile system
\( R \) – ratio between the sum of required loading and unloading times of a job \( J_j \) and its working content \( W_j \)
r_j - release time of job \( J_j \)
\( R_{p}(t_j) \) – priority ranking of job \( J_j \) as a function of time \( t \)
\( R_{rj} \) – resources required at job \( J_j \)
S_j – starting time of a job J_j

t - time

T_j - tardiness of job J_j

t_{i,j} – launch time of job J_j into the manufacturing system

u_j – start time of removal of job J_j from workstation

u'_j – end time of removal of job J_j from workstation

U_j – removal (unloading from workstation) time requirement of a job J_j

U - utilisation of a system. \( U = \frac{PTF}{(t * f)} \) for the dedicated system, and \( U = \frac{PTM}{(t * m)} \) for the mobile system

w_j – priority of a job J_j

W_j – working content of job J_j. This is a measure of how much work must be processed in job J_j by mobile robots. Each working RA processes one unit of \( WC_j \) per time step

WD_j – work done on job J_j

WR_j – work rate at job J_j

WS_{i,1,2} – a workstation with column index i and a row index of 1 or 2

\( \mu_j \leq M \) – a set of machines allocated to a job J_j
Glossary

Adaptability – the ability to change the system’s capabilities over time

Agility – the speed of implementing adaptations in a manufacturing system

Complexity of planning/decision-making – the measure of how much computational overhead is expected to be required for achieving a solution

Control – the act of distributing manufacturing resources to products in the production process. In this thesis, mobile robots are the resources that are controlled in a distributed manner. It is used interchangeably with planning, decision-making and scheduling

Flexibility – the ability to switch quickly between products and/or schedules by having short setup times and the capability to process a variety of products

Redundancy – the duplication of manufacturing equipment to enhance reliability

Resilience – the ability to mitigate or absorb the impact of a disruption and quickly return to normal operating conditions

Scalability – the ability to incorporate additional resources to workstations. In the context of this thesis, scalability is product-centred. This means that it is the ability to add machines to products so as to increase their individual work rates, as opposed to the more common meaning where machines are added to a larger part of the whole system

Versatility – the ability to process several different types of tasks
**Abbreviations**

ARC – ratio of available and required capacity  
CNP – contract net protocol  
FIPA – foundation for intelligent physical agents  
HMS – holonic manufacturing systems  
LSA – large structure assembly  
MAS – multi-agent systems  
PAP – priority aging policy  
ROI – return of investment  
TWT – total weighted tardiness
Chapter 1 - Introduction

Manufacturing automation technology has been rapidly advancing to meet the needs of the modern manufacturing domain. The drive to reduce production costs, improve quality and increase productivity has encouraged heavy investments from manufacturing companies. Large structure assembly (LSA) is no exception. For example, the already heavily overbooked order backlogs of the currently two largest aerospace manufacturers, Airbus [1] and Boeing [2], seem to be relentlessly growing further. The commonly used manufacturing systems in LSA are usually very large and rely on dedicated jigs and systems as well as specialised equipment and highly skilled workforce. It has been convenient to use such systems because until recently there was no frequent need to make changes in the production processes. The current trends are increasingly suggesting that this could be changing in the near future. The inherent disadvantage of such systems is that they are often not fully utilised due to the difficulty of effectively supplying them with enough work or setting up to meet new requirements. Moreover, developing a dedicated system for each process is very expensive and is increasingly less viable due to them reaching obsolescence faster than before. With the recent trends of increasing customisation, shortening time between changeovers and increasing need for flexibility, two core issues have risen: Firstly, it is challenging to increase productivity by simply upgrading production technology or reorganising production layouts. Secondly, considering the various capacity-related disruptions such as rush orders, cancellations, rework, scrap and requests for prototypes; the traditional systems are increasingly becoming less feasible. Therefore, it is reasonable that manufacturers have acknowledged the shortcomings of such systems and are heavily investing in the research and development of more agile, versatile, flexible, resilient and adaptable systems.

While manual labour is generally accepted to be very flexible, it is less economically viable for large scale production, particularly in high wage countries [3]. In addition to being less productive, it usually accounts for high losses due to absence, injuries and defects. Furthermore, in LSA, machine drilling and riveting (which account for a large proportion of working content)
save several steps and issues compared to manual methods (pilot holes, removing metal chips from gaps, burrs and part deflections) [4]. Thus, pushing the limits of automation has become necessary for staying competitive in production environments.

Manufacturers see the value in solutions that are not permanently fixed to the floor nor require additional facility investments [5]. With such solutions, any change in the shop floor layout would become reversible and there would be no need for additional infrastructure. Modern automated assembly systems like the E6000 [6], E7000 [7], HAWDE [8] and GRAWDE [9] are used for drilling and filling tasks of aircraft assembly parts. The E6000 is used for drilling, countersinking and riveting holes in aircraft wing panels. The E7000 does the same processes but on fuselages. HAWDE is used for drilling holes in the wing box of Airbus A380 aircraft, whilst GRAWDE is used for the same in gear rib areas. All of the mentioned systems use gantry rails for locomotion and accurate localisation in order to carry out their tasks to a high standard. Whilst performing to an excellent standard in a static environment (rare disruptions, mass-production) they have a poor response in relation to any changes in production requirements (i.e. new product specifications, changes in schedules, fluctuations in the required throughput).

In LSA, very large, heavy and often difficult to handle products are assembled. Manufacturers of ships, trains, aircraft and other industries are often tasked with solving challenges that have not been addressed in any other industry. Some of the toughest challenges that the manufacturers are currently facing are caused by a rapidly growing demand and ever-increasing need to frequently change setups and schedules. It has been outlined that current systems face serious issues when responding to demand fluctuations, ramping up production, introducing new variants of products and experiencing disruptions on the shop floor [10]. The future needs in such environments include agile response to changes in production and disruptions; efficient and cost-effective ramp-up of production rates in response to fluctuations in demand; scalable and convertible fixtures that can support all variants of the same product type or sub-assembly [4]. Therefore, there is a clear need to smoothen the process of handling any production changes that may occur.
Much like manufacturers in other industries, manufacturers in LSA are facing an increase in demand for varieties of products as opposed to large batches of identical ones [11]. From the perspective of manufacturing tasks, this means that the currently common systems are becoming less practical for use because they tend to be designed without much consideration for being moved, reused or altered. When responding to changes in requirements, it is often necessary to install additional fixtures [12]. Such fixtures can take up to 24 months to design, manufacture and install [13]. Thus, it is clear that more adaptable and versatile solutions are necessary to maintain competitiveness in the coming years.

One solution for that is the development of reconfigurable manufacturing systems for such purposes [4], [8]–[10]. In [13], it is extensively explained how using bespoke, permanent tooling for aerospace wing assembly is costly for both: the design and manufacturing stages. When demand increases, then additional one-off tools must be produced to achieve the required work rates. Whereas, when the demand decreases, the expensive equipment is under-utilised [14]. In the light of increasing demand and decreasing time to market, the currently used systems are strained further [13].

Despite the additional initial capital investment, the proposed reconfigurable systems should quickly adapt to changing requirements without the need to halt production or investing additional capital. Until very recently, the development of such systems has been neglected mainly due to the inherent complexity, cost and infancy of enabling technologies [4]. A case study on Airbus [15] has shown that the implementation of an appropriate methodology (which targeted creating cost-effective reconfigurable cells) for such systems can ramp up their capacity from 40 to 100 aircraft per month. This shows how under-utilised their current systems are. Furthermore, Müller and Esser compiled a list of scenarios where reconfigurability and standardisation can bring additional benefits [12]:

- They can support the planning process and reduce engineering cost in the design phase because capabilities can be adjusted at later stages
• They leave the option of changing specifications at short notice, which is particularly beneficial in the ramp-up phase
• They support new variants that are commonly introduced during the life-cycles of aircraft models
• An increased demand for outsourcing of aircraft assembly tasks, prototypes and test units can be adequately addressed with reconfigurable manufacturing systems at a reasonable cost

From the perspective of job flow, it can be very challenging to supply all manufacturing machines with work to maintain high utilisation and consequently a shorter return on investment (ROI). Because it is not feasible to handle such products by means of conveyor belts [16], the most common method has been the use of crane systems [17]. Handling products with crane systems is not only slow in LSA but also challenging to avoid crane interference when using multiple cranes [18]. In particular, this can be challenging in shipbuilding where assemblies are composed of many levels of sub-assemblies [19]. Therefore, even without considering any disruptions or changes, there seem to be benefits from reducing the need to transport products between workstations.

One way of reducing the load on the crane system would be by using appropriate mobile platforms. Currently, such machines can carry payloads of up to 100 tonnes and open up the possibility of reducing or completely removing the load on crane systems. This approach would inevitably require additional space for manoeuvring on the shop floor; and appropriate planning for routing and collision-avoidance. Moreover, it would not enable product-centric scalability as well as a system of mobile robots. Thus, this approach has some potential; however, there is very little literature investigating the topic due to the enabling technology still being new.

As is discussed in the literature review (Chapter 2), some work has been done in the direction of mitigating the existing limitations. Promising approaches include extending the working envelope to accommodate additional workstations for products [17] and using modular systems with standardised parts [4, 10, 13, 15]. Whilst having a high potential for the short to medium
term, these approaches still exhibit their inherent limitations and may not be feasible in the long term.

As a result of the observations above, the benchmarked fixed automation system’s shop floor layout in LSA is as represented in Figure 1-1. As shown there, the system is constrained to its own gantry rails and has a large enough working envelope to work on one workstation while a product can be loaded on the other one.

![Figure 1-1: The principle shop floor layout of the fixed automation system](image)

In this doctoral thesis, it is envisioned that mobile robots take over the mentioned assembly tasks. As opposed to moving products to manufacturing resources, with mobile robots, the manufacturing resources move to products instead. This is expected to dramatically increase machine utilisation because they will not need to wait for products to be loaded on their workstations. Instead, they can move to available products. This is particularly useful in LSA because the products often require a long time for loading and unloading from workstations. Furthermore, considering the size of the products, it is possible to vary the number of mobile robots allocated to each product to control the individual work rates and consequently the completion times of jobs. Thus, many limitations of traditional manufacturing systems in LSA could be naturally resolved this way.
A mobile robot can be thought of as a standard 6-DOF robotic arm but installed on a mobile platform that adds the ability to transport itself anywhere on a shop floor [20]. In many cases, it is simply a robotic arm with the required capabilities mounted on a mobile platform that can carry the desired payloads. Until recently, such mobile robots have mostly been used for pick-and-place jobs. Lately, some application-specific mobile robots, like [21], have been developed for tasks that demand higher accuracy and structural stiffness.

The envisioned mobile system’s principle shop floor layout in LSA is represented in Figure 1-2. It has much more movement freedom than the dedicated system: any mobile robot can move to any workstation at any moment in time. Furthermore, several pairs of mobile robots can fit around one product to increase the work rate. The latter ability is called “product-centric scalability” throughout this thesis.

![Figure 1-2: The principle shop floor layout of the mobile automation system](image)

Further to the benefits of deploying mobile robots and executing tasks, it is important to examine the economic considerations. Owing to the novelty of the given technology with respect to the aerospace assembly tasks, it is evident that mobile robots can be too expensive to implement at this time. However, there are numerous arguments in favour of mobile robots in the long term.
Hypothetically, considering a surge in the technological uses cases for mobile robots in the future, the demand for them would increase. Mobile robots would usually be mass-produced because they would be used for many different tasks. This would lead to lower costs per unit because the engineering effort in developing them would be spread out. Also, their mass-production would mean that their components would be standardised and reconfigurable, receiving the abovementioned benefits. Scaling production rates would also become smoother to facilitate because general-purpose mobile robots would be available off-the-shelf. Or in the more specialised cases, they would have already been designed and the lead time for their production would be considerably shorter. Therefore, there is a strong economic incentive in overcoming the remaining engineering challenges and considering mobile robots for manufacturing tasks in LSA.

1.1. Aims and Objectives

In addition to determining in which situations mobile systems can be preferred to static ones, the proposed approach inevitably leads to questions with regards to decision-making or planning of the given tasks. Because the fixed automation system is responsible for very few workstations, there is little logic necessary to decide which product to process. Whereas, with mobile robots, the freedom of movement and product-centric scalability mean that there is access to any workstation even if there are already mobile robots working there. This adds complexity to deciding which way is best to distribute the available manufacturing capacity. The interest is in maximising the utilisation whilst taking into account the individual due times of products. Therefore, planning models that address those aspects and have an objective to minimise total weighted tardiness (TWT) must be developed and compared as well.

Therefore, this doctoral thesis has two aims: The first aim is to assess in which types of scenarios in LSA, a mobile automation system should be preferred to a dedicated automation system. Meeting this aim not only
presents a comparison between the systems but also provides a baseline for what would be expected from a good self-organisation model. Following from that, the second aim of this thesis is to investigate self-organisation behaviour models for mobile robots in LSA. The models should allocate manufacturing resources to products autonomously. The allocation should consider the due times and tardiness costs in such a way that would lead to the lowest possible TWT.

In order to meet the set aims, three specific objectives are created:

1) Identify and evaluate in which scenarios a mobile system should be preferred to the fixed automation system
2) Investigate different behaviour models for self-organising mobile robots in LSA
3) Compare and validate the investigated self-organisation models to determine which one performs better in any considered environment

As is common with any set of objectives, it is necessary to validate or verify that they have been met. Objectives 1 and 3 require no validation because they are comparisons. Therefore, they have to be verified. Objective 2 requires a validation because it involves newly developed models and it is necessary to show that it functions as expected. To be able to verify the results of the comparisons and validate the self-organisation models, a set of requirements is set for this thesis in section 3.1.

The key performance indicators for the utilisation are the time proportions spent in utilisation, moving and waiting. Those for resilience are the production loss (PL) and total underproduction time (TUT). The control over product delivery times and optimality are characterised by how well either system or behaviour model can minimise TWT in the considered scenarios. The computational efficiency is measured by how much time is required by either model to proceed after a disruption.
1.2. Research Scope

The main interest of this doctoral thesis is linked to self-organising mobile robots in LSA. The focus is specifically on the operational characteristics of the mobile robot system rather than the specific challenges of the assembly process itself. Nevertheless, it is recognised that there are still many technical challenges, however, those have been left outside of the scope in order to have a suitable focus for the doctoral thesis. It is argued that it is difficult to justify addressing the technical challenges unless the operational advantages are known.

Thus, this work is in operations research aspects, such as utilisation of manufacturing resources, meeting due times and responding to disruptions. This means that the physical execution of manufacturing tasks, localisation, path planning and other similar activities are out of scope. Instead, estimated work rates of machines are established and used throughout the thesis as benchmarks. Therefore, the scope of this work is bound to the use of simulation models to firstly investigate the differences in performance between mobile and fixed automation systems; and secondly, to the investigation of ways of autonomously self-organising mobile robots in LSA.

In all the following work, a mobile resource is a set of mobile robots with specified manufacturing capacity. Due to there not being any benchmarks or physical comparisons, it is unknown exactly how many mobile robots could match the capacity of a dedicated automation system. Clearly, this depends on the individual characteristics of mobile robots and benchmarked fixed systems. According to [4], machining operations like drilling and riveting in aircraft assembly require the components to be pressed together from both sides. Therefore, a group of mobile robots that matches a unit of a dedicated automation system can be considered a multiple of two. Using the relative performance factors of both system types ensures the transferability of the attained results from this work.
1.3. Thesis Structure

The thesis is structured as shown in Figure 1-3:

- In Chapter 2, the state-of-the-art systems and the relevant academic literature are discussed
- The research problem and hypotheses are outlined in Chapter 3.
- In Chapter 4, the two manufacturing system types are compared to one-another in like-for-like scenarios.
- The development of two self-organisation models follows in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7
- The work of this thesis is validated in Chapter 8 and brought to conclusions in Chapter 9
Figure 1-3: Thesis structure
Chapter 2 - Literature Review

In this chapter, the relevant literature for this thesis is described. Essentially, the literature review is intended for bringing together some of the most recent and relevant work that can be used as a foundation for the underlying work. The structure in this chapter is such that the review starts with more generic topics and then brings the focus to the most-relating literature in each section. The review firstly examines what work has been done with mobile vehicles and robots in the manufacturing context. It then provides a brief overview of what is self-organisation. Then, a large proportion of the review is dedicated to the behaviour models that could potentially be applied to mobile robots for autonomous operation. The literature review concludes with a summary and an identification of knowledge gaps for this doctoral thesis.

As discussed in [22]–[24] and an overwhelming amount of academic literature articles mentioned below, the manufacturing industry has seen a shift from mass production to mass customisation. This means that manufacturers must accommodate for greater varieties of products, reduced time to market, reduced cycle times and reduced order lead times in their design [25] and often even make changes in their shop floor layouts [26], [27], [28]. Whilst changes in the physical layout and product requirements do not apply to the modern LSA environments on a frequent basis, there is no reason to believe that it will not do so in the coming decades.

2.1. Mobile Robots in Academic Literature

Increased interest has been shown towards mobile robots in the past few decades. The enabling technologies have matured enough to embed logic on a mobile robot to autonomously perform various manufacturing tasks. To date, some of the greatest challenges for mobile robots have been the accurate estimation of their location [29] and appropriate navigation [30]. Thus, the most popular applications have been the kinds where high accuracy of motion is not a necessity. However, the newest technology is pushing the limits towards enabling high-accuracy tasks, as shown in [21]. Thus, the capability of mobile
robots has been steadily developing and there is much to benefit from further improvement. In the following sections, some of the most closely related mobile robot research is discussed.

2.1.1. Mobile Robots in the Literature of Schedule Optimisation, AGV Planning and Swarm Theory

In this literature review, mobile robots that are used for pick-and-place tasks are considered analogous to autonomously guided vehicles (AGVs). This is because the former uses its own robotic arm for handling products, and the latter relies on static robots at depots to do it for them. Thus, the difference is only in where the manipulator is positioned.

Gen and Lin wrote a survey paper on scheduling problems in manufacturing [31]. They provided a brief history of the problems and present a number of algorithms that have been used in job shop scheduling, AGV scheduling, dispatching in flexible manufacturing systems and other applications. They (also, Wan and Yuan [32]) stress that many optimal solutions in manufacturing operational problems fall into the class of NP-hard combinatorial problems. This means that from an algorithmic perspective, the problems of this type would most likely result in a polynomial increase in computational overheads when the input size (i.e. the number of agents, planning horizon, etc.) is increased. One logical continuation was to develop more efficient optimisation algorithms. In the 1960s, researchers proposed evolutionary programming, evolution strategies and genetic algorithms. Since then, in addition to developing a vast variety of new algorithms, academics have extended the existing ones to suit the needs and purposes of specific problems.

Recently, Saidi-Mehrabad, et al. [33] developed a two-stage Ant Colony Algorithm to schedule jobs on a job shop with AGVs. The objective was to minimise the makespan. They showed that the algorithm can achieve good results (but not optimal) in a “reasonable amount of time”. In the thirteen different experiments that they carried out, the computational effort to achieve a solution in some of the simpler experiments took 142 seconds. Whereas, when
increasing the difficulty (more jobs, machines, AGVs, larger shop floor), the time to find a solution rose to hundreds of thousands of seconds. Therefore, the feasibility of using centralised algorithms decreases when the difficulty increases.

Kousi, et al. [34] investigated the effect of adding Mobile Assistant Units (MAUs) in an automotive manufacturing case study. A MAU is a vehicle with multiple shelves for carrying parts between locations. They proposed a centralised algorithm for short-term planning and tested it at different settings. They concluded that despite achieving interesting results in their work, the algorithm is not suitable for larger instances of the problem due to computational overheads.

Optimisation algorithms tend to be naturally tailored to achieving very good results in relation to their objective functions. However, as shown and concluded in the works above and other related literature [35], optimisation algorithms lose their feasibility once the considered scheduling problem increases in complexity (i.e. state space becomes too large). The increase can come due to an increased planning horizon, the number of controlled entities or their skill sets on the shop floor. A promising method of overcoming that complexity is by distributing the load of decision-making among the involved entities. For example, in swarm theory, large groups of entities are coordinated through the use of local rules. For robotics, this means that each robot has its own logic to follow in every condition that it may come across. The inspiration in swarm robotics comes from observing how societies of insects can perform tasks in a group that are beyond the capabilities of any individual in the group [36]. Applications with potential for use of swarm robotics include exploration, reconnaissance, search missions, the division of labour, collective transportation of objects and collective mapping [36].

For example, Liang and Lee [37] use elite individuals to preserve good evolution of collision-free path planning based on an artificial bee colony; Cheng, et al. [38] use simple consensus algorithms to cover unknown areas by mobile robots using sweep coverage; Arcaute, et al. [39] developed a mathematical model of attractive fields based on pheromones (these are commonly used by ants to help guide one-another in colonies). Examples like
these distribute the decision-making load among the involved entities so that no single entity has to be responsible for the whole process.

The mentioned examples of distributed decision-making are a few out of many that provide a good insight into the field. It is accepted that learning from nature can give great ideas on how to approach engineering problems [36],[40],[41]. Leitao, et al. [41] add that the bio-inspired paradigms are best-suited for unpredictable environments. Due to the limited knowledge of the environment by each entity, there is an inability to plan forward or predict any future events. Therefore, in order to effectively enable these qualities in manufacturing, their suggestion is to combine these methods with those that have global knowledge. This way, the systems should be reactive in unpredictable circumstances and optimised in steady, predictable ones.

This section can be concluded by stating that the rigid, centralised algorithms are losing relevance in the modern manufacturing industry. The ever-increasing unpredictability in product demand and shortening product lifecycles are driving innovation in the field. On the computational level, this is analogous to the physical level: the currently common manufacturing systems exhibit similarly poor responsiveness to changes in production.

### 2.1.2. Mobile Robots in Manufacturing Literature

Buschhaus, et al. [42] state that there is great market potential in using standard 6-DOF industrial robots for manufacturing applications. This is mainly due to the universality of performing any type of movement in space at a lower price than CNC machines. The reasons for their limited use are the limitations of lower static stiffness of the serial kinematic chain than CNC machines. By mounting such an arm on a mobile platform, the stiffness and resultant accuracy decrease even further [43]. It can, therefore, be deduced that additional structural and accuracy features must be applied to mobile robots in order for them to be applicable in high-accuracy manufacturing tasks.

Chryssolouris, et al. have published several academic papers regarding the application of mobile robots in the automotive industry. In [44] they assess the
advantages of mobile robots’ ability to relocate on the shop floor and carry out a plethora of production processes with the 6-DOF manipulator. They find that mixed-model assembly systems (including both static and mobile robots) exhibit increased responsiveness both to planned system reconfigurations and unpredictable manufacturing resource breakdowns. This strongly increases the manufacturing system’s ability to handle a variety of products. They stress that the ability to do so is of paramount importance in the shift from mass production to mass customisation [24]. In [45], Michalos, et al. point out the challenges of replacing or adding a static robot in a workstation. They then use an automotive case study to design and simulate the action plan for autonomously replacing a robotic unit. As a result of that, the reconfiguration time of the given workstation was considerably shortened and human intervention was not necessary either. In [46], they developed a planning model for a mixed-model assembly system. They presented an approach for task allocation to both static and mobile robots in their automotive case study. They conclude that is necessary to develop standardisation of hardware and software interfaces to enable seamless ‘Plug & Produce’ (PnP) [26] behaviour. The PnP concept is a drive towards easier installation of assembly devices, analogous to the “Plug and Play” concept in computing. It has mostly been proposed for static robots [47] because those have been more widely adopted in the industry. However, the concept suits mobile robots even better because they can autonomously change workstations.

The key point of interest in the automotive applications seems to be the reconfiguration of workstations by means of adding, removing or replacing robots. As a result, a workstation configuration with the necessary capabilities can be achieved and the production of a new product may start. In the case of replacing a broken down or inefficient robot, an appropriately functioning one can be deployed.

Some cooperative assembly tasks in LSA have been addressed by researchers over the last two decades. For example, Simmons, et al. proposed a method for coordinating three robots with completely different configurations in [48]. They used an overhead crane, a mobile manipulator and a roving eye to perform a high-precision docking task of a metal beam that none of them would
be able to achieve individually. Pott, et al. take advantage of the dramatically expanded working envelope of mobile robots in comparison to fixed robots in [49]. They presented conceptual work for parallel cable-driven robots to perform the final assembly of solar power plants on-site. They argue that similar approaches can be used for building, maintenance and material handling in big warehouses. Dogar, et al. coordinated teams of mobile robots to carry objects that are too heavy for a single robot; co-localise holes; and insert fasteners in them in [50]. These publications target the applications where single machines or those constrained to a fixed point are impractical or ineffective to use.

Some of the closest work to this thesis' was found in [51]. There, Giordani, et al. proposed a “two-layered decentralised multi-agent system” to self-organise mobile robots on a manufacturing shop floor. On the first layer of the system, the products request the central coordinator agent for the right to invite resources. The coordinator agent then assigns the products a certain number of resources based on the product requirements and production costs. On the second level, mobile robots are assigned to specific products with the objective of minimising the total movement cost. The mobile robots are considered homogeneous and the interest is purely in shortening the movement distances. As a result, the proposed model effectively minimises the make span of product batches.

The given paper also provides some good reasons for why using mobile robots can be beneficial. The key point is the fact that there is no need to set the shop floor layout in the planning stages, as is the norm with static machines. The less constrained layout of dynamic systems consisting of mobile robots allows those decisions to be postponed to the operative level with the option to reverse them whenever required.

Furthermore, they point out that controlling mobile robots by means of embedded agents is suitable due to the physical nature of mobile robots themselves. Firstly, this is due to mobile robots having limited perception and communication capabilities. Secondly, they are not constrained to any single location on the shop floor and can autonomously relocate themselves. Thirdly, their proposed multi-agent approach claims to overcome the issues of
centralised approaches associated with a single critical point of failure, scaling, fault tolerance and others [52].

The point of criticism is that the paper claims to present a decentralised multi-agent system, however it has a single central coordinator agent. Whilst much of the planning and allocating load is indeed distributed among the manufacturing products and resources, the coordinating agent is the single point of failure in the system. It also processes a large amount of information. This means that if there is some form of error with that agent, then the whole system may come to a halt, much like traditional, centralised systems. Nevertheless, there is very little that could go wrong with the coordinator agent per se and it would be a trivial option to have a backup ready to take its position in case of issues. Therefore, it is fair to consider this model as a hybrid, because it consists of both centralised and decentralised elements.

2.1.3. Section Summary

In this section, models and algorithms to govern mobile robot behaviour and their general directions in academic literature have been presented. The section covered both: the applications where mobile robots have been used and the algorithms/models used to govern them.

It can be concluded that so far mobile robots have mostly been used for tasks that do not require high positioning accuracy. This can be explained by the fact that the enabling technology for more demanding tasks (like those in automotive and aerospace manufacturing) is still maturing to the necessary levels for LSA.

2.2. Self-Organisation

Self-organisation as a term has been used in many research fields. Examples can be brought from urban traffic control [53], stem-cell growing [54], nanofibres [55] and even pedestrians on pavement [56]. In all of them,
researchers study how small, independent entities spontaneously act to achieve an orderly arrangement of a large group. In manufacturing, self-organisation means that the system actively participates in its design at creation time and manages itself during operation [57]. This means that when a product’s requirements become known, the entities of the manufacturing system autonomously find suitable partners and positions in the shop floor layout. During operation, entities adapt their behaviours or change the shop floor layout if a disruption of any kind has been encountered.

Self-organisation as such is a broad term and can include a range of self-* properties, such as self-optimisation, self-healing, self-configuration, self-diagnosis, self-adaptation and others [41], [58]. However, for the purposes of this doctoral thesis, self-organisation is limited to the autonomous distribution of manufacturing resources to products. The interest is in two aspects – the efficient allocation of resources to meet product due times and the mitigation of negative impacts when disruptions occur. The ability to mitigate or absorb the impact of adverse events and return to a steady state is called resilience [27]. It is accepted that most engineered systems are designed with little to no consideration for disturbances and can, therefore, become unreliable under unpredictable circumstances [28]. Gu, et al. [59] defined that for manufacturing, the resilience parameters are the total underproduction time (TUT), total settling time (TST) and production loss (PL). These are illustrated on a throughput over time plot in Figure 2-1. TUT is a measure of how long a system has spent in underproduction or behind schedule. TST is an indicator of how long it takes a system to reach a steady state after a disruption ends. This is generally important in cases where buffers have been set up to avoid creating an instant bottleneck from a single failure. The PL is the exact quantity by how much working content the system is behind schedule. Thus, a well-designed self-organised assembly system (SOAS) must be efficient with respect to the general objectives of the production system as well as naturally exhibit a high degree of resilience.

Clearly, it is beneficial to recover from disruptions as quickly as possible. Scheduling models have traditionally relied on centralised architectures. However, they have not coped well with the increasingly dynamic character of
modern market demands. As is discussed in the next section, distributed planning models have been developed to overcome that.

![Figure 2-1: An illustration of resilience measures [55]](image)

### 2.3. Scheduling/Planning/Decision-Making Systems

In this section, various decision-making/planning/scheduling systems for manufacturing are presented. As was shown in section 2.1, several algorithms and behaviour models have been developed for controlling mobile robots. None of them were found to directly address the needs of self-organising mobile robots in LSA (product-centric scalability and meeting due times). This section provides an in-depth review of the kinds of approaches used in manufacturing. This enables narrowing down the options when identifying suitable architectures for self-organising mobile robots in this work.

In early research, centralised scheduling has dominated in literature. However, in the past few decades, there has been increasing pressure to either make the centralised approaches more efficient or shift over to decentralised ones. This is mainly due to the traditional methods’ slow response to any disruptions, increasing complexity or changes in production requirements.

Perturbations often lead to the need to change the scheduling code. With some larger centralised applications running on millions of lines of code, these changes are very costly to implement in terms of time and effort. Whereas, in
distributed systems, the code is often only hundreds of lines long [60]. It is, therefore, substantially easier to change. Furthermore, distributed systems have been shown to respond to disturbances better than centralised ones [61], [62]. This is because, in a distributed system, a disturbance has a local effect, whilst in a centralised system, it has a global effect [63]. Minor updates in information or disruptions on the shop floor may impact the schedules of only a few entities on the shop floor. In decentralised systems, this is handled by only the affected entities, as opposed to rebuilding the whole schedule by a central entity. The requirement for a great amount of information and the processing of it becomes particularly hindering for centralised systems. Unexpected events can be, for example, power blackouts, machine breakdowns, late supply arrivals or rush orders [61]. Whilst the former three examples can be controlled or mitigated to a reasonable extent by the manufacturer, rush orders depend on customers. A rush order is an order that is not considered in the main production schedule at the time of its arrival. According to [64], rush orders for prototypes, replacement orders or specific customer demands have become a regular part of companies' daily business. For the reasons above and additionally due to mobile robots enabling quick changes on the shop floor, fully centralised decision-making algorithms are not considered for self-organisation in this thesis.

2.3.1. Distributed Decision-Making

It is generally accepted that the planning of tasks will become increasingly automated in the future [65]. With the new technology paradigms, the IoT (Internet of Things) [66] and Industrie 4.0 [67], large networks of interconnected cyber-physical systems are envisioned. In these networks, entities autonomously interact with one-another to trigger certain actions which result in achieving their goals. This is in line with the vision of controlling large numbers of mobile robots in an assembly environment. As discussed in the section above, centralised coordination of these is not sensible due to high computational overheads and consequently poor responsiveness.
Much of the early distributed decision-making in related fields was carried out in the form of swarm robotics. The resultant reactive behaviour is excellent for highly unpredictable environments and if there is little interest in efficient performance. Manufacturing environments, however, require more intelligent approaches in order to achieve higher utilisation of machines and consequently better ROI. For such purposes, a very promising paradigm has been proposed and developed over the past several decades: multi-agent systems (MAS) [52]. This paradigm is described in section 2.3.1.1.

2.3.1.1. Multi-Agent Systems

As the name suggests, MAS is a system that is comprised of multiple agents. This subfield of computer science is considered relatively new because it has been studied since the latter half of the 20th century and only received wider recognition in the 1990s [52]. There have been many definitions to agents. For example, Wooldridge and Jennings define that “an agent is a computer system situated in some environment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives” [68]. Leitao [69] defines an agent as “an autonomous component that represents physical or logical objects in the system, capable to act in order to achieve its goals, and being able to interact with other agents when it does not possess knowledge and skills to reach alone its objectives.” Guo and Zhang [70] defined it in a more straightforward way: “Agent is the object which could finish the given task independently without people’s interference”. Whilst there are many more definitions (see [71], [72]), there is a consensus that agents are computational entities that have the ability to communicate with one-another and aim to work towards their objectives autonomously. Such characteristics in the digital environment form a good parallel to mobile robots in the physical environment.
2.3.1.1. Product Intelligence

Generally, in manufacturing MAS, product agents are responsible for their respective products’ manufacturing phase. However, recently the paradigm of product intelligence has gained interest. This paradigm links the physical order or product to information and rules that govern the way it is intended to be made, transported or stored [73]. This way, the basic concept of a product agent in MAS is expanded. According to [74], an intelligent product has its own unique identification, can communicate with its environment, store information about itself, share that information and is capable of participating in decision-making that influences its lifecycle. This intelligence can either be embedded in a product or in a remote location (i.e. PC or cloud computing service). The intelligence can also be expanded from only the product itself to the range of sub-assembly parts that it is made of [75]. Also, in some cases, even the lifecycle of the product may be considered [58]. This approach makes the production more product-based and suits the decentralisation narrative very well. In the context of developing MAS, this can be seen as a considerable step forward from the initial agents with basic rules for negotiations. In LSA, many products require not only a high volume of work to be processed but also a high number of different tasks. Applying this concept to products in this context could enable a fluid transition from raw material to finished assemblies. That would be followed by self-monitoring for maintenance purposes.

2.3.1.2. MAS Architecture Types

This section describes the architecture types that MAS have been based on throughout literature. Three common types have been outlined: The hierarchical (functional), blackboard and heterarchical types [76]. Illustrative examples of these architectures are shown in Figure 2-2.

In the hierarchical (or functional) architecture, each function of a whole process is a single agent. The agents are given certain pathways to communicate (customer-supplier or master-slave) and thus the system lacks distribution [77]. This architecture is most frequently applied to e-commerce,
because it is well-suited for one-on-one trading purposes as shown in [86]. However, it is too constraining for manufacturing purposes.

The blackboard architecture relies on a central blackboard agent for information exchange. The blackboard agent (BA) can be used as a central database where all agents can request information from. It may also use its information to predict and notify of any upcoming issues that the other agents have not been able to plan for. This does not mean that the BA controls the rest of the system. Such a system can be considered partially centralised and partially decentralised because it has centralised and decentralised elements in it. Despite being helped by a central source of information, the decision-making logic of other agents in this architecture is still inherently complex [78]. Due to using a combination of centralised and decentralised entities, this architecture can be considered a hybrid one.

![Diagram of three general MAS architecture types](image)

*Figure 2-2: The three general MAS architecture types [85]*

There are arguments both in favour of and against using blackboard architectures. Proponents are interested in combining the benefits of centralised optimisation and decentralised responsiveness [41], [73], [79]. The adversaries are challenging these claims by saying that it is incompatible to combine the two opposites. The incompatibility is due to the blackboard architecture promoting a collaborative environment, while the general direction and purpose of the decentralised approach have been to create a competitive
environment [80]. Furthermore, it has been shown that in addition to the gathering and processing of large amounts of information, it can be challenging for a central agent to handle the communication overheads [81]. Nevertheless, it can be argued that if a MAS with a blackboard architecture can be designed to meet its requirements, then there is no sense in arguing about the initial intentions of the paradigm. Instead, it can be seen as an alteration to achieve a more efficient solution.

An analogy can be seen between the blackboard architecture and the HMS approach. Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS) is a specifically structured case of recursive MAS [82]. By recursion, it is meant that each level of operation can theoretically be broken down to smaller levels and be part of a greater system at the same time. The functions of a BA can be very similar to those of the supervisor holon in HMS. The only major difference is the recursion that the blackboard architectures usually do not exhibit. By recursion, it is meant that each level of a system consists of lower levels at the same time as being part of higher levels.

The heterarchical architecture type is the classical architecture of a distributed system. This architecture type enables the greatest variety of process routes for any task. That is because each agent can talk to any other agent and normally no single agent has full knowledge of the environment. Jennings, et al. emphasized the power of this parallelism [71]. Any idling agents can request for work from other agents without posting to a blackboard or joining a queue. Furthermore, finding replacements or additional resources is straightforward and can only require a single exchange of messages. Therefore, this architecture type enables the full benefits of distribution; however, it is more difficult to achieve efficient results due to each agent having limited knowledge of the environment. Furthermore, these can occasionally result in particularly undesirable emergent behaviour [83].

2.3.1.3. Example Architectures

In this section, some of the most known MAS/HMS architectures are presented. It is shown that they are mostly intended to act as generic
architectures that can be specialised to address specific problems. The discussion in this section gives an overview of widely accepted architectures that could be used for self-organising mobile robots in this thesis.

A very early example of an HMS is the PROSA [84], which literally stands for Product-Resource-Order-Staff Architecture. It was presented in 1998 and consists of product, resource and order holons.

The Holonic Component-Based Approach (HCBA) [85] to reconfigurable manufacturing control architecture was presented in 2000. In this architecture, the holons are tied to the component level, not planning. Thus, each whole robot can be a holon, with different sensors, manipulators and grippers acting as sub-holons within it.

The ADApative holonic COntrol aRchitecture (ADACOR) [86] was based on PROSA. It was presented by Leitao and Restivo in 2006. They kept the basic PROSA holons and added to them a supervisor holon to act as a coordinator and global optimiser within its holon. It also participates in the coordination and formation of holon groups. As such, the supervisor holon turns the architecture into a hybrid one. In 2015, Barbosa, et al. added self-organisation capabilities to the architecture and called it ADACOR\textsuperscript{2} [87]. Self-organisation was enabled in two forms: behavioural adjustments for minor perturbations and structural adjustments for major changes. Then, in 2016, Leitao and Barbosa presented a dynamic switching mechanism for scheduling manufacturing operations [88]. The system was designed to respond to disturbances in an agile manner, freeze the early part of the obtained sub-optimal schedule and optimise the latter part of the schedule. This way, the system becomes responsive to changes and effective in building long-term schedules. The challenging part of this system may arise if the initially frozen part of the schedule happens to be poor and will negatively affect the part of the schedule that is being optimised. Nevertheless, it is a great attempt at bringing together the qualities of two fundamentally different control structures.

The MetaMorph structure [89] was an early paper (1995) where heterogeneous agents were clustered into groups and then coordinated by a
central mediator agent. The architecture is very similar to those of HMS and it is possibly even a direct precursor.

Farid and Ribeiro claimed that one of the barriers to adoption of MAS and RMS by manufacturers was the absence of formal and quantitative MAS design methodologies. They proposed the Axiomatic Design of a Multi-Agent Reconfigurable Mechatronic System (ADMARMS) in 2014 [90]. The key points of interest in this architecture are the facts that they do not neglect the transportation factor, they root the system in established engineering methodologies and designed the agent-based architecture for maximum reconfigurability.

The architecture and data model of ADMARMS is shown in Figure 2-3. It is shown how there is a set of agents that support the traditional product and resource agents.

![Figure 2-3: The ADMARMS architecture and data model [96]](image)

The entry and exit process agents create and destroy agents as necessary. A reconfiguration agent is linked to the resource agent to trigger the
reconfiguration process. Two agents are responsible for transportation – the transport process agent creates the contract which the transport agent can then choose to accept. Other agents either facilitate the storage; specification of production details or transformation of parameters within any of the agents due to reconfiguration. The resultant architecture is very responsive to reconfigurations on the shop floor, both due to the design modularity and due to applying a distributed decision-making model.

The inteGration of pRocess and quAlity Control using multi-agEnt technology (GRACE) [58] project was launched in the summer of 2013. Its aim was to develop a system to supervise quality control stations and coordinate operation through a network of collaborative individual agents. This project highlights a function of product intelligence, as discussed in section 2.3.1.1.1. In this case, the product agent can gather information about itself from other distributed entities and later participate in decision-making when its life-cycle is concerned.

It can be concluded that efforts have been focused to introduce distributed technologies at several levels in manufacturing. Component, planning/scheduling, reconfiguration, design and execution levels have been addressed by various research projects. While the shown architectures are by no means exhaustive, it is clear that the earlier and more basic architectures have been used as foundations for the more advanced architectures that have been proposed later. For the purposes of this work, two architecture types seem to be promising. One would include coordination by some central entity (blackboard) and the other option would not.

2.3.1.4. Negotiating in MAS

Negotiation is a fundamental interaction mechanism in any MAS. The ability of entities to influence one-another or come to a consensus through information exchange is one of the main things that make MAS more intelligent than swarm robotics, where communication is done by interacting with the environment instead [36].
The Contract Net Interaction Protocol (CNP) [91] has been commonly applied to describe agent interactions through communication. It has been developed by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA). An example of such a protocol is shown in Figure 2-. By definition, each agent can be an initiator, a participant or both at any instance in time.

![Figure 2-4: An example Contract Net Interaction Protocol [91]](image)

A negotiation is triggered when an agent (initiator) identifies a need to request or offer a good or service. It searches for suitable addressees
(participants) and messages them the offer. The offer can then be accepted, declined or negotiated further. Occasionally, negotiation conflicts may occur in task sharing [92]. These can be instances where either more than one or no participant agrees or to the request of the initiator. In these cases, conflict resolution strategies must be incorporated into the agent behaviour models to overcome them.

Much of the attention in this field relates to e-commerce (buyer-seller) where negotiation is the main purpose of the agents. Some of the early negotiation methods, like [93] and [94], were based on game theory. In [95], Gatti, et al. proposed a bargaining method where one of the negotiation sides is under a time-constraint. In [94], Fatima, et al. propose a framework for multi-issue negotiations between agents with their own agendas. However, they also admitted that existing game-theoretic models have two inherent limitations [98]: firstly, they commonly assume that the opponent has complete knowledge and is thus more informed than in real cases; and secondly, they assume that the agendas of all agents are fixed.

In a cooperative environment, it makes sense for agents to share their information; however, this is not the case in competitive environments [96]. A major challenge in competitive environments is the ability to predict the behaviour, preferences or interests of the opponent. In [97], Zhang, et al. propose a Bayesian-based approach to help an agent predict the opponent's preferences. Renne presented a model [98] where agents can “overhear” the messages that are sent between others and use them for justifying their logic in the prediction of future events. Thus, several methods can be used to acquire and make use of information.

Many different methods have been used for negotiations. For example, Wong and Fang designed ECNPro for multilateral agent-based negotiations [93]. The system treats multilateral negotiations as several concurrent bilateral ones and can adjust its negotiation strategies as required. Mansour and Kowalczyk provided a method [99] for coordinating the bidding strategy when there are multiple suppliers who offer multiple distinct services to the bidder. Sarvapali, et al. [100] stated that the interest in academia has grown towards Persuasive Negotiation (PN), where agents use threats, rewards or appeals in
an attempt to convince the opponent to accept any given offer. Such models are effective in situations where there are repeated encounters. In [100], their proposed model uses rewards that can be given as an incentive to opponents to accept offers. In [101], An, et al. presented a model where negotiation agents need to attract multiple resources at the same time. There, the challenge lies in ensuring that the exact number of resources is attracted. They designed their negotiation agents to adjust the concessions that they are willing to make when conditions change and the number of tentative agreements for each resource. Ferreira, et al. [102] proposed a method where agents negotiate only in the near future. This enables a smooth transition when any immediately planned events occur, however it lacks vision further into the future and may not foresee problematic scenarios developing early enough.

Whilst there have been many negotiation methods developed, there seems to be a lack of systematic classifications and categorisations for manufacturing applications. Thus, each of the presented methods has been developed for a specific purpose and there remains a lack of standardisation. Bridging this gap will allow new MASs to be developed more easily and reliably by making use of previous experiences and a systematic approach.

2.3.1.5. Scheduling/Planning Problems and Models

In this section, some typical planning problems and models in MAS are presented. Agnetis, et al. have published a book on MAS [103] with comprehensive explanations on the field. The concept involves one set of agents (products) that have a set of jobs (tasks) that need doing and another set of agents (resources) that are capable of doing them. The tasks take some time to process and the system as a whole must find the best ways to do so. The agents can be set to be either greedy (competitive) or cooperative. In the greedy option, each agent is driven by its individual cost function and disregards interests of others. In the cooperative option, agents are driven by some common interests. Depending on the problem, the aim is to best utilise some limited resources (i.e. time or energy [104]).
A wide range of scheduling problems has been addressed by MAS. The problems include different numbers of machines and products; sequences of tasks, constant or variable processing times, pre-emptive jobs and different objective functions. Each of these can contribute to the complexity of the scheduled problem.

Some recently published literature includes: allocating tasks to parallel machines with the objective to minimise earliness and tardiness (just-in-time) [105], minimising total energy consumption and TWT in job shops [106], controlling AGVs in the dough making process [107], single-machine scheduling with sequence-dependent setup times and maintenance [108], two-machine scheduling to minimise makespan and individual working cost-functions [109] and scheduling two products on parallel machines that have different processing speeds [110]. Thus, very different problems in very different environments can be of interest.

Some of these papers do not have a direct application or case-study in manufacturing [108]–[110]. Their intention is to identify a generic problem that may arise in a manufacturing environment and provide a “one size fits all” solution to it. Contrarily, a clearly outlined case study and industrial application from Mes, et al. [107] presents case-specific work that may only be applicable for a very specific environment. Therefore, not only can there be a variety of problems but the scope of the solutions can be broad or specific as well.

Whilst not directly related, these works provide valuable insights into the architectural and model designing aspects for the work in this thesis. As a result of the literature discussed in this section and in section 2.1.2, it can be concluded that MAS is the most promising paradigm for controlling mobile robots in LSA. This is because similarly to agents, independently acting mobile robots have a limited perception of the environment and can access additional information through communication. Further similarities, such as responsiveness, adaptability and versatility are also observed due to their distributed nature.

The use of swarm robotics is not suitable, because they lack the level of intelligence for the tasks. Due to a lower level of coordination, this approach
would require a higher amount of spare capacity to guarantee the same throughput. This means that manufacturers would be required to invest more capital into hardware.

Centralised methods of scheduling are not suitable either due to a single entity that processes all of the information. As discussed above, the responsiveness of such methods can become prohibitively poor.

Out of all of the found papers, none seem to be suitable for effectively self-organising mobile robots in LSA. This is because none of them takes into account product-centric scalability and meeting product due times at the same time. Because there are no competing models in this context, there is no need to analyse any of them in depth. Therefore, using the basic architecture types and relevant experiences from related papers, new self-organisation models had to be proposed.

The functional architecture type is not suitable for this problem, because it has a rigid master-slave relationship. The other two, blackboard (partially decentralised) and heterarchical (fully decentralised) were found to have potential.

The blackboard architecture possesses a central entity, which enables coordination in the system. Because the considered problem (product-centric scalability and meeting due times) was found to never have been addressed in academic literature, inspiration was taken from computer science. There, priorities of tasks are “aged” by increasing the priority values until eventually each task get processed. This approach, therefore, requires a suitable priority aging policy, as discussed in [111]. The priority aging process required to be modified in a suitable way to enable meeting product due times. These agents would then use their credits to give an incentive for the mobile agents to work on them.

The heterarchical architecture does not possess any central entities. Therefore, the activities must be driven by other means. Based on the experiences of researchers in MAS literature and in particular [93], [112], it makes sense to use an economic system similar to those used in the real
world. The research approach for investigating behaviour models based on the mentioned architectures is described in detail in Chapter 3.

2.3.1.6. Industrial Adoption of MAS

Throughout this literature review, a plethora of reasons in favour of using agent-based systems has been presented. However, despite the field having been actively researched for several decades, the adoption has been very limited. Many reasons have been identified for this [69], [113]–[116]:

- **Capital investment.** Perhaps the main disadvantage is that adding redundant equipment (as spare capacity) to an existing system may incur prohibitive costs. This is a particularly important challenge because, at the design stage, it is difficult to economically measure the benefits. This also explains why MAS has been adopted much faster in the IT sector, where replication does not incur meaningful costs.

- **The education system and the available workforce.** Due to the limited acceptance and relatively recent introduction of the concepts, very few educational institutions include it in their curriculum and few professionals specialise in the field.

- **The emergent behaviour can be hard to predict.** In a distributed layout it is difficult to guarantee that the system will perform in the desired way.

- **Scalability.** When agent-based systems are expanded to thousands of agents and there is a need for frequent negotiations, in some cases the communication load in the systems can become challenging.

- **Standards.** The only known standard in the field was found to be the messaging standardisation developed by FIPA.

- **Industrial controllers.** Usually, controllers in industrial environments have not been designed to be controlled by agents.
• **Misapplication.** MAS is not a one-size-fits-all solution and the occasional misapplication has affected their reputation.

Alvarez Peixoto, et al. argued that conclusive research into the feasibility of MAS must be carried out in order to convince manufacturers [117]. The rest of the limitations would then start getting resolved due to wider acceptance.

### 2.4. Knowledge Gaps

This chapter has provided an overview of self-organisation, mobile robots, their applications and means for their control. It was shown that mobile robots have been successfully used in tasks like pick-and-place and area coverage. Some conceptual work was presented from the automotive manufacturing industry. No direct work was found to have been done specifically for the purposes of self-organising mobile robots in LSA. On the one hand, this is surprising because in LSA the mobile system’s ability to scale up production rates on products could become a great advantage over fixed systems. On the other hand, this makes sense because the enabling technology has only recently made the industrial robots capable of the high accuracy tasks that are required in LSA. Thus, it was established that **it was unknown under which circumstances mobile automation systems have operational advantages over fixed systems in LSA.** This is the first knowledge gap that must be overcome to understand the feasibility of deploying mobile systems in LSA.

As any other automated manufacturing system that requires planning, the mobile system requires a decision-making model for functioning. Because self-organisation of mobile robots in LSA has not been researched, **it is unknown how the planning of resource allocations should be carried out most effectively in manufacturing environments of LSA.** It is predictable that there can be environments with different types and frequencies of disruptions and thus it may not be feasible to use a single solution for each of them. The literature review discussed the differences between fully centralised, partially centralised and fully decentralised systems. Despite optimisation, fully
centralised systems were deemed incompatible for this work due to the inherent rigidity. The other two architecture types have some feasibility and their performance in various scenarios should be explored. Thus, it is unknown in which manufacturing environments the mobile system should be controlled by partially centralised or fully decentralised decision-making models.

2.5. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the most relevant literature out of that found for this doctoral thesis has been reviewed. It was shown that most of the operational research on mobile vehicles has focused on pick-and-place tasks and topics related to swarm robotics. This can be explained by the fact that until very recently, mobile robots lacked the capabilities required for high-accuracy manufacturing tasks.

In manufacturing, tasks often require high structural stiffness in addition to accuracy itself. This is why CNC machines have been used so widely in the industry. Recent advances in robotics have enabled more accurate tasks (drilling and filling) to be done accurately enough by mobile robots for the automotive and aerospace manufacturing processes.

Some key conceptual work was presented and the potential benefits of mobile robots have been described. It was concluded that mobility enables applying changes on the shop floor much faster. Therefore, manufacturing environments with frequent changes or high schedule uncertainty should benefit from using mobile systems. The expected disadvantage of mobile systems is the accuracy. Firstly, mobile robots commonly rely on sensors to achieve locations estimates. Secondly, they have the additional challenge of structural stiffness. Both of these are engineering challenges and can be mitigated through additional capital investment.

The literature relating to mobile robots also uncovered the most common control approaches for mobile robots. Multiple sources claim that centralised scheduling algorithms are suitable only for small instances of such problems.
They commonly use decentralised models, and in particular, agent-based models for controlling mobile systems in related environments.

Out of the general MAS architectures, only blackboard and heterarchical architectures make sense for the problem in this doctoral thesis. The blackboard architecture possesses a central entity, which enables coordination in the system. The decentralised model required establishing a link between the economic considerations of the manufactured products and the agents that are responsible for them.

The methodology for comparing the fixed and mobile automation systems, developing the named self-organisation models and validating them is described in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 - Research Methodology

To fulfil the objectives set in section 1.1, a research methodology is formalised. In this chapter, the research problem is defined, two hypotheses are stated and the research approach is described.

As discussed in the introduction, traditional manufacturing systems in LSA respond to changes in production very poorly and have a limited working envelope. Therefore, more versatile and flexible solutions than those must be explored in order to meet the needs of current and future manufacturing. An alternative to such systems is seen in the application of mobile robots. Due to not being physically constrained to any infrastructure on the manufacturing shop floor, mobile robots have the freedom of moving to any workstation at any time. As shown in the literature review (Chapter 2), some work had been done on the physical application of mobile robots. However, no direct work had been found to neither compare the system types in LSA nor develop the appropriate behaviour models for self-organisation in this context. In order to understand the aims and challenges of this doctoral project, different planning systems were described in Chapter 2.

The decision-making models for controlling manufacturing systems generally consider only one machine per product at any time. Throughout this thesis, each product is assumed to be product-centrically scalable, meaning that it is large enough for multiple mobile robots to fit around it in order to increase the work rate. The objective is to meet the due times of each individual product. This can be compared to scaling work rates with human work teams. Therefore, the self-organisation challenge in this thesis had to be achieved by proposing new self-organisation models.

The literature review highlights that shop floors can be controlled in centralised and decentralised ways. The expected general characteristics of these are illustrated in Figure 3-1. Centralised control is usually optimised because there is an entity that has complete knowledge and control of the environment. However, for the same reasons, an increase in entities on the shop floor leads to an exponential increase in processing time for each solution; thus, the problem is NP-hard. Therefore, if disruptions are frequent or the
number of shop floor entities increases, the viability of using a centralised control algorithm decreases. This is because each rescheduling task means that the schedule must be reprocessed. In a properly designed decentralised self-organisation model, disruptions should not affect the whole system, instead, there should only be a local effect among involved entities. By solving the problems locally, the decision-making agents do not strain any central entity. This means that the manufacturing system should be scaled up without concerns about causing unreasonable computational overheads. The disadvantage of a decentralised approach is the fact that no entity knows everything about the environment and therefore there is no feedback on the resultant schedules. For this reason, it is impossible for the system to assess their optimality. An additional challenge in such a system may arise due to a high communication overload. This is because the system relies on constant negotiations between entities instead of a central decision maker that gives direct commands as and when necessary. For this reason, several different behaviour rules of the decentralised model must be tested at different settings to ensure the best possible outcome.

Figure 3-1: The expected differences between the models based on the literature review
3.1. Requirements for the Doctoral Thesis

The requirements for this thesis are listed as follows:

- The work in this thesis should be applicable to LSA
- The comparison of systems should highlight the differences in the systems’ utilisation, control over product delivery times and resilience due to mobility
- The developed self-organisation behaviour models should be based on two fundamentally different multi-agent systems architectures
- The self-organisation behaviour models should autonomously arrange that the machines are allocated to jobs once products have been launched
- The models should work with the objective to minimise TWT
- The models should respond to any disruption automatically
- The comparison of models should show differences between the models' performance in relation to minimising TWT and computational efficiency.

3.2. Problem Definition

The problem definition for this doctoral thesis extends from the literature review. Large structure assembly generally requires the production of low quantities of products with high working contents. The products are usually very heavy, large and difficult to handle. From the manufacturing system's perspective, products' working contents must be processed by given due times. As each product is part of a larger assembly, it is important that no individual product is delayed. Tardy individual products may cause a delay in the release of full assemblies and consequently a monetary loss to the manufacturer.

Manufacturers aim to design their manufacturing system capacities to be able to process the working content of arriving products in a planned product flow. However, due to unpredictable events, it is highly likely that sometimes it will not be possible to meet the due times of each product. In such
circumstances, the manufacturer aims to distribute the available manufacturing capacity in a way that minimises the negative impact of product tardiness. Therefore, the objective function of such a manufacturing system is minimising the total weighted tardiness (TWT). The weight in this function is the tardiness cost of products per unit of time and the tardiness is measured in units of time that a given product is tardy by.

A typical unit of a fixed automation system in LSA is shown in Figure 3-2. The machine is constrained to a gantry rail and, therefore, has a limited working envelope. Because it requires a substantial effort to load and unload products from workstations, the machines spend considerable time without utilisation. Consequently, manufacturers see a slower return of their capital investment, have little control over product delivery times and have a poor response to any required production changes.

![Figure 3-2: An example image of the ElectrolImpact E7000 system [118]](image)

A very important consideration for a manufacturing system is also its resilience. It was discussed in Chapter 2 how various disruptive events are increasingly becoming a part of manufacturers’ daily business. Whilst disruptions are rarer in LSA than in most other industries, it is still important to evaluate and increase this performance characteristic. A point to argue is also the consideration that disruptions like accepted rush orders and changes in production requirements are rare due to the involved challenges of executing them. Hypothetically, if responding to such events became relatively effortless
and of negligible cost, it would be much easier to accept them on the planning level.

With the physical considerations mentioned above, it is also important to establish the planning challenges. In this work, the performance of the mobile system is simulated in various manufacturing scenarios. These scenarios include processing different types of products, planning horizons and handling different frequencies of disruptions. The self-organisation behaviour of the mobile system should ideally react to any perturbations instantaneously and provide optimal planning with respect to minimising TWT. As was established in the literature review, scheduling models that include central sources of information tend to perform better with respect to the objective functions. However, the gathering and processing of information by the entity are very demanding in terms of computation and communication. This is particularly challenging when there is a large number of entities on the shop floor or the planning horizon is very long. An alternative to those are models that do not include any centralised entities. Therefore, a major part of the self-organisation problem is identifying which architecture type can provide the best compromise in terms of responsiveness and TWT minimisation.

3.2.1. Definition of Research Hypotheses

Until this section, it has been repeatedly discussed how and why the current state-of-the-art manufacturing systems in LSA are very constrained and irresponsive to any changes on the shop floor. It was proposed that dynamic systems consisting of mobile robots can overcome many of those challenges. Thus, the first hypothesis in this thesis is that an appropriately controlled mobile system can be more utilised, resilient and has more control over product delivery times in dynamic scenarios of LSA than traditional, dedicated automation systems with identical working capacities. By dynamic scenarios, it is meant that the shop floor encounters some frequency of predictable or unpredictable events that were not initially accounted for.
If the hypothesis holds true, then the next logical step will be to find out what kinds of behaviour models are best suited to facilitating the self-organisation of mobile robots in the given scenarios.

Much of the published literature ([65], [73], [86]) has shown that centrally controlled systems face many difficulties in situations relating to uncertainty and increasing numbers of controllable entities. According to [86] and [119], a well-balanced hybrid (partially centralised and partially decentralised) architecture should successfully combine the benefits of hierarchical (centralised) and heterarchical (decentralised) control architectures. Still, due to being only partially decentralised, it is predictable that in dynamic enough environments, such a model would become infeasible due to computational overheads. Particularly, considering that manufacturers are consistently pushed towards more customised products with shorter life-cycles, there is an increasing need for manufacturing systems to be responsive to it. Therefore, it is also necessary to develop a fully decentralised model for mobile robots in LSA to ensure self-organisation in more dynamic environments than the hybrid model can handle. This would enable to compare the models and determine in which environments either one should be used. Thus, the second hypothesis is: The agent behaviour model for self-organising mobile robots in LSA based on the hybrid architecture will exhibit better self-organisation schedules but lower responsiveness than the model based on the decentralised architecture. Considering the current level of dynamics in LSA, the hybrid model should be justifiable due to optimisation and responsiveness. The responsiveness is expected to be high because disruptions are not very frequent, and the number of deployed manufacturing resources and products is relatively small. However, in the light of a constantly developing domain and dynamic trends in manufacturing (and other industries), its responsiveness may become prohibitive and thus the need for the decentralised model may also arise in the future.

In order to prove or disprove these hypotheses, four knowledge contributions are presented in this doctoral thesis. The core contributions are:

1) A comparison of the manufacturing resilience and utilisation between mobile and fixed automation systems
2) A hybrid self-organisation model for mobile robots in large structure assembly
3) A decentralised self-organisation model for mobile robots in large structure assembly
4) A comparison of hybrid and decentralised self-organisation models for mobile robots in large structure assembly

3.3. Research Approach

The manufacturing systems are compared by running simulations on representative numerical models. By measuring the differences in the performances of like-for-like systems, it is possible to determine in which scenarios the mobile system will be preferred to the dedicated system. Hence, the need arises to develop means to self-organise mobile robots in an effective way.

The typical hybrid and decentralised architectures are illustrated in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 respectively. Firstly, the hybrid self-organisation behaviour model must be developed and verified. In this model, a central blackboard agent receives information from all agents on the shop floor and processes it to determine how to proceed. Secondly, a decentralised self-organisation model must be developed and verified. In this model, there are no central coordinating entities and each agent follows their own interests. Here, the PAs only take immediate decisions and do not look into the future. They offer certain amounts of virtual credits to RAs which then decide whether to accept the offers or not.

The second hypothesis states that the two models will enable self-organisation in both static and dynamic environments of LSA. By static environments, it is meant that the initially set schedule gets very rare changes. Conversely, in a dynamic environment, changes occur frequently and the system must be able to respond to them quickly. As is shown in Chapter 2, the hybrid model should create near-optimal schedules at the expense of potentially high computational overheads. Where the overheads are prohibitively high, it makes sense to use the decentralised system due to its
high responsiveness regardless of the environment. The validation in Chapter 8 assesses the performance of both models with respect to a) minimising TWT, and b) increasing the numbers of products and their working contents. The minimisation of TWT is a measure of the scheduling optimality. The responsiveness can become of critical importance when the environment is dynamic.

For the purposes of this doctoral thesis, the architectures are treated separately. However, in a realistic manufacturing environment, they can be used interchangeably as and when preferred.

The hypotheses are divided into two: stating the expected differences between the system types; and the investigation and comparison of two fundamentally different agent-based self-organisation models.

The completed work consists of four core knowledge contributions. The first contribution identifies the benefits and challenges of using dynamic systems composed of mobile robots instead of fixed automation systems. The knowledge gained from the first contribution is used as a justification for the
further work. The second contribution is the development of the hybrid behaviour model for use by mobile robots in LSA (Chapter 5 - Chapter 6). The third contribution is the development of the decentralised behaviour model for use by mobile robots in LSA (Chapter 7). The final contribution is the validation and comparison of the two developed models in Chapter 8.

Figure 3-4: The illustration of communication links in the decentralised model in the research approach

The stated hypotheses allow defining the validation procedures for the knowledge contributions. As there is a very wide range of possible scenarios occurring in the given research problem, it is unwise to validate through them all. Instead, some of the typically arising types of problems were used.

The development of a hybrid behaviour model for mobile robots in static environments of LSA is split into two chapters in this thesis (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). This is because the hybrid self-organisation model required a priority aging policy, as discussed in section 2.3.1.5. The reader is referred to those chapters for further details. The next sections in this chapter clarify the purpose and approach to the core knowledge contributions.
3.3.1. The Identification of Differences between the Application of Fixed and Mobile Automation Systems in Large Structure Assembly

The absence of relevant literature on this topic leaves too many open questions to be able to proceed with the development of the self-organisation models. What exactly are the differences with the more dynamic, mobile approach? What changes when resources move to products instead of the products to resources? How much benefit does product-centric scalability bring? How much availability is compromised due to moving? Michalos, et al. [45] have stated the advantages for the automotive manufacturing domain. However, no literature was found to either quantify these advantages or approach the questions with product-centric scalability in mind.

In this core contribution, a like-for-like comparison approach is adopted where the two systems with identical manufacturing capacities are compared to one another. The experiments include testing the systems’ utilisation proportions and resilience parameters under various product sizes, product mixes and rush order arrival frequencies. The only difference between the systems is that the dedicated system has a limited working envelope (due to gantry rails) and the mobile system does not.

The comparison study firstly provides an understanding of when either type of system performs better and secondly provides a foundation for the development of the self-organisation behaviour models. The assessed characteristics between the systems are linked to the considerations that are likely to have an economic impact due to the manufacturing systems’ performances: the utilisation, ability to control product delivery times and resilience. Utilisation is a measure of how well an investment is being used, and resilience and control over product delivery times enable a system to minimise TWT better.
3.3.2. The Investigation of a Hybrid Agent Behaviour Model for Mobile Robots in LSA

The investigation of a hybrid self-organisation behaviour model for mobile robots is the second core contribution. This model is intended to achieve the lower TWT out of the two. Due to having a central blackboard agent, this model is expected to achieve near-optimal results, but experience exponentially increasing computational overheads with increasing numbers of agents on the shop floor. Nevertheless, it was expected that this model should be sufficient for the self-organisation of mobile robots in the current scenarios of LSA. This is because there it is currently very uncommon to have large numbers of active products and machines at any one time on a shop floor. However, it is possible that similar applications will arise in the future which would require processing high numbers of agents and/or responding to disturbances more frequently than sensible for this model. Therefore, it was important that a decentralised self-organisation model is developed for that purpose as well.

It is stated in Chapter 2 that no academic literature was found to investigate problems with pre-emptive and scalable jobs with the objective of minimising TWT. For this purpose, it makes sense to consider approaches from related fields of science. A potentially suitable approach was found in computer science. There, processors with several cores must prioritise which tasks to process first. A very common problem with this approach occurs when higher-priority tasks get launched before low-priority tasks get processed. This results in some tasks never being processed. The solution to this is to gradually increase the priority values of all tasks until they get processed. This process is called “priority aging” and the policy that governs the aging is the “priority aging policy” (PAP). Because the computational approaches do not have strict due times to follow, new PAPs had to be proposed and investigated in Chapter 5. There, a PAP is determined that consistently achieves the best and often even optimal TWT values. To ensure that the sub-optimal schedules are reprocessed, a negotiation protocol and its triggering mechanism are developed in Chapter 6.
3.3.3. The Investigation of a Decentralised Agent Behaviour Model for Mobile Robots in LSA

Assuming that a decentralised behaviour model is more adaptable to changes in schedules and scaling up production, it is an important complement to the hybrid model. Thus, this model is the third knowledge contribution. Its disadvantage is that it does not guarantee as good results in terms of minimising TWT, because no single agent has full knowledge of the environment. In a real application, the mobile system should be able to shift between these two models based on immediate needs.

To govern the behaviour of agents in this decentralised architecture, an economic model has been applied. The PAs start with a bankroll of credits which is proportional to their tardiness cost. They offer credits to RAs for processing their tasks. The RAs seek to maximise their earnings. Therefore, they accept the highest-offering contracts. They also apply a movement penalty, because they cannot do value-adding work during moving. The full details of this model are presented in Chapter 7.

3.3.4. The Comparison of Self-Organisation Models

This knowledge contribution is presented in Chapter 8. The models are compared to one-another in identical scenarios to confirm the second hypothesis. It is expected that the hybrid model will achieve better results with respect to minimising TWT. However, it is also expected to exhibit lower responsiveness in comparison to the decentralised model.

The models are firstly tested in scenarios with varying kinds of scheduling challenges to assess their optimality with respect to minimising TWT. Secondly, they are tested under varying numbers of agents and product working contents. The interest is in investigating under which circumstances either model should be preferred for use.
3.4. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the methodology that was undertaken to achieve the research objectives is presented.

The research problem is the fact that the usefulness of dynamic, mobile systems in LSA had not been investigated yet. In case if the usefulness is proven, it is unknown how to self-organise the mobile system in an applicable and effective way.

The research in this thesis is carried out by means of simulations. Firstly, the system types are compared to one another in order to determine the performance differences. And secondly, two agent-based self-organisation models are developed for autonomous task allocations in a range of scenarios. The models are compared in Chapter 8 as part of the thesis validation.
Chapter 4 - A Comparison of the Manufacturing Resilience and Utilisation between Mobile and Fixed Automation Systems

4.1. Introduction

Prior to developing self-organising models for mobile robots, it was necessary to understand the differences between the application of mobile and traditional, dedicated automation systems. In this chapter, an investigation is carried out to investigate under which circumstances mobile systems have operational advantages over fixed automation systems. This comparison study also determines the performance boundaries that can be achieved by controlling mobile robots with unsophisticated control models. The development of the more sophisticated self-organising models, in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 is based on the findings of this analysis.

The literature review showed that traditionally, manufacturing plants have been relying on dedicated machinery with fixed infrastructure and little ability for reconfiguration. In large structure assembly (LSA), the state-of-the-art systems are generally very well suited for their purposes. However, the ever-increasing fluctuations in customer demands and difficulty of reconfiguring these systems lead to their early obsolescence. Moreover, the transportation of products for these systems, which is done by cranes, is slow and requires highly skilled labour.

From an economic perspective, major problems with traditional, dedicated automation systems are their limited movement ability and the inability to scale up the work rate on any individual product. For this reason, in times of low demand, it may often occur that only a small proportion of the system’s capacity is utilised.

An alternative approach which would overcome this problem is seen in the use of mobile robots in such environments. Firstly, mobile robots are much more reconfigurable than the dedicated automation systems and can stay in service longer. This is due to using standardised components and the inherent
flexibility of the mobile manipulators. Secondly, by moving manufacturing resources to products instead of the vice versa, the need to transport products is reduced. Thirdly, with large enough products, it should be possible to scale up the work rate on any individual product by allocating several mobile resources to work on the same product at the same time.

As described in the literature review, one major challenge that currently separates this approach from becoming a reality is the inability of mobile robots to physically meet the working standards of the dedicated automation systems. The mobile platform reduces the structural stiffness of mobile robots, leading to difficulties in carrying out tasks accurately. Furthermore, the current localisation methods of mobile robots are far from being as accurate as carefully calibrated fixed robots. This further reduces the positioning accuracy of mobile systems.

Finally, there is the challenge of how to arrange the decision-making of the mobile system for the purposes of self-organisation. No such behaviour models were found to be published specifically for this problem. For this reason, it is important to firstly identify what the differences between the two considered systems are, assuming both are capable of working at the necessary specifications.

The problem considered in this work is an alteration of the common minimisation of total weighted tardiness (TWT). The alteration is the product-centric scalability. This means that several mobile robots may fit around the same product to scale up the individual work rates. An important specification is also the fact that the jobs are pre-emptive, meaning that any job can be paused and later resumed if necessary. This is justified, considering that a common job in aircraft wing assembly is the drilling and riveting of very large quantities of holes on the same products.

The key parameters of interest are tardiness ratios between the systems, rush order completion time ratios, production loss, the utilisation, moving and idling proportions of time. The tardiness ratio between the systems is a measure of how much time the systems spend in tardiness in relation to one another. In this context, tardiness is created by a disruption. The rush order completion time ratio is a measure of how quickly the systems can complete an
identical rush order in relation to one another. The production loss quantifies how much working content has been lost due to a disruption. The proportions of time spent in any activity are self-explanatory and help compare the systems’ utilisations.

4.2. Methodology

In order to establish the behavioural characteristics of the systems based on different parameters, Monte-Carlo simulations are used. The experiments were designed to be able to analyse how either system responds to rush orders, varying product arrival times, production mix variations in the production process and different levels of spare capacity. A rush order is an order that has been launched out of schedule and is often treated in literature as a form of disruption [60]. By variable arrival times, it is meant that there is an unsteady flow of products into the system. A production mix variation means that the launched products have different working contents.

4.2.1. Problem Formulation

Two kinds of products are launched to the systems in this chapter: regular and rush orders. A regular product is a product that arrives on schedule and does not have priority over others. The manufacturing systems consider working on this once they become available. A rush order is a high priority product that is launched out of schedule and is required to be completed as soon as possible. Thus, if the rush order is within the working envelope of any resource agents, they move to process the rush order until completion and then continue as before. The behaviour models of both systems are described in section 4.2.2.

Each product is launched with a working content at a given moment in time. Once the content has been processed, the product is considered ready and gets unloaded. The simulation model is subject to the following constraints:
\[ S_j \geq 0, \ l_j \geq 0, \ u_j \geq 0, \ l_j' \geq 0, \ u_j' \geq 0 \quad \forall \ J_j \in J \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ |r_j'_{\text{min}}| = L_j + p_j \quad \forall \ J_j \in J \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ S_j \geq l_j' \quad \forall \ J_j \in J \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ C_j = S_j + p_j \quad \forall \ J_j \in J \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ u_j \geq C_j \quad \forall \ J_j \in J \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ m_{j_{\text{max}}} = 1 + Y * (m - 1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ m = f \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ (l_{j}, l_{j}') = [u_{j}, u_{j}'[, \ (l_{j}, l_{j}') = [l_{j+1}, l_{j+1}'[ \quad \forall \ J_j \in J \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ (u_{j}, u_{j}') = [l_{j}, l_{j}'[, \ (u_{j}, u_{j}') = [u_{j+1}, u_{j+1}'[ \quad \forall \ J_j \in J \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Where:

\[ Y = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{for the dedicated system} \\ 1, & \text{for the mobile system} \end{cases} \]

The first constraint ensures that no activity can start before the simulation. Constraint (2) specifies that the minimum duration of every job \(|r_j'_{\text{min}}|\) is the sum of the time taken to load \((L_j)\), process \((p_j)\) a job \(J_j\). Constraint (3) defines that a job can only start being processed at time \(S_j\) once it has finished loading at time \(l_j'\). The completion time \(C_j\) in constraint (4) is the sum of the starting time \(S_j\) added to the processing time \(p_j\) for each agent. Under constraint (5), for each job \(J_j\), the unloading may be started at time \(u_j\) only as soon as the processing on that product has been finished at time \(C_j\). Constraint (6) ensures that the maximum number of resources \(r_{j_{\text{max}}}\) that can be allocated to processing any single job \(J_j\) is 1 for the dedicated system and \(m\) for the mobile system. The deployed number of resources (and hence the maximum values of \(MD_f\) and \(MM_m\)) have been equalled to 4 under constraint (7). The crane’s availability is defined under constraint (8). It establishes that between the start \(l_j\) and finish \(l_j'\) of loading job \(J_j\), there can be no unloading \((u_j, u_j')\) or loading of other jobs \((l_{j+1}, l_{j+1}')\) and vice-versa under constraint (9). The crane system is a shared resource on the shop floor that can be unavailable.
A large number of simulations were required to be carried out for this part of the thesis. Out of the available simulation platforms, NetLogo (version 5.3.1 [120]) was found to be the best choice due to the ease of setting up and repeatedly running a model [121]. Other than being able to carry out many simulations in a short space of time, this software package is also capable of measuring a wide range of parameters that are taking place in simulations. The disadvantage of using NetLogo is the difficulty in facilitating intelligent decision making. However, it was established that the control models in the simulations used for this initial research stage were not advanced enough to cause this challenge and therefore the desired results could still be extracted.

4.2.2. Decision-Making Policies

In this section, the three decision policies that are used by the systems in these simulations are described. They are all based on the First-In-First-Out [35] policy.

1) Dedicated system: As shown in Figure 4-1, the dedicated system applies the First-In-First-Out policy under normal circumstances. If a rush order arrives, then the system immediately switches over to that until completion. Only one dedicated system unit can be allocated to a rush order and therefore the remaining ones keep working on their regular products (if applicable).

![Flowchart for the dedicated system's decision policy](image)
2) **Mobile robots (non-cooperative):** The flowchart for this behaviour is shown in Figure 4-2. Each mobile resource is assigned two adjacent workstations (for analogy with the dedicated system) in normal circumstances and applies the First-In-First-Out policy. If a rush order arrives then all the mobile resources leave their positions immediately in order to complete the rush order. If no job is available at either allocated workstation of a mobile resource, then it returns to the waiting area.

![Flowchart](image)

*Figure 4-2: The flowchart for the non-cooperative decision policy of the mobile system*

3) **Mobile robots (cooperative):** As can be seen in Figure 4-3, this model is based on the non-cooperative policy, but instead of returning to base, each mobile resource looks for products on all of the shop floor’s workstations, not only the ones allocated to them. This way, the mobile resources attempt to cooperate with one another, but may lose time due to excessive moving. They return to base only in the case where there is no available work at all.
The non-cooperative policy was designed to be passive and mimic the dedicated system as much as possible. This is to highlight the effect of scalability alone. On the contrary, the cooperative policy was designed to be very proactive. The two extremes of proactivity were expected to highlight the differences to the highest extent.

Figure 4-3: The flowchart for the cooperative decision policy of the mobile system

4.2.3. Simulation Model Specifications

The simulation model is governed by the flowchart shown in Figure 4-4. The simulations start with half of the workstations loaded with products. The model then considers the appropriate product launch policy (shown in Equations 4.1-4.4 below) to determine when a new product should be launched to the systems.
When a product is launched, it seeks to be loaded on an available workstation. In a situation when no workstations are available the launched regular products are sent to a queue. If the launched product is a rush order, it triggers the systems to unload a waiting product in order to free up a workstation and enable the loading of the rush order onto it.

Figure 4-4: The general flowchart for the simulation model

In the next step, the systems apply their decision policies, as described in section 4.2.2. After this, the simulation model checks whether there are any
products in the queue. If so, the products are loaded on to the available workstations. If workstations are not available, then the queued products keep waiting.

In each simulation run, the number of deployed units is the same between the systems. For example, in a simulation run with 4 mobile resources (8 workstations), there are 4 units of the dedicated system (also 8 workstations) to match the working capacity. In the experiments, there are 2-4 deployed units. These amounts were seen as suitable to assess systems with multiple machines, but without causing unreasonable computational overheads (as determined from test runs).

By a deployed unit it is meant that a mobile resource with an identical working capacity is deployed per every unit of a dedicated system. A unit of a dedicated system can be considered a copy of a state-of-the-art system like the ElectroImpact E6000 [6]. Individual capabilities of each unit are considered equal. Each unit of the manufacturing systems works at a rate of one unit of work per time step (minute) of simulation, provided that it is located at the workstation. The mobile robots also have a base to return to in case if there were no tasks available for them. The time spent in it is registered as waiting time.

The steady-state of production is defined as the state when only regular products are launched into the systems. The launch of a rush order is considered a disruption that causes the systems to divert some of their working capacities away from the regular products in order to complete it. Consequently, the systems may then be in underproduction with respect to regular products, because the committed work capacity to them becomes lower than normal. If this occurs to a system, then it is considered to be in underproduction.

An important measure when responding to disruptions is the manufacturing resilience of the systems. It is a measure of a system’s ability to mitigate or absorb a disruption and return to normal operating conditions. Gu, et al [59] define three important parameters for it: the production loss, the total underproduction time and the total settling time. The production loss (PL) is a measure of how much work content the system has done less than what was
initially planned for the given instance in time. The total underproduction time (TUT) is the time that a system has spent in tardiness due to a disruption. Even after completing a rush order, the system is still in a tardy state and must commit its full capacity to recover from it. The total settling time (TST) is measured in a system where there are buffers between stages of assembly. Due to considering only a single generic stage in this chapter, the TST is omitted.

The workstations are arranged in two rows and x columns for the mobile system, where x is the number of deployed units of resources. Each of the dedicated system’s deployed units is allocated two workstations. Due to the product sizes in some extreme cases of large structure assembly, it was important to stress the moving distances of mobile robots. Each workstation is placed 60m away (according to the Airbus A380 model’s design, an aircraft’s wing panel can be over 40m long) from adjacent ones. In this layout, assuming 1m/s for mobile robot movement speed, it takes a minute for the shortest possible move between workstations for a mobile robot.

Two product launching policies are considered in this chapter: the regular and the fluctuating.

When the regular product launching policy is selected, the products are launched at regular intervals so that the launched working content is equal to the system’s capacity minus spare capacity. Equation 4.1 shows the formula that governed the product launch intervals in this case. The spare capacity is used as a fraction and C is the working capacity in the simulation.

\[
  t = \frac{Average \ product \ work \ content}{(1-spare \ capacity) \times C} 
  \quad \text{(Equation 4.1)}
\]

If the fluctuating launching policy is selected, then at each time step there is a given probability that a product will be launched. Similarly to the regular product launching, Equation 4.2 averages the incoming work content at the system’s capacity minus spare capacity.

\[
  P = \frac{(1-spare \ capacity) \times C}{Average \ product \ working \ content} 
  \quad \text{(Equation 4.2)}
\]
The frequency of launched rush orders is established as a rush order to normal product input ratio, denoted by \( \varphi \). Its numerical value denotes per how many regular products is a rush order launched. From Equation 4.3, it might appear that the rush order is a regular occurrence and therefore should not be considered a random disturbance. However, the decision policies and capacities of both manufacturing systems were not designed to take it into account as such.

\[
t_{\varphi} = t \cdot \varphi
\]  
(Equation 4.3)

The interval between rush order launches is the interval of a regular product multiplied by this ratio. For example, if a regular product is launched every 1000 seconds and \( \varphi \) is 10, then rush orders are launched every 10,000 seconds.

In the case of fluctuating product launches, the probability of regular product launch is divided by the ratio, as seen in Equation 4.4. For example, if the probability of regular product launching is 0.001 and \( \varphi \) is 10, then the probability of a rush order launch at each time step is 0.0001.

\[
P_{\varphi} = \frac{P}{\varphi}
\]  
(Equation 4.4)

Because the amounts of time required to transport and process different tasks can be very different depending on the specific nature of the production systems and used technology, this study introduces a ratio \( R \) (shown in Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6) to express the relative time that it takes the crane system to load and unload a product in relation to the average working content \( W_j \) that the reference machine requires to complete all the operations on a job \( J_j \).

\[
R = \frac{(L_j + U_j) \cdot f}{W_j} \text{ for the fixed system, and}
\]  
(Equation 4.5)

\[
R = \frac{(L_j + U_j) \cdot m}{W_j} \text{ for the mobile system}
\]  
(Equation 4.6)
Therefore, an increase in loading and unloading times or scaling up either system causes \( R \) to increase and an increase in product working contents cause \( R \) to decrease. It can be calculated that if supplying each resource with a job and unloading it afterwards takes more time than processing the average job \( J_r \), then \( R > 1 \) and the crane system \( CS \) is a bottleneck in the production process. Conversely, if \( L_j \) and \( U_j \) are low in comparison to the average working content of products \( W_j \), the crane system \( CS \) is able to supply jobs \( J \) to machines \( MD \) and \( MM \) faster than they get processed. This occurs at \( R < 1 \).

Finally, it is sensible to assume that increasing numbers of mobile robots around the same product cause them to interfere with one another and result in a loss of efficiency. Therefore, an interference factor \( IF \) is introduced for the mobile system as well. The reduction of the work rate on any specific job \( J \) is shown in Equation 4.7. This factor is a measure of the extent to which mobile resources slow each other down due to spatial issues when processing the same product.

\[
WR_j = (1 - IF)^{\mu_j^{-1}} \times \mu_j
\]  
(Equation 4.7)

### 4.2.4. Assumptions

**Manufacturing capacities of both systems are equal.** In order to better highlight the differences in resilience, a like-for-like approach is employed where the mobile system’s manufacturing capacity is equal to that of the dedicated system.

**Resource reliability and quality are equal.** The quality of the assembly processes of both systems is compliant with the requirements of the given tasks. Disruptions like maintenance, breakdowns, accidents, etc. have been excluded.

**Both systems take negligible time to locally localise.** For any automated manufacturing process, it is common for equipment to go through the local localisation process in order to be able to carry out work accurately. The local
localisation is the process where the resource identifies its precise location and adjusts (if necessary) after roughly arriving (within 1m in this work for mobile robots) at its destination. This simulation incorporates that into the production capacities as described above. This should not be confused with the movement penalty that exists for the mobile system. Whilst the fixed system moves from one product to another instantaneously, mobile resources can only move at 1m/s.

**The mobile system is scalable.** Other than mobility, this is the second key difference between the two system types. By scalability, it is meant that several mobile resources can concentrate around one product in order to combine the work rate at it. This is convenient in situations where a rush order has been launched or when there are more mobile resources than products currently available. While it is clear that only a finite number of mobile robots can fit around a physical object; in this model, any number of mobile robots is permitted to attend any product for simplicity.

**The rush order is due immediately.** Both systems aim to complete the rush order as soon as possible in order to minimise its completion time. If more than one rush order has been launched, the mobile system interprets the one with the earlier launch time as the only rush order until completion.

**Rush orders always trigger pre-emption.** In reality, it may not always be wise to leave a product for a rush order. This is particularly true when there is a very small working content left to process on a single product. However, for the purposes of this work, pre-emption is always triggered by a rush order.

### 4.2.5. Experimental Objective and KPIs

The objective of the simulations is to assess how various scenarios in large structure assembly affect a number of Key Performance Indicators. These indicators as percentages of time are:

**Utilisation.** This is a percentage of how much of its time a manufacturing system spends processing products.

**Waiting.** This is a measure of how much time a manufacturing system is waiting for work.
**Movement.** This is a measure of how much time a system spends in movement. It applies only to the mobile system, as described under the assumptions. It should not be confused with the assumption of negligible localisation, which is the process of accurate positioning once the mobile robot has moved to the necessary location.

**Time spent in tardiness.** Rush orders tend to disrupt the manufacturing systems to such an extent that causes the regular products to be tardy. With the help of spare capacity, manufacturing systems can recover from a tardy state.

### 4.3. Design of Experiments and Results

In this section, the design and purposes of the experiments within this chapter and their results are explained. There were 6 experiments designed. Experiments 1-4 assume instantaneous product loading and unloading to analyse how the systems perform without that bottleneck in the supply. Experiment 1 was designed to analyse how the mobile system utilises its mobile resources at both proposed behaviour models. Experiment 2 is carried out to compare the abilities of the systems’ to control product delivery times when processing a product mix. Experiments 3 and 4 were designed to be able to analyse the effects of rush order launching. For experiments 5 and 6, a crane system (CS) is introduced. It can only load or unload a single product at a time. Experiment 5 is set up to evaluate how much utilisation of the dedicated automation system is reduced due to having the crane system bottleneck. Whereas, in experiment 6, the control over product delivery times with a crane system bottleneck and different product mixes is assessed.

#### 4.3.1. Experiment 1

This is the only experiment that compares the selected decision policies and not the system types. It is carried out to analyse how increasing or decreasing the working content $W_j$ affects the proportions of value-adding and non-value
adding activities. The values for this experiment are shown in Table 4-1. The highest $W_j$ for this was only 24,000s, which is 6 hours and 40 minutes of working content; however, it is known that some aerospace applications can have much a higher $W_j$ value than that. For example, a wing panel with a requirement for 100,000 holes can be completed in more than 4 days by the ElectroImpact E6000 (at 16 holes per minute) [6]. Due to the high computational cost of carrying out experiments at the top end of the given range, it was decided to limit the value of $W_j$ to 24,000s.

The measured outputs for both decision policies are the time proportions of the mobile system in waiting, moving and utilisation. Because the decision policies represent opposite extremes in terms of proactivity, it is useful to consider these results as benchmarks. It was expected that the cooperative decision policy will spend much more time moving and less waiting than the non-cooperative policy. It was difficult to predict the differences in utilisation proportions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$, $f$</td>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making policies</td>
<td>Non-cooperative, cooperative</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product launching</td>
<td>Regular, fluctuating</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_j$</td>
<td>$\infty$, 400; 600; 800… 1800; 2000; 3000; 4000; 5000; 6000; 8000; 10,000; 13,000; 16,000; 20,000; 24,000s</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4-1: The set of values for the first experiment*

The results as percentages of waiting, moving and utilisation for the given product working contents using the non-cooperative policy are shown in Figure 4-5. At $W_j = 400s$, the mobile robots spend 16% of their time moving. This affects the amount of time they can be actually utilised and prevents them from going to base. Gradually, the wait percentage increases and moving percentage decreases as the $W_j$ value increases. The utilisation proportion rises from 84% at $W_j = 400s$ to 90% at $W_j = 800s$. It then remains at over 90%
due to starting the setup with half of the workstations already loaded and receiving products at an average working content of 90% of the systems' capacity from there onwards.

Figure 4-5: The percentages of wait, travel and utilisation of the mobile system (non-cooperative) at different product working contents

As the $W_J$ value increases, the wait time and utilisation rise, and the moving time reduces. At $W_J = 24,000s$, the moving time was only 0.59%. Considering that in the aerospace industry some products can have a much higher $W_J$, this result can be considered not high at all. It is a small fraction of the 10% spare capacity and assuming that the trend continues, it will reduce in size at even higher working contents. Certainly, a counterargument is that 0.59% out of a very large amount of time can still be significant and that it would make sense to minimise it on an actual shop floor by optimising the agent behaviour models. However, for the purposes of the work presented in this chapter, it can be considered negligible.

The results with the cooperative decision policy are shown in Figure 4-6. The cooperative policy is much more proactive and movement-intense. No mobile robots returned to base at product $W_J < 5,000s$.

The key difference is that the more proactive model has led to higher utilisation at every $W_J$ value. There is very little waiting time throughout the experimentation runs. Up to $W_J = 5,000s$, there is no waiting time at all and it
reaches 3% at $W_j = 24,000s$. The moving time takes a much higher proportion in each simulation run, however, in this case, it is useful to do so. The higher utilisation is proof that moving more is not necessarily a negative factor for the mobile system.

![Figure 4-6: The percentages of wait, travel and utilisation of the mobile system (cooperative) at different product working contents](image)

The required moving distances take a proportion of up to 16% of the whole production time at low $W_j$ values. The fact that there is no waiting time and the utilisation is below 90% indicates that the proportion of moving has exhausted the spare capacity, causes tardiness and removes any flexibility from the system. This is because the necessary action of moving causes the inability to do value-adding work as much as required. In such a situation, the mobile system is not capable of recovering from additional tardiness if any disruption occurs. As the $W_j$ value increases, the proportion of moving time reduces because the time to complete a product increases in relation to the moving time. This is because the distances between workstations remain the same. The argument in favour of the non-cooperative decision policy in realistic conditions is the mobile system’s ability to occasionally return to base for maintenance purposes.
4.3.2. Experiment 2

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the performance differences due to product mix variations (but without rush orders). The $W_j$ values of products launched to the systems in this experiment are 10,000s and 40,000s. As there are different $W_j$ values, both systems were expected to complete the smaller one first and then the larger one. The difference in release times $r_j$ was expected with the cooperative decision policy because after completion of the smaller product, work rate would be increased on the larger one. The reason for not using the non-cooperative policy’s behaviour is that it mimics the behaviour of the dedicated system in the absence of rush orders and would, therefore, achieve very similar results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m, f</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making policies</td>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product launching</td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_j$ (s)</td>
<td>10,000; 40,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4-2: The set of values for experiment 2*

The work progress in time for both systems is presented in Figure 4-7. In this experiment, the cooperative decision policy is selected for the mobile system. At every instance in time, the mobile robots have done at least as much work as the dedicated system. At times when the dedicated system completes work on the smaller product, the work rate (represented by the gradient) reduces because one deployed unit of the dedicated system is not utilised any more. This is where the mobile system is able to scale up the production rate which results in completing the larger product sooner than the dedicated system. The horizontal line for mobile robots represents the waiting time after all available products have been completed. In a real environment, mobile robots could use this time to undergo maintenance tasks or work elsewhere.
Other than assisting each-other, this also enables the mobile resources to consider temporarily moving to a side project (if it exists) and be utilised there. It was observed that the effect of this increases with an increase in the ratios of product working content. If used appropriately, this advantage of mobile systems should greatly simplify the challenge of releasing products effectively, as described by Thürer et al [122].

4.3.3. Experiment 3

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the effect of rush orders on the tardiness of both systems at different numbers of deployed units and how quickly they can be completed. A plot was set up to monitor the tardiness of each system in time due to the rush order with deployed resources for both system types $m = f = \{2, 3, 4\}$. The monitored values are proportional, e.g. a 20% PL for $m = f = 2$ was the same as a 20% PL for $m = f = 3$ and $m = f = 4$. The non-cooperative decision policy is applied by the mobile robots in this experiment and only a single rush order’s effect in steady-state conditions is
examined. The cooperative policy is not used because its' behaviour during a rush order is identical to that of the non-cooperative decision policy and thus it is not sensible to use both.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m, f</td>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making policies</td>
<td>Non-cooperative</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Capacity (%)</td>
<td>10, 20, 30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_j$</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-3: The set of values for experiment 3

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4-8. At $t = 0s$, the system is not experiencing any tardiness and a rush order is launched. In each case (2, 3 and 4 deployed units), the tardiness increases until the rush order is completed. Each maximum represents the completion of the rush order, from that point onwards the systems start recovering towards normal operating conditions. The mobile system always completes the rush order sooner with the same number of deployed units (which is represented by the maxima of each line). However, they also cause a larger proportion of tardiness for the regular products. This is due to allocating all available resources to the high priority rush order and neglecting the regular products. The dedicated system is only able to allocate one unit per system to the rush order and therefore the rest of its units continue working on the regular (low priority) products. For this reason, the gradient of adding production loss is different for the dedicated system, because the proportional loss is different at each number of deployed units. However, for the mobile system, the rate of gained extent of production loss is gained evenly because it loses 90% of the working capacity at every instance in time.

Product-centric scalability makes a clear difference in the control of product delivery times. It enables the mobile system to dynamically relocate the workforce to wherever it is required most. Essentially, the time spent in
tardiness (that is when PL exists in the system) is nearly equal for both systems. However, the production loss is more time intensive for the mobile system due to diverting more working capacity away from the regular products for the duration of the time spent working on the rush order. In a realistic scenario with actual due times and more sophisticated self-organisation models, this means that the mobile system has a much better ability to balance its workload in the desired way. On the contrary, there is no chance that workstations of the mobile system are freed during that time. Because the dedicated system keeps working on the low priority products, it is able to free some workstations and allow for new products to get launched. However, this is not an issue for the mobile system as such, because the model chosen for this experiment was not optimised.

Before the rush order launch, both systems were working at an average of 90% efficiency. Once the rush order is been launched, the mobile system diverts 90% of the workload away from the regular schedule due to committing full capacity to the rush order. This is expressed by the upward gradient on the
graph. However, the dedicated system loses only 15% of its workload in relation to the regular products at $f = 4$. Instead of committing 90% of all available capacity to regular products, it is now committing 75% (one unit out of four is 25%, this is how much was temporarily allocated to the rush order). For three units, the loss is 23.3% (66.7% instead of 90%) and for two units it is 40% (50% instead of 90%). The downward gradient on each number of deployed units shows how both systems recover at a uniform rate of 10% due to committing 100% of available manufacturing capacity to regular products while receiving 90% of its value in regular working content. This shows how the mobile system can complete the prioritised jobs earlier than the fixed system.

4.3.4. Experiment 4

This experiment is carried out to analyse the resilience of both systems under different spare capacities. The set of values for this experiment is shown in Table 4-4. As the spare capacity increases, it was expected that rush orders and the consequential tardiness in the system would be completed sooner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deployed units</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product launching</td>
<td>Regular, fluctuating</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare capacities</td>
<td>10%, 20%, 30%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product working contents</td>
<td>10,000s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4-4: The set of values for experiment 4*

The aim of this experiment is to analyse the resilience of both systems. An illustration of the resilience parameters (PL and TUT) in a simulation with 10% spare capacity is presented in Figure 4-9. It shows what regularly occurs when a rush order is launched into a steadily working system. On the vertical axis, the designed utilisation is pointed out. In the first part of this experiment, this is $100\% - 10\% = 90\%$. The dashed areas represent the mobile (shown in green
colour) and fixed (shown in red colour) systems' contribution of workload towards regular products. Both systems start processing the rush order at the starting instance when $t = 0$ min on the graph. This leads to gaining PL with respect to the regular products due to diverting some manufacturing resources to the rush order. The mobile system completes the rush order sooner due to scaling up the work rate at it. They then return to their original products and work at full capacity to restore the PL.

![Figure 4-9: The illustration of resilience parameters at 10% spare capacity](image)

Meanwhile, the dedicated system completes the rush order and returns to its regular products. The dedicated system gains PL at a much smaller rate due to only committing 25% of its manufacturing capacity to the rush order, however for the same reason it completes it later too. The major disadvantage for the dedicated system, in this case, is that this is not done by choice. Instead, it is constrained to committing only a single machine to any product. The return to regular production is slightly faster for the dedicated system because less moving must occur for this. The dedicated system then recovers from the tardiness caused by the rush order slightly sooner than the mobile system. The reason for this is the time loss due to travel (all other parameters were equal).

The same situation, but with a 20% spare capacity is illustrated in Figure 4-10. This time, the PL is gained at a much lower rate. The difference with
Figure 4-9 is particularly clear for the dedicated system. In both cases, the dedicated system works at a workload of 75% for the regular products. Therefore, the deficit for the mobile system in the first part of the experiment case is 15%, but in this one only 5% (80% - 75% = 5%).

![Diagram showing resilience parameters](image_url)

**Figure 4-10: The illustration of resilience parameters at 20% spare capacity**

As a result of this, there is much less PL to restore after the completion of the rush order and the recovery at full workload is also 20% instead of 10%, greatly shortening the time to recover (in comparison to Figure 4-9). Similarly, the mobile system gains PL at a lower rate, but still completes the rush order sooner. This allows it to start recovering earlier but return to normal operating conditions slightly after the dedicated system (again, due to moving).

In the final example, the spare capacity is larger than a unit of deployed resource capacity. This is illustrated in Figure 4-11. It is a special case because the dedicated system never gains any PL. That is because it allocates fewer resources to a rush order than there is spare capacity in the system. It works at 95% capacity because there is no need to make up for any PL at 100%. This is a hypothetical case where there is simply one unit always available for rush orders.
The mobile system completes the rush order much earlier, as expected, and then recovers the PL at a workload of 100%. The PL is then eliminated before the dedicated system even completes the rush order. The earlier recovery time is mainly because the mobile system works at a higher workload during the rush order. Therefore, the non-scalability of the dedicated system causes it to lag behind the mobile system.

The first two illustrations in this experiment confirm the two key findings from previous experiments:

- Moving enables much greater control of product release times on the shop floor.
- It lowers the availability of mobile resources because they are unable to do useful work during moving between products.

The third illustration brings about a difficult question: is it better to have no diversion of busy resources at all and complete the rush order later or is it better to complete it sooner and have production loss to some extent? Various published literature on this topic lead to the conclusion that a rush order should only be accepted under conditions where it is considered beneficial for the
manufacturer [64], [123]. Therefore, the rush order acceptance criteria are dependent on the manufacturer’s estimations, which are in turn dependent on the manufacturing system’s capabilities. By exhibiting the advantages of product-centric scalability, the mobile system offers more options.

In general, the TUT due to a rush order can be split into three main terms:

\[
\text{Total time} = \frac{\text{Rush order working content}}{\text{Manufacturing capacity at rush order}} + \text{Moving time} + \frac{\text{Production loss}}{\text{Spare Capacity}} \quad (\text{Equation 4.8})
\]

In the first term, the working content determines how long the regular products will spend in underproduction. The mobile system can influence this time by allocating different numbers of mobile resources to the task. Adding manufacturing capacity to a rush order shortens its completion time. However, it also proportionally increases the rate at which PL builds up. In the second term, the moving time is the inevitable delay that is spent to change the locations of manufacturing resources on the shop floor. It occurs both when resources are moving to the rush order and returning from there. In the third term, the PL is restored to return to normal operating conditions at full workload. The rate at which it is restored is dependent on the spare capacity of the manufacturing system.

4.3.5. Experiment 5

The experimental settings for the fifth experiment are shown in Table 4-5. The varied factors are the ratio \( R \) and interference factor \( IF \). The ratio \( R \) is varied from 0.4 until 4. Knowing that the \( CS \) becomes a bottleneck when \( R > 1 \), it is important to test across a range of values several iterations at both sides from 1 in addition to 1 itself. The \( IF \) is ranged from 0 (no interference at all) to 0.4 in 8 levels, where each consecutive mobile resource slows down the rest of the resources at that job by more than a third. Therefore, simulation runs of 100 products with working contents of over 5.5 hours are analysed in two types of scenarios. Firstly, in scenarios where the \( CS \) becomes a bottleneck; and
secondly, where scaling up the production rate results in an effectiveness penalty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working Content of Both Products</td>
<td>20,000s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity of Products</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.4, 3, 4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference Factors</td>
<td>0, 0.03, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Resources per System</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4-5: The setup for experiment 5*

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4-12. The plot contains the utilisation percentages for both systems and how much the mobile system’s manufacturing capacity can be reduced to maintain an equal throughput with the fixed system at all considered $R$ values. At $R$ values of up to 1 (shown to the left of red line), the CS supplies jobs faster than either system can process. In such circumstances, the dedicated system achieves a ~0.3% higher utilisation on average due to the moving advantages (as described under the assumptions). At $R$ values of more than 1 (shown to the right of the red line), the supply of jobs becomes a bottleneck, resulting in reduced utilisation rates for both systems. The plot also shows by how much the manufacturing capacity of the mobile system (at different IFs) can be reduced to maintain an equal throughput with the dedicated system.

It can be argued that the unreasonably low utilisation can only be caused by poor management decisions when setting up the shop floor. However, a clear conclusion is made in the literature review that the unpredictability in demand fluctuations and product customisation is steadily rising. This means that periods with low demand or high product handling requirements are very likely to cause low utilisation at some stages of the shop floor’s life. For manufacturing plants with large order backlogs, such scenarios may arise when there are problems on the supply side of the logistics, for example.
The reduction is easier to facilitate for the mobile system, because mobile robots may easily be sent to work on other tasks, for example. For dedicated, fixed automation systems such an option is not practical, because it is difficult to reconfigure them to carry out other tasks and their repositioning is much more complicated as well.

![Figure 4-12: The results for experiment 5](image)

### 4.3.6. Experiment 6

This experiment is done by varying the product mix at different $\mathcal{R}$ values. The product mix consists of Products A and B. The working content for product A is constant at 10,000 seconds of working effort, while that of product B is varied. The effects of how different product A to product B ratios affect the tardiness of the systems at different $\mathcal{R}$ values are examined. The due times of all products are set at the average of the working contents of the products after starting times ($D_j = S_j + C$). If a system exceeds its job due time ($F_j > D_j$), it is penalised by one penalty point per time step per product. The experimental setup for this experiment is shown in Table 4-6.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working Content of Product A</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Contents of Product B</td>
<td>2000; 4000… 18,000; 20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>0.8, 0.96, 1, 1.04, 1.12, 1.4, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity of Each Product</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Manufacturing Resources per System</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-6: The setup for experiment 6

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14. At $R$ values of less than 1, the dedicated system accumulates much fewer penalty points than the mobile system. At $R = 1.04$, the penalty points are nearly equal for both systems. As the $CS$ bottleneck intensifies at higher $R$ values, the mobile system accumulates lower penalty points than the dedicated system. The greatest differences are seen where the ratio of $W_j$ value between products is greatest. The dedicated system is penalised least in the situations where the difference between $W_j$ values is lowest.

Figure 4-13: The results for the experiment 6 (1/2)
An unknown amount of the mobile system’s penalty points can be attributed to the mobile system’s behaviour model because it is not optimised in any way to avoid tardiness. The resource agents follow the first-in-first-out decision policy and therefore build up unnecessary penalty points. More advanced behaviour models (like the ones developed in the next 3 chapters) should achieve much fewer penalty points. Nevertheless, at certain extents of product supply bottleneck, the mobile system clearly outperforms the dedicated automation system.

\[ R = 1.12 \]

\[ R = 1.4 \]

\[ R = 2 \]

\[ R = 3 \]

*Figure 4-14: The results for the experiment 6 (2/2)*

As for the dedicated system, the penalty points are mostly accumulated due to inherent physical limitations. Because the system has very little control over how much of its capacity to allocate to any product, it becomes physically impossible to meet the set due times. An illustration of this is shown in Figure 4-15. Being constrained to the gantry rail leads to the possibility that at some point, freed manufacturing resources of the dedicated system cannot assist others to complete jobs sooner.
4.4. Discussion

The mobile system completes rush orders much sooner than the dedicated system in every scenario. This is due to concentrating around the same product and combining work rates (product-centric scalability). The dedicated system is unable to do that: it can only allocate a single manufacturing unit to the rush order. On the other hand, it is able to continue work on the regular products when the mobile system is fully occupied with the rush orders. The main conclusion in this chapter is that the ability to move manufacturing resources between workstations is an advantage in situations where there is a need to effectively control the release times of products. However, the disadvantage behind it is the fact that mobile robots cannot do anything useful while moving and therefore some time is inevitably lost there.

Products with larger working content are more favourable for the mobile system because the frequency that the mobile system must relocate is reduced. This is a very useful finding for this doctoral thesis because it is aimed at large structure assembly. It may be impractical to deploy mobile robots for small-sized products due to logistical reasons like spatial constraints around products and small working content. The products that are targeted by this work are generally large enough to allow many mobile robots to fit around them without significant spatial concerns.

Therefore, mobility has two contrasting effects: On one hand, it allows manufacturing resources to increase their utilisation and have greater control over product release times; but on the other hand, moving is a non-value-
adding activity that consumes a part of the system’s spare capacity. Therefore, the moving benefits come at a cost of having a lower margin for disruptions.

The cooperative decision-making policy of the mobile robots causes larger spreads in results than the non-cooperative one. This means that in some situations cooperation is preferable and in some others, it is not. The self-organisation models must, therefore, consider more than just the launch time of a product when making decisions.

Increasing spare capacity leads to reducing the TUT. Depending on the number of deployed units of manufacturing resources, a large enough spare capacity may mean that the dedicated system simply has a free manufacturing unit that is committed to processing rush orders. The counterargument in favour of the mobile system in such a situation is the fact that their control of capacity distribution can lead to a shorter TUT than the dedicated system can even complete the rush order on its own. The versatility of the mobile system is another benefit because in an unpredictable environment it is difficult to estimate the appropriate capacity of a manufacturing system.

Increasing IF reduces the benefits of using mobile robots. However, it should be possible to mitigate the loss of effectiveness by tweaking the decision-making model of the mobile system to spread out the resources as much as possible.

In many experiments, considerable damage to the results of the mobile system is caused by the inability of the control model to plan forward. Most certainly, forward-planning control models that can achieve optimal solutions with respect to their given objectives (like the one proposed in [37]) can dramatically improve the mobile system’s results in most of the experiments in this chapter.

### 4.5. Conclusions

The aim of this chapter is to investigate what the differences are when using a system of mobile robots instead of traditional dedicated automation systems. A comprehensive set of simulations is carried out under identical conditions for
both types of systems with identical working capacities. The experimental results lead to several important findings:

- Mobility and scalability allow the mobile system to distribute its working capacity in desired ways.
- The gained control over capacity distribution enables greater control over product delivery times.
- Increased spare capacity shortens the time it takes to complete a rush order and recover the production loss. If the spare capacity is large enough, then production loss can be avoided at the cost of longer rush order completion time. With a large enough spare capacity, the mobile system’s TUT can be shorter than that of the fixed system.
- Moving decreases the availability of a system. It is best to move as little as possible and only when required. Therefore, a mobile system is particularly beneficial in large structure assembly, where there are products with large working contents. Such products reduce the proportion of time that is used for moving.
- The greatest differences in the systems are experienced when there are inconsistencies with the product supplies. Firstly, the mobile system can complete a rush order much sooner; however, it takes roughly the same time to fully recover into normal operating conditions. And secondly, the mobile system can achieve higher utilisation when there is a bottleneck in the product supply.
- A disadvantage of the mobile system that will need addressing before physically deploying mobile robots in large structure assembly is the possibility of interference. Clearly, some work must be done for a satisfactory distribution of mobile robots around workpieces to even out the workload and minimise interference with one another.

Due to the nature of the dedicated systems, there has never been a need for a control model that can be used by the mobile system in such scheduling problems. Therefore, the development of a more sophisticated model for this purpose should enable manufacturers to get the best out of the presented benefits in this chapter.

Finally, where and when is it better to use either of these systems? Many of the conclusions indicate a paradox: It is a very useful ability to move, however
moving reduces the availability of the mobile system. This means that moving is an advantage and a disadvantage at the same time. The experiments show that the mobile system’s advantages increase with increasing product working contents and reducing movement frequency. Also, knowing that the manufacturing trends have been steadily pointing towards more customisation, unpredictability and shorter life cycles, the versatility and adaptability of mobile robots in manufacturing are expected to become more appealing as time moves on.

These conclusions verify the first hypothesis of this thesis that a mobile system has better control over product delivery times than a fixed automation system in large structure assembly.
Chapter 5 - Development and Validation of the Priority Aging Policy for the Hybrid Self-Organisation Model

5.1. Introduction

In Chapter 4, it is shown that mobile automation systems can have advantages over fixed systems in certain circumstances. This addresses the first knowledge gap and verifies the first hypothesis, as discussed in Chapter 3. The next knowledge gap is that fact that there were no known methods of controlling a mobile system in LSA. Thus, the second hypothesis proposes two fundamentally different ways for doing so and states their expected performance characteristics.

Based on the literature review, hybrid and decentralised self-organisation models are proposed to be able to handle a wide range of possible manufacturing environments. The hybrid model was expected to perform better in more static environments and the decentralised model in the more dynamic ones. The development of the hybrid model is presented first.

The hybrid model consists of distributed RAs and PAs; and a central blackboard agent. The objective of PAs is to attract RAs in a way that their jobs would be done by their due times. If it is impossible to meet the due times, then the interest is in minimising the tardiness. Agents in the hybrid model are cooperative and willingly share their information. It is described in full detail in Chapter 6 how at the start of any simulation and after disruptions, all PAs and RAs send their parameters to the BA. Based on all of the details, the BA then simulates through the schedule until the last PA has been completed. However, in order to do so, it requires knowing how many RAs will be working at each PA at each instance in time. Based on the urgency of each PA, it should possible to prioritise them and allocate RAs with the aim of causing minimal TWT. Thus, in order to implement the hybrid self-organisation model, a method for ranking PAs based on their priorities have to be developed.
The literature review in Chapter 2 reveals that one appropriate way of doing so would be by applying a priority aging policy (PAP). PAPs are commonly used in computing applications where there is a constant influx of high priority tasks that prevent low priority tasks from getting processed. The principle is based on increasing job priorities so that the initially low priority tasks get processed sooner. In this chapter, different PAPs are investigated in the context of the scheduling problem in LSA. It is assumed that no PAP will produce optimal schedules. Therefore, the PAP in the hybrid model will be used to produce an initial schedule that can then be improved through negotiations between agents.

Priority aging policies (PAPs) work by assigning priorities to PAs based on their launch times, due times and tardiness costs. PAs then inform RAs of their priorities at each time step (second). The RAs respond to the PA with the highest priority. The highest ranked PA then accepts as many RAs as it requires (or as many as there are, if insufficient) to be completed by the due time. Rejected RAs then respond to the next highest ranked PA and so on until each one has been allocated to a PA.

The structure of the hybrid model and the BA’s flowchart are presented in Figure 5-1. The contribution of this chapter is focused on the part highlighted by the red background in the flowchart. It is the development and justification of a PAP for mobile robots in large structure assembly. The PAP governs the priority ranking order of each product agent (PA) in the hybrid self-organisation model at each instance in time. The priority ranking order determines which PAs are first to order resource agents (RAs) for processing their jobs. Therefore, if applied appropriately, it should provide initial schedules with (nearly) minimal TWT in this problem without any additional negotiations. It is then the purpose of the hybrid model in Chapter 6 to make any adjustments to further improve these initial schedules if possible.

Priority aging is commonly used in computing applications to ensure that none of the jobs are starved. This is a common problem in pre-emptive priority scheduling, where lower priority tasks never get processed due to constantly arriving higher priority tasks [124]. By priority aging, it is meant that the priority of each job increases in time. This way, given sufficient time, every task that
initially had low priority, should eventually rise high enough in the rankings to get processed.

Figure 5-1: The structure of the proposed hybrid self-organisation model

The challenge in this problem is not only that a task should eventually be processed, but also in due time. Therefore, the PAP developed in this chapter considers more than just the time a task has been active on the shop floor. The objective of the PAP is to achieve schedules with minimal total weighted tardiness (TWT). In this case, the weight would be the cost of tardiness per minute and tardiness itself is measured in minutes. Therefore, the PAP of the hybrid model considers the time left until due time and the tardiness cost.
At each moment, every PA is aware of how many RAs they require in order to be completed on time. Each PA then orders as many RAs as necessary to finish its job on time. With this approach, PAs with highest priorities order the necessary number of RAs first.

Because no PAPs had been described for such applications in literature, three PAPs are proposed and compared for this work. The aim of this chapter is to identify the PAP that causes the most predictable and smallest number of scheduling conflicts. This PAP should result in the smallest number of necessary adjustments and variety of problems to handle. The shop floor layout and scheduling constraints are the same as specified in Chapter 4.

5.2. Method

As no relevant literature on such a specific application had been found, three PAPs are proposed and compared to one-another. The NetLogo 5.3.1 software package [120] was selected for carrying out the simulations because this analysis does not require highly sophisticated behaviours by any of the agents.

By knowing the individual priority values of PAs at every time step, it is possible to predict how many RAs each one will order. From that, it is possible to determine the resultant TWTs and predict scheduling conflicts. Based on the obtained results, the best-performing PAP can be determined. Thus, the interest in this chapter is on the performance of PAPs and not on any individual behaviour of agents. The challenge is in understanding which of the three proposed PAPs is most robust for typical manufacturing scenarios and performs best in a range of different scenarios.

The simulation is set up with four PAs and ten RAs. Each RA has a due time $d_i$, a tardiness cost $C_{ij}$ and a working content $W_i$. The flowchart for the simulation is shown in Figure 5-2. The simulation starts with acknowledging the details for each PA. It then proceeds by predicting how many RAs will be occupied by each PA at each minute. Following from that it is possible to predict which PA will be tardy and calculate its tardiness penalty.
The combined work rate of all existing RAs is equal to one unit of work per minute. This means that if all RAs were allocated to a PA with a working content of 10,000 units, the task would be completed in 10,000 minutes. Ten RAs are deployed on the shop floor in these simulations, which means that each one can contribute 0.1 units of working content per minute.

The results are measured in TWT. The TWT is the product of the tardiness cost and tardiness in minutes. For example, if a PA is tardy by 100 minutes and has a tardiness cost of 100 £/min, then the TWT of this PA is $100 \times 100 = £10,000$.

Moving times for RAs between jobs are ignored in these experiments for two reasons. Firstly, it is shown in Chapter 4 that the proportion of moving time of mobile robots in large structure assembly is negligible. Secondly, including moving times in this chapter would add noise to the analysis of pure PAPs.

Figure 5-2: The flowchart for the priority aging simulation
5.3. Selection of Priority Aging Policies

This section describes the PAPs that are considered for the self-organisation model. The PAPs found in literature were developed for different purposes (not considering due time nor product-centric scalability), which is the reason why new ones have to be investigated in this chapter. In this thesis, the PAPs are always a function of the tardiness cost and time left until the due time. It must be noted that all of these formulae apply from the instance when a PA is launched until its due time. If the PA is completed without running over its due time, then it is removed. However, if a PA has gone past its due time without completion, then its priority remains equal to its tardiness cost until whenever it is completed. This way the loss can be correlated to the monetary value that is lost in a real manufacturing environment.

An illustration of the progression of priority with each PAP is shown in Figure 5-3. It is shown that the exponential PAP starts with much lower increments of increasing the priority than the linear PAP. The closer it gets to its due time, the more steeply it increases the priority. The cost-weighted exponential PAP was designed to further lower the initial increments and further increase the increments at late stages. Thus, the considered PAPs differ in the way how PAs gain their priorities over time.

The linear PAP is governed by Equation 5.1. The priority $P(t)_{lin}$ is always a function of the job’s tardiness cost $C_{tj}$. At the start, time $t$ is equal to the end of loading time $t_i^l$ and as time $t$ progresses, the priority $P(t)_{lin}$ linearly increases until the due time $d_j$. There, the fraction of the equation becomes 1 and consequently the priority $P(t)_{lin}$ equals to the tardiness cost $C_{tj}$.

\[
P(t)_{lin} = C_{tj} \times \left( \frac{t - t_i^l}{d_j - t_i^l} \right)
\]

(Equation 5.1)
The exponential PAP is governed by Equation 5.2. The equation is very similar to the linear one. The difference is that the part in brackets \( \frac{t-t'}{d_j-t_l} \) that is multiplied by the tardiness cost \( c_{t_j} \) in the linear PAP, is set as the power of the tardiness cost in the PAP. As a result, the priority builds up much slower from the start, but still reaches the same value \( (c_{t_j}) \) at due time.

\[
P(t)_{exp} = c_{t_j} \left( \frac{t-t'}{d_j-t_l} \right) \]

(Equation 5.2)

The shape of the exponential curve can be manipulated in a number of ways. Equation 5.2 is a balanced equation because it applies the exponential relation in its most straightforward form. To test a PAP where the priority is further lowered at the early stages and PAs with higher tardiness costs get an additional advantage, the cost-weighted exponential PAP is proposed. The governing equation for this PAP is shown in Equation 5.3. The difference with
the exponential PAP lies in the additional fraction with which the power of the tardiness cost is multiplied. The added fraction of the PA’s tardiness cost $C_{tj}$ divided by the maximum tardiness cost of all considered PAs $C_{t,m}$ gives additional preference to PAs with higher tardiness costs. It must also be noted that the fraction does not let PAs with lower than maximum tardiness costs to reach $P(t)_{cwe} = C_{tj}$ before due time $d_j$. Nevertheless, once due time has been passed, $P(t)_{cwe} = C_{tj}$ until completion.

$$P(t)_{cwe} = C_{tj} \frac{(t - t_l) \cdot C_{tj}}{(d_j - t_l) \cdot C_{t,m}}$$  \hspace{1cm}  (Equation 5.3)

5.4. Design of Experiments

The experiments are designed to analyse how each PAP handles various challenges set by the launched PAs. The analysed scenarios include individual and combinations of the following: just enough RAs for each job; shortage of RAs; close due times and large differences in tardiness costs. Trivial scenarios where there is spare capacity or otherwise no pressure for products to gain resources are not considered. To avoid using absolute numbers, all of the variable factors in these experiments are used as ratios. The time-based factors are ratios of the working contents per product and the tardiness costs of products are presented as ratios of one-another. The following values are fixed for the experiments:

1. The full manufacturing capacity of the mobile system is 1 unit of work per minute
2. The mobile system consists of 10 mobile resources (each one works at a rate of 0.1)
3. Each product has a working content of 10,000 units
4. The moving time is neglected
5. No disruptions are considered. This means that no rush orders are launched out of schedule and there are no additional challenges to consider beyond the initial schedule
The following factors are varied in the experiments:

- **Ratio of available and required capacity \( (ARC) \):** The fewer resources there are, the more difficult it is to allocate them optimally. In order to highlight how strong a shortage of resources is, it is presented as a ratio with respect to the product’s working content. The formula for calculating this ratio is shown in Equation 5.4.

\[
ARC = \frac{j \times W_j - d_j}{W_j} \quad (Equation \ 5.4)
\]

The equation applies locally where there is pressure on the schedules. For example, if there is a single product with due time \( d_j = 10,000 \), then \( ARC = 0 \). If \( d_j = 8,000 \), then \( ARC = \frac{1 \times 10,000 - 8,000}{10,000} = 0.2 \). Where \( ARC \) is negative, it is neglected, because it represents no pressure on the schedule. I.e. if there were 4 products, the first 3 of which had \( d_j > 30,000 \) (\( ARC = 0 \)) and the fourth product had \( d_j = 37,000 \), then \( ARC = \frac{4 \times 10,000 - 37,000}{10,000} = 0.3 \) for that product. If more than one product has \( ARC > 0 \), then they are added up. The \( ARC \) is generated by choosing due times \( d_j \) for products accordingly. Thus, \( ARC \) represents a measure of the manufacturing system’s shortage of capacity with respect to any given schedule.

- **The closeness of due times \( (C_{dj}) \):** It is shown in Chapter 4 that when there is spare capacity, the mobile system has no pressure on the schedules and the allocation of resources is trivial. However, when \( ARC \geq 0 \), there is some pressure on the schedules and effective distribution of resources becomes a challenge. When this happens and products have a wide spread of due times, it is natural to prioritise the earlier PAs to avoid the multiplication of their tardiness costs with a long time (see Equation 5.7). However, in situations with close due times of several PAs, the RAs are more difficult to allocate appropriately. The closeness is calculated by applying Equation 5.5.
\[ C_{dj} = 1 - \left| \frac{d_{j1} - d_{j2}}{W_j} \right| \]  
*(Equation 5.5)*

Variables \(d_{j1}\) and \(d_{j2}\) are the due times of two products. The absolute value of their difference is divided by \(W_j\) and subtracted from 1. This way, if two products are due at the same time, \(C_{dj} = 1\). If one is due 5,000 minutes before the other one, then \(C_{dj} = 0.5\). Any two due times that result in \(C_{dj} \leq 0\) are of no interest in this work, because they are simply not close to one-another. The reason why they are benchmarked against the working content of a single product is because at \(C_{dj} = 0\), the latter product can be completely processed after the earlier one and there is no challenge due to the closeness of due times. It must be noted that when this variable is used, the due time \(d_j\) of the product with higher tardiness cost is later than the due time \(d_j\) of the product with the lower tardiness cost.

**Differences in tardiness costs \(d_{tc}\):** this is a challenge that is generally addressed in priority aging problems. Due to having a low tardiness cost and consequently a low priority, some jobs may be starved. In particular, such jobs are often starved because another job with a much higher priority and close due time is processed instead. The \(d_{tc}\) is calculated as shown in Equation 5.6. The greater tardiness cost is denoted as \(C_{tj,2}\) and the smaller one as \(C_{tj,1}\). This way, if the tardiness costs are equal, then \(d_{tc} = 0\) and if one tardiness cost is half of the other one, then \(d_{tc} = 0.5\). Therefore, the differences in tardiness costs are represented as ratios one one-another.

\[ d_{tc} = 1 - \frac{C_{tj,1}}{C_{tj,2}} \]  
*(Equation 5.6)*

The measured output from each experiment is the TWT. The calculation of TWT is shown in Equation 5.7 and it measured in £. It is a product of the PA’s tardiness cost \(C_{tj}\) and how tardy it is (release time \(r_j\) minus due time \(d_j\)).
\[ TWT = C_{tj} \times (r_j - d_j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 5.7)

The experimental setup is shown in Table 5-1. It is a multi-factor experiment with three factors and four levels each. The working content of each product is fixed to 10,000 units. To maintain a simple overview of the results, only four products are used in this experiment. The challenge of each scenario is isolated to the first two products. The reason for the existence of products C and D is to verify that any considered scheduling challenges would not have a knock-on effect on the next products. The scheduling challenges due to changing the variables can be demonstrated with this quantity and any additional products would cause a recursive effect. The first two products are always launched at \( t = 0 \) and the other two depending on the \( ARC \). For example, if \( ARC = 0.9 \), then the due time of the latest product out of the first two would be at \( t = 19,000 \). The third and fourth product would be launched at 19,000 as well, but have one due time \( d_j \geq 30,000 \) and another one \( d_j \geq 40,000 \). The latter two are not under pressure per se, because the challenge is isolated to the first two products (to avoid multiplication of penalties). Their purpose is to show how the schedule proceeds after challenging scenarios. Similarly, the closeness of due times \( C_{d_j} \) and the difference in tardiness costs \( d_{tc} \) are isolated to a single pair of products to highlight the single challenge at that extent.

It was predicted that despite having some effect on the system, some of these challenges would not result in \( TWT = £0 \) at some of the settings. To avoid that, additional pressure on the schedules is created by setting fixed values for non-varied variables (see Table 5-1). Each experiment is simulated only once for each of the PAPs due to the absence of variability. The exact values for the whole experiment are shown in Appendix A.

The experiment with \( ARC \) was expected to increase each PAP’s TWT as the \( ARC \) is lowered. This is expected, because when there is a shortage of resources, then regardless of they are allocated, some products will inevitably be tardy. The interest is to assess how the PAPs compare in scenarios of resource shortage.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Varied Values</th>
<th>Fixed Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1</td>
<td>$C_{dj} = 0.8$, $d_{lc} = 0.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{dj}$</td>
<td>0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1</td>
<td>ARC = 1, $d_{lc} = 0.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{lc}$</td>
<td>0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75</td>
<td>ARC = 1, $C_{dj} = 0.8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5-1: The setup for the PAP experiments*

The experiment with close due times ($C_{dj}$) is designed to assess how the PAPs allocate resources when there is a difference in tardiness costs for products at close due times. As mentioned earlier, the challenge arises when a product with a higher tardiness cost is due later than a product with a lower tardiness cost. In these cases, the product with the lower tardiness cost can get starved and result in some TWT. Additional pressure on the schedules is created by setting $ARC = 1$, meaning that there is no spare capacity in the system and TWT = £0 should be achievable if the resources are allocated ideally. Thus, if any job is starved, it will result in some TWT.

The experiment with differences in tardiness costs ($d_{lc}$) is analogous to the one above, however instead of changing the closeness of due times, the ratio of tardiness costs between products is varied. Essentially, this addresses the same challenge as the previous experiment but varies the other factor. This enables the assessment of the PAPs’ performances from a different perspective. The expectation was that there should be no TWT where the tardiness costs are equal because there is a sufficiency of resources ($ARC = 1$). Once $d_{lc}$ increases, the problem becomes more challenging and it is important to determine which PAP handles it in the best way (lowest TWT).

### 5.5. Results and Discussion

The resulting TWT values from each PAP in the $ARC$ experiment are shown in Figure 5-4. The exponential PAP performs consistently the best out of the three, displaying the lowest TWT at each setting. The linear and cost-weighted exponential PAPs achieve higher TWTs than the exponential PAP at each
setting by roughly a million. Whilst the linear PAP’s TWT is roughly 200,000 units lower than the cost-weighted exponential PAP’s at $ARC = 0.7$ and 0.8, this relationship consistently worsen at higher $ARC$ values.

![Figure 5-4: The results for the ARC experiment](image)

The reasons for the differences are shown in Figure 5-5. There, an example plot of priority in time and consequent mobile resource schedules are shown at $ARC = 0.8$. The priority plots show how the priorities of products increase in time for all of the considered PAPs. At the bottom of the figure, it is illustrated at which product each RA is working throughout the timeline as shown at the top. A reduction in ARC causes the peaks of products A and B to move leftwards on the graph.

For the linear PAP, it is shown that product B’s priority is the highest until its completion (at $t = 18,000$ minutes) despite product A having an earlier due time (16,000 minutes). In order to finish by $d_j$ at $t = 18,000$ minutes, six RAs has to work at it for 2,000 minutes and then 5 RAs until $d_j$. This causes product A to starve, because it requires more than 5 RAs from the beginning until its $d_j$ but does not reach a high enough priority for that.
That challenge is solved by the exponential PAP, where product B’s priority ages at a slower rate in the beginning and allows product A to receive the necessary RAs until its $d_j$ at $t = 16,000$ minutes. This is reflected in the illustration of the RAs’ schedules at the bottom of Figure 5-5: product A receives seven RAs at the beginning of the schedule and reduces that amount to six when it becomes sufficient. The additional resource is necessary for it because on average, it needs 6.25 RAs per minute to finish by due time. This results in starving product B, which is second in the priority ranking order until $t = 16,000$ minutes. Once product A is completed, product B receives 10 RAs until its completion 2,000 minutes later than $d_j$. Despite the tardiness of product B, the TWT is lower than with the linear PAP, as shown in Figure 5-4. Thus, it can be stated that the exponential PAP outperforms the linear PAP due to slower aging of priority at the early stages of launching products.

The cost-weighted exponential PAP gives preference to products with higher tardiness costs. It is shown in Figure 5-5 that product A has a lower priority than product B at the start. Once product A exceeds its $d_j$, it briefly gets the highest priority because its priority is equalled to its $C_{ij}$. However, that soon changes back and product A is tardy. In addition to achieving roughly the same TWT as the linear PAP, the cost-weighted exponential PAP causes the mobile resources to change jobs more frequently. At the bottom of Figure 5-5, it is shown that many resources had to change between products A and B near product A’s $d_j$ at $t = 16,000$ minutes. Therefore, it can be said that the cost-weighted exponential PAP is not well-suited for a shortage of resources.
The results for the $C_{dj}$ experiment are shown in Figure 5-6. The linear PAP performs the worst across the experiment, whilst the exponential PAP achieved $TWT = \£0$ on all settings and the cost-weighted exponential PAP achieves roughly average results between them.
The reason why the linear PAP’s TWT increases as the $C_{dj}$ decreases can be deduced from Figure 5-7. There, a sample priority in time plot and respective schedules for RAs are shown at $C_{dj} = 0.8$. A reduction in $C_{dj}$ causes the tip of product A’s priority to move leftwards on the plot.

Because product A is due earlier and has a lower tardiness cost $C_{tj}$ than product B, it is starved for exactly the time period that it is due earlier by. The green line under the linear PAP’s priority plot represents product A’s priority. Because it peaks at due time, it is clear that it cannot be ranked higher than product B (grey) unless its due time is early enough. Therefore, the linear PAP is not well-suited for scheduling products that have close due times.

The exponential PAP performs in the exact opposite way. It is shown in Figure 5-7 how despite the close due times, product A has the highest priority throughout its production time. This enables it to be completed in time without causing product B to be tardy.

The aging at the early stages for the cost-weighted exponential PAP is shown to be too slow. Product A is starved until its due time, after which it is boosted to the top priority rank until completion. As a result, product A is
completed tardy and product B was completed on time. Like in the ARC experiment, the tardy product causes additional movement for the resource agents. Combined with the resultant TWT, such a PAP can be prohibitive for manufacturers.

![Diagram showing priority in time plots and schedules for mobile robots in the Cdj experiment](image)

*Figure 5-7: The priority in time plots and schedules for mobile robots in the Cdj experiment*

The results for the $d_{ic}$ experiment are shown in Figure 5-8. Here, at three settings out of four, all PAPs achieved the same results. This shows that large differences in tardiness costs are very difficult for all of the PAPs to handle. At $d_{ic} = 0$, all of the PAPs achieved $TWT = £0$, showing the effectiveness of all
PAPs at equal tardiness costs. At $d_{tc} = 0$, only the exponential PAP achieves $\text{TWT} = £0$ while the other two cause product A to be tardy. At $d_{tc} = 0.5$ and $d_{tc} = 0.75$, the differences in tardiness costs are too large for all of the PAPs and they show the same results. The differences in TWT between $d_{tc} = 0.5$ and $d_{tc} = 0.75$ are only because the tardiness costs per unit time are different. The time spent in tardiness in these parts of the experiment is equal for all PAPs.

![Figure 5-8: The results for the $d_{tc}$ experiment](image)

The priority in time plots and individual schedules for RAs in the $d_{tc}$ experiment at $d_{tc} = 0.75$ are shown in Figure 5-9. The $d_{tc}$ itself is represented as the ratio between the peak values of all products. I.e. with an increase in $d_{tc}$, the peaks of products A and C are lowered. From all of the shown priority plots, it is clear that none of the considered PAPs can ensure that the product with lower tardiness cost and earlier due time get completed on time. On the priority plots, it is shown that the exponential PAP’s product A’s priority was the closest to the priority of product B throughout its production. This is the reason why at $d_{tc} = 0.25$, the exponential PAP achieves TWT = £0 whilst the other PAPs do not. Therefore, even in the strongly challenging scenarios, the exponential PAP either performs as well as the other two or better.
The individual schedules for all of the RAs are identical in the provided example. This is because the products with the higher priority costs could attract exactly as many RAs as they needed and at no point are the products with lower priority costs able to rank higher than them.

As shown in this chapter, there is a big difference in how the priorities of products age in time. The less effective PAPs are unable to avoid tardiness in many cases because individual products have a small amount of working content left to be processed at their due times and accumulate some TWT as a
result of that. The exponential PAP is very effective in allocating RAs in a way that causes the least TWT. In Figure 5-5, highest priority is given to the product with lower tardiness cost and earlier due time. However, in Figure 5-9, the highest priority was given to the later product with higher tardiness cost. In both of these examples, the achieved TWT is the lowest or at least equal to other PAPs. This proves that there is no trivial solution to the scheduling problems considered in this work.

The linear PAP shows mediocre performance throughout the experiments. It often accumulates TWT and on a few occasions outperforms the cost-weighted exponential PAP. All in all, this PAP displays some of the highest TWT values throughout the chapter and should not be used as part of the hybrid self-organisation model.

The exponential PAP consistently achieves the lowest TWT out of the three policies. It consistently enables products to reach the necessary priority ranks to order sufficient RAs. Where there is a mathematical shortage of RAs, the exponential PAP always achieves the lowest TWT out of the three. Close due times are handled without tardiness at all. In scenarios where products have large differences in tardiness costs, this PAP has the greatest difficulties. However, that applies to the other PAPs as well. Therefore, because the exponential PAP consistently performed the best out of these three PAPs, it should be used in the hybrid self-organisation model.

The cost-weighted exponential PAP is an extension of the exponential PAP. By giving more priority to PAs with higher tardiness costs, the intention is to assess how an even deeper curve on the priority plots performs. The carried-out simulations show that this PAP does not meet its intentions. It consistently accumulates some TWT and on average performs close to the linear PAP. Regulating such a PAP with agent behaviours is impractical due to having less consistency in the initial schedule and the frequency at which it moves RAs between products. Moreover, the inconsistent scheduling would result in a larger number of inter-agent negotiations, which is likely to cause excessive communication loads on the agents and consequent delays in processing.
5.6. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, three specifically designed PAPs are compared against one another in various scenarios. It is analysed how each one of them performs in a variety of scenarios. The exponential PAP is selected for the hybrid self-organisation model due to consistently achieving the lowest TWT in the given scenarios.

It is also shown that no PAP can produce an optimal schedule in all possible scenarios. Therefore, it is considered sufficient to select this PAP as the governing policy for building initial schedules in the hybrid self-organisation model. In Chapter 6, this PAP is incorporated into the hybrid behaviour model. There, a blackboard agent firstly builds the initial schedule by applying the exponential PAP. If it determines that a PA is predicted to be tardy by only applying this PAP, it sends out a notification about it. The PA then seeks to negotiate with other PAs in order to achieve lower TWT.
Chapter 6 - Hybrid Self-Organisation Model for Mobile Robots in Large Structure Assembly

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, the hybrid self-organisation model for mobile robots in large structure assembly is described. As discussed in Chapter 5, an integral part of the model is the priority aging policy (PAP). The policy governs how high each product agent’s (PA) priority is at any instance in time. The resource agents (RAs) prioritise their tasks based on this order. In this chapter, the PAP is integrated into a self-organisation model.

The literature review reveals that scheduling for static environments should be done by centralised algorithms, while dynamic environments are best handled by distributed systems. Hence, the second hypothesis (Chapter 3) states that effective self-organisation in a wide range of possible scenarios can be achieved by developing two self-organisation behaviour models with fundamentally different architectures. The first one, the hybrid model, was expected to perform better in more static environments, where the foreseeable schedule is highly predictable and has rare disruptions. The other (decentralised) model is described in Chapter 7.

This model is considered hybrid because it consists of decentralised and centralised elements. PAs and RAs send all their information to the blackboard agent (BA) at the start. The BA then builds an initial schedule based on the PAP. It, therefore, predicts each PA’s priority and how many RAs each PA will occupy at each instance in time. If it predicts that a job will be tardy, it notifies the respective PA about it. The PAs in this model attempt to solve these conflicts independently based on the information they receive from the BA. Thus, the model is less rigid than a fully centralised scheduling algorithm, enabling a part of the computational overheads to be diverted from the central entity (BA). The difference with the decentralised model is that there is no central entity in there and that model is fully distributed.
In Chapter 5, three PAPs are investigated to determine the most appropriate one for the hybrid model. It is shown in Figure 5-1 how PAPs can be used in this model to build an initial schedule for the allocation of RAs to PAs. The exponential PAP is selected for this model due to consistently achieving the lowest TWT out of the considered PAPs.

6.1.1. Model Requirements

The requirements of this model are to: produce an initial schedule, reschedule after breakdowns, reschedule after scrapping jobs, respond to launched rush orders and negotiate to reduce TWT. The model is focused on the self-organisation behaviour of the mobile system and not the supply of products. Thus, it is assumed that before a schedule is built the PAs already know when they will be loaded to their workstations by the transportation system. Also, the number of workstations is unconstrained because that is part of the product supply system. In the verification section, it is confirmed that the stated requirements have been met.

The further sections of this chapter provide an overview of the proposed hybrid multi-agent architecture, agent behaviours and their interactions; and finally, the model is verified.

6.2. Structure of the Model

The structure is the foundation of this model. As described in the literature review, agents in MAS can be cooperative or competitive. It is discussed that in fully distributed systems each agent only has incomplete information and should be competitive so as to achieve its own objectives. That behaviour can then be adjusted to meet the needs of the system in the desired way. However, in the hybrid architecture of this model, agents are cooperative because there is a central source of information and the system becomes optimised.
The agents are the core components of the model. The main agents for the functioning of the model are the product (PA), resource (RA) and blackboard (BA) agents. In addition to them, an entry agent (EA) is used to add and remove agents whenever necessary in the simulations. The behaviours of all agent types are described in detail in their respective sections below.

It is shown in Chapter 5 that the initial schedules built based on the PAP will not necessarily be optimal. Hence, a negotiation protocol is developed for the situations where the initial schedule has predicted that some PAs will be tardy. When such a situation occurs, the potentially tardy PA is notified by the BA. The mentioned PA then seeks to negotiate with other PAs with the aim of finding a solution with lower TWT. This way, the BA is subjected to lower computational overheads due to delegating a part of the scheduling process to the other agents.

The functions of the agent types are the same as described in Chapter 5: the BA builds a schedule based on the exponential PAP; if any of the PAs are predicted to be tardy, they seek to swap resources with other PAs in a way that minimises TWT; if not tardy or the swap deals have been done, PAs proceed to order as many RAs as necessary to be processed by due time by stating their current priority values (based on PAP) to RAs; the RAs accept the orders starting from the highest-priority PAs. The next sections describe each agent type and their respective behaviours.

6.3. Agent Behaviours

6.3.1. Product Agent (PA)

As soon as launched, each PA sends its location, working content, due time and tardiness cost to the BA. It then proceeds to request for necessary RAs by messaging them its priority at each time step in accordance with the PAP. At the same time, it listens for two types of messages: negotiation requests from other PAs and tardiness notifications from the BA. The flowchart for the PA behaviour is shown in Figure 6-1.
From the PAs’ points of view, when they require additional RAs, they send their priority values $P(t)_j$ to RAs. By using Equation 6.1, each PA knows how many resources are required by it at every time $t$ before due time $d_j$. $R_{rj}$ is always rounded up to the next integer to ensure that there is no remainder at due time $d_j$. If the product has gone past the due time $d_j$; $R_{rj} = m$ to finish as soon as possible.

$$R_{rj} = \frac{W_{c_j} - W_{d_j}}{d_j - t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 6.1)

When more than necessary RAs accept the order, the exceeding RAs are rejected. This way, the RAs are dictated by the priority values of PAs $P(t)_j$ and how many RAs each one requires. Where there is an abundance of resources, the PA with the highest priority receives acceptance from the leftover RAs. In case of equal priority values for several PAs, the PA with the lower number $j$ in $P(t)_j$ is prioritised to resolve the conflict. In this situation, the PA with the highest priority gets more RAs than necessary. The priority value for these additional RAs is set to be 0 on the highest priority PA so that they are free to move to other PAs at any instance.

![Figure 6-1: The flowchart for the PA](image-url)
Because the BA collects all the named properties of the PAs and the number of RAs, it can predict the schedules in advance. Using the PAP, it then calculates how many RAs each PA will order until the moment of completion of all jobs. In case any job is tardy in the predicted schedule, the BA sends the respective PAs tardiness notifications.

The notification includes the remainder that the tardy PA was predicted to not complete by its due time, PA names with later due times and the amount of work that will have been done on them by the due time of the notified PA (to ensure that sufficient RAs can be borrowed).

In case a message is received about scheduled tardiness, the PA seeks to negotiate with other PAs to find a way of reallocating RAs so that the TWT is reduced. Two outcomes are possible from this negotiation: borrowing RAs and no change. The negotiation protocol itself is described in section 6.4.2.

**Borrowing RAs** is the outcome where a PA$_1$ with an earlier due time receives some RAs until its completion from a PA$_2$ that has a later due time. Once completed, all of its freed RAs are returned to the PA$_2$ that agreed to lend them. The agreement to lend is achieved if the resultant TWT from this transaction becomes lowest. The initiator of this negotiation, PA$_1$, updates the BA, which then re-simulates the new schedule. PA$_2$ still orders RAs in the same way, but instead of ordering RAs to itself, it orders the RAs to work at PA$_1$ until the agreed working content is satisfied.

**No change** is the event where the borrowing of RAs has failed. This occurs when the result of the deal would result in higher TWT. This calculation is provided under section 6.4.2.

### 6.3.2. Resource Agent (RA)

The RAs are motivated solely by the priority values of PAs. As shown in Figure 6-2, each RA notifies the BA of its availability when it appears on the shop floor or when it completes jobs. It then listens to orders from PAs and proceeds by accepting the PA that stated the highest priority. If it does not get confirmation, then it accepts the second-highest and so on. If confirmed, it goes
to work at that PA until either it gets completed or it hears an order from a PA with a higher priority. If no confirmation is received, it goes to work at the PA that has the highest priority, but listens to messages and will accept any order that comes from other PAs. Thus, the RAs fill the required numbers of resources $R_j$ at PAs starting from the highest-priority PA and if all of the required numbers are filled, they increase the work rates at the highest-priority PA.

Figure 6-2: Flowchart for RA behaviour

6.3.3. Blackboard Agent (BA)

The BA is the source of information for all other agents. It stores information received from PAs and RAs; and passes to them in a processed form when necessary. To ensure that the initial schedule is checked and potentially tardy PAs are given the notification to negotiate, the BA processes the initial schedule based on the PAP before processing jobs commences. It can be argued that this way the transition between disruptions will be smoother. Certainly, the PAs without additional information could proceed by purely following the PAP while listening to notifications from the BA (a similar approach was shown in [102]). However, as discussed in the literature review, that approach is not optimised due to having limited knowledge of the environment. Thus, despite leaving the opportunity for modifications in the
future, the more rigid approach was taken for this model to provide a stronger contrast with the decentralised model.

The behaviour of the BA is presented as a flowchart in Figure 6-3. When a simulation starts, the BA asks the Directory Facilitator how many PAs and RAs have been deployed. Each PA then informs it of its working content, due time, launch time, location and tardiness cost.

As illustrated in Figure 6-4 the BA compiles a priority matrix in time steps for all PAs based on the PAP. The priorities at each time step are calculated using the exponential PAP, as described in Chapter 5. From the priority matrix, the BA compiles a ranking matrix. The ranking matrix ranks each PA based on its priority in relation to other PAs in time steps. Thus, by knowing the due times, working contents and tardiness costs of all PAs, the BA can predict how many RAs each PA will order without any resource swapping agreements. Hence, the BA determines when all of the jobs will be completed.
If it predicts that no jobs will be tardy, the BA listens for any updates from agents (new launches, scrap, breakdown, etc.). If not, then a message is sent to the appropriate PAs for them to start negotiating with other PAs as described under section 6.4.2. If the BA receives at least one notification of a successful swap deal, it must recompile the schedule with the new details.

6.3.4. Entry Agent (EA)

The entry agent is a supporting agent for the numerical simulations in this model. Its purpose is to launch and destroy BAs, PAs and RAs. One BA and predetermined PAs and RAs are launched at the start of each simulation. Then, if a machine breaks down, then the respective RA notifies the BA and EA and gets removed from the simulation. EA creates RAs to correspond to additional...
machines getting deployed on the shop floor. When PAs have had their working content processed or scrapped, they notify the EA and get removed as well. Therefore, the EA exists to maintain the right number of agents in the simulation to be representative of the shop floor.

6.4. Agent Interactions

So far, each agent's purpose and behaviour have been described. This section describes the key interaction protocols that are used in the behaviour model. These occur during starting up and negotiating between PAs to lower TWT. They are explained in detail below. Trivial interactions like removal or additions of individual agents are neglected.

6.4.1. Start-Up

The flowchart for the start-up procedure is shown in Figure 6-5. First, the agents must be created. The system starts by creating the EA and manually inputting the parameters of all the other agents in it. The entry agent then launches the RAs and PAs, after which it launches the BA. This is to ensure that when the BA has been launched and initialised, it can ask for the exact number of PAs and RAs and request for the parameters of PAs. From those parameters, the BA compiles an initial schedule purely based on the PAP as was shown in Chapter 5. From that schedule, the BA can determine whether any PA will be tardy from the pure application of the PAP. If not, then it sends a message to PAs to proceed without negotiations. Whereas, if it determines that at least one PA is predicted to be tardy, it sends a message to it with details of its initial $r_i$, incomplete amount of working content at $d_j$, TWT and IDs of PAs that could potentially swap with it.

The PAs that could potentially swap it must satisfy two criteria, both of which are known to the BA at the moment of notifying: a later $d_j$ and a completed amount of work on it at the requesting PA’s $d_j$ that is equal or greater than the shortage of the requesting PA’s working content at that instance. Requesting a
swap from PAs with earlier $d_j$-s is not sensible, because they would have only ordered the exactly sufficient amount of RAs throughout their production times anyway.

![Image: Flowchart for the start-up process in the hybrid model](image)

**Figure 6-5: The flowchart for the start-up process in the hybrid model**

The reasoning behind the second mentioned criterium is highlighted in Figure 6-6. It is an isolated example from Figure 5-9 of starving a product with an earlier $d_j$ and a lower $C_{ij}$ that theoretically has enough resources to be completed on time. The sufficiency of resources exists because for product A, $d_j = 18,000$ minutes and for product B, $d_j = 20,000$ minutes. At a manufacturing system’s capacity of 1 unit of work per minute, the products ($W_j = 10,000$ for both) should ideally be completed on time. Whilst it is shown in Chapter 5 that
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many scheduling scenarios are handled very effectively by the exponential
PAP, this particular scenario is not. Hence, the need for the swapping
negotiation protocol arises. The successful negotiation should result in a swap
deal between the two respective PAs that would divert the necessary amount of
RAs from product B to product A so that the latter can be completed by its $d_j$.
The timely completion of product A does not only free it from being tardy, but
also frees the RAs that would otherwise be working at it between $t = 18,000$min
and $t = 20,000$min, giving product B its “borrowed” resources back.

![Figure 6-6: A sample priority plot in time for a starved product](image)

**6.4.2. Product – Product Negotiation**

The negotiation between PAs is one of the key points in this model. As
explained in section 6.3.1, the reason for its existence is the fact that the
exponential PAP is not expected to produce a schedule with the lowest
possible TWT in every scenario. Therefore, this interaction serves as a
corrective measure. It is triggered when the BA notifies a PA about predicted
tardiness. The negotiation protocol is presented in Figure 6-7. When a PA is notified about predicted tardiness, it sends a message to all PAs that have $d_j$-s after its own and have had a completed amount of work on them at the requesting PA’s $d_j$ that is equal or greater than the shortage of the requesting PA’s working content at that instance. The message contains the sending PA’s $d_j$, location, ID, predicted weighted tardiness, shortage at $d_j$, predicted release time $r_j$, and how much work has been done by that moment on the receiving PA (these were received from the BA). The $d_j$, location, $r_j$ and ID are self-explanatory. The shortage is the working content that was predicted to not be met by the $d_j$. The responding PA considers sacrificing the shortage capacity (if it has that much work processed on it by then) by comparing the tardiness costs as a result of the swap if it were to be accepted.

If the $r_j$ of product A is earlier or equal to the $d_j$ of product B, then product B accepts the request and states that the resultant weighted tardiness $WT = 0$. This is because swapping the resources would not cause product B to be tardy at all. However, in the event that the $r_j$ of product A is later than the $d_j$ of product B, the calculation for the responding PAs is done by applying Equation 6.2:

$$WT_B = (r_{j,A} - d_{j,B}) \times C_{t,B} \quad (Equation \ 6.2)$$

$WT_B$ is the weighted tardiness that product B would be penalised by if it accepted the swap request. If accepted, it would be finished at product A’s initially predicted release time $r_{j,a}$, because the manufacturing system will still handle the same manufacturing capacity in the given amount of time, regardless of where exactly the RAs were working. Thus, the equation calculates how much individual weighted tardiness there would be for product B if the swap deal is accepted. If the weighted tardiness for product B $WT_B$ is lower than the weighted tardiness for product A in the initial schedule, it means that the swap deal would reduce the TWT.

It is shown in Figure 6-7 how a requesting PA1 interacts with a responding PA2. PA2 represents any responding PA that received a swap request. Based on the logic above, it decides whether to accept or decline the requested swap.
deal. The requesting PA1 waits for responses from all requested PAs and chooses the deal that results in the lowest TWT, disconfirms all other responders and notifies the BA that the specific deal has been reached. If PA1 does not receive any acceptations, then it notifies that BA that negotiations have failed and there is no need to rebuild the schedule.

![Flowchart for the negotiation protocol for solving scheduling conflicts](image)

*Figure 6-7: The flowchart for the negotiation protocol for solving scheduling conflicts*

### 6.5. Model Verification

In this section, the presented model is verified. Five experiments with straightforward input scenarios are set up to test whether the model produces the expected outputs. In these scenarios, each individual RA can contribute one unit of working content per time step. Each of the experiments was carried out with 5 RAs and 5 PAs, meaning that on average one unit of working content of each PA could be satisfied per one unit of time.
Essentially, each experiment requires the model to compile an initial schedule or reschedule (if any PA was predicted to be tardy in the initial schedule). The rescheduling mechanism itself is the same; however, the communication mechanism for each scenario differs and requires separate verification. The setups and individual weighted tardiness values for the experiments are shown in Appendix B.

Because this is a verification section, the interest of the experiments is to assess whether the model functions as intended. Thus, there is no interest in testing the model under challenging scenarios or constraints. Instead, the complexity of the problems is kept low so that they are intuitive to the reader and it is easier to predict the desired outcomes. The experiments below verify that the model builds an initial schedule, responds to a resource breakdown, responds to scrapping a product, handles a rush order and overcomes PA tardiness by triggering negotiation. Therefore, these experiments verify that the model can not only build a schedule but can also handle changes in the numbers of products and resources; and successfully use the negotiation protocol as described in section 6.4.2.

6.5.1. Experiment 1: Building a Schedule

The first experiment is set up to test the most basic function of the model: building a schedule. Each of the jobs has $W_j = 50,000$, $d_j = 50,000$ minutes ($\text{ARC} = 1$) and is successfully finished at $t = 50,000\min$ ($\text{TWT} = 0$). The schedule is illustrated in Figure 6-8. Due to not having any disruptions or tardiness, the model does not need to proceed with any negotiations nor rescheduling (as is the case in the next experiments).
6.5.2. Experiment 2: Responding to a Resource Breakdown

In this experiment, the model encounters a resource breakdown at \( t = 25,000 \text{min} \). The inputs to the experiment are the same as in the first experiment apart from the tardiness costs. The resource breakdown causes the system to have a shortage of resources. As designed in the model, the job with the lowest tardiness cost is then delayed so that the lowest possible TWT can be achieved.

The resultant schedule for this experiment is illustrated in Figure 6-9. It is shown that RA3 breaks down and is unable to proceed. Because \( j_3 \) has a higher tardiness cost and consequent priority, the model causes RA1 to change jobs from \( j_1 \) to \( j_3 \). The resource is diverted from \( j_1 \) because it was the job with the lowest priority. Hence, all of the other jobs were completed at \( t = 50,000 \text{min} \) and the freed RAs worked together on \( j_1 \) after that.
6.5.3. Experiment 3: Responding to Scrapping a Product

In this experiment, a product is scrapped at $t = 25,000$ min. This means that work was done on it until that moment in accordance with the PAP. After the scrappage, an RA is freed to work on other jobs and consequently, they are finished earlier. The resultant schedule for this experiment is illustrated in Figure 6-10.

At $t = 25,000$ min, RA4 is freed and moves to work at $j_5$. Due to additional resources, $j_5$ is finished before its $d_j$ and two RAs become available for work. RA4 and RA5 then move to $j_2$ and $j_3$ respectively to finish those jobs early as well and then finish $j_1$. Therefore, the scrapped product reduces the total working content and the resources react accordingly to finish the rest of the products faster.
6.5.4. Experiment 4: Handling a Rush Order

This experiment is set up to test whether the model can handle a rush order. The entry agent launches a rush order ($j_6$) at $t = 10,000\text{min}$ with a due time of $t = 45,000\text{min}$. Consequently, the model deviates some of its RAs away from the regular jobs causing them to be tardy. The resultant schedule is illustrated in Figure 6-11.

RA1 and RA2 pause $j_1$ and $j_2$ respectively to complete the rush order on time. After completing it at $t = 45,000\text{min}$, they return to their paused jobs. Because of the rush order, those are not finished by their $d_i$-s. RA3, RA4 and RA5 are freed at $t = 50,000\text{min}$ and then move to the tardy jobs. Due to a higher tardiness cost, these RAs first go to complete $j_2$ and finally $j_1$. As a result, the jobs with the lowest tardiness costs are tardy in order to complete the rush order on time.
6.5.5. Experiment 5: Negotiation of a Tardy PA

The fifth and final experiment is carried out to verify the negotiation behaviour when a job is tardy. The experiment is set up in a way that causes the job with a low tardiness cost and earlier due time to be tardy despite mathematically having enough RAs to be completed on time (shown in Figure 6-12). This is because the $C_{t,1}$ is much lower than $C_{t}$-s of other jobs and $d_{1} = 49,000$ min, whilst $d_{j}$ = 50,000 min for the rest of the jobs. Thus, $j_{1}$ is due earlier than others, but finishes at the same time as them and is therefore tardy.

The PA that is responsible for $j_{1}$ then starts the negotiation process with other PAs to see if the tardiness can be eliminated. Indeed, as the results in Figure 6-13 show, $j_{1}$ is accelerated and finished well before its due time while not having a negative impact on any other jobs. This is because the swap deal causes RA3 to be diverted to $j_{1}$ until its completion at $t = 25,000$ min. After that, RA1 and RA3 are freed and moved to work at $j_{3}$ until its completion at $t = 50,000$ min. The rest of the RAs and jobs are not affected by the swap deal. Thus, it is verified that when the BA predicts tardiness, it triggers a negotiation process which has been verified as well.
Figure 6-12: Illustration of the initial (purely PAP-based) schedule for the jobs and RAs in the fifth experiment

Figure 6-13: Illustration of the final schedule for the jobs and RAs in the fifth experiment
6.6. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a hybrid model for self-organisation of mobile robots in large structure assembly is developed based on the PAP from Chapter 5. It consists of a blackboard agent, resource agents and product agents for operation. In addition to them, an entry agent is included to create and kill operating agents as and when necessary. The model is focused on the behaviour of the mobile system and not at supplying products to it.

The purposes and behaviours of each agent type are described and verified in five experiments. In combination with the exponential PAP that is developed in Chapter 5, the contribution of this chapter is the hybrid agent-based self-organisation model. The verification scenarios are not designed to be complex in order to be easily followed by the reader. Nevertheless, the experiments include scenarios where agents are added or removed and where the initial schedule based on the PAP requires improvement.

In Chapter 7, the development of the decentralised model for the same purposes is presented. Due to its fully distributed architecture, it was expected to respond to disturbances faster than the hybrid model, however, achieve worse results with respect to minimising the TWT. The capabilities of these models in terms of quickly responding to disturbances and minimising TWT are studied in Chapter 8.

As mentioned at the start of this chapter, in the event of any changes on the shop floor, the BA must recompile the whole schedule. This may not be feasible in real manufacturing environments, because the rescheduling can consume considerable time. Thus, one valid approach to that could be to proceed based on the PAP whilst the BA processes the information and trigger negotiations among PAs if necessary. However, as was discussed in the literature review, that approach could also lead to undesired results, as it would act as a fully distributed system for that period of time. Therefore, the shown hybrid model is designed in the described way to compare the performances of two contrasting architectures.
Chapter 7 - Decentralised Self-Organisation Model for Mobile Robots in Large Structure Assembly

7.1. Introduction

In this chapter, the decentralised model for the self-organisation of mobile robots is described. The model is intended for decision-making in the same environment as the hybrid model, where a blackboard agent is used for exchanging and processing information. The difference is that in this case the blackboard agent and PAP are omitted and the remaining agents are required to self-organise independently. Thus, this model is fully distributed because there is no central coordinating entity.

The model is developed to answer the research question of how to self-organise mobile robots in LSA. For the more static environments, the hybrid model is developed and verified in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. In this chapter, a model for the more dynamic environments is presented. Therefore, in combination with the hybrid model, the expectation was that these two self-organisation models will enable appropriate self-organisation of mobile robots in a wide range of scenarios. By appropriate it is meant that the allocation of resources is done in a timely and effective manner so as to not cause delays due to the scheduling process itself nor result in unreasonable schedules.

The model works by using a credit-exchange system: at launch, PAs are given a bankroll to complete the processing of their tasks. They use the credits from the bankroll to pay RAs for processing the tasks. The RAs are incentivised to work by credit offerings from PAs at each round of bidding. The bidding is done in the form of sealed bid auctions where each PA can post a single offering per round without knowing how much anyone else has offered. Using this method, the negotiation interactions are minimal and were expected to result in the fastest possible reactions to disturbances.

Like in many monetary interactions in the real world, the customer prefers to pay the least possible amount for the received services and the supplier prefers
to earn the highest possible credits for their efforts. In this model, the PAs offer RAs to work at a fixed rate of credits per minute. The PAs start by placing lower bids than their maximum possible. This is done with the intention to firstly get some work done “cheaply” and secondly to preserve additional credits for the later stages of its production time (so as to be more competitive against other PAs). As the PAs become more pressured, their willingness to spend more increases and they can benefit from spending less in the earlier stages by having more credits left.

The RAs are driven only by the credit offerings. Regardless of whether they are already working or not, they listen for credit offerings from PAs. The PAs only offer a fixed amount of credits per minute of work to the RAs. However, the RAs also consider the moving distance between workstations. Whilst it has been shown in Chapter 4 that the moving times of mobile robots are negligible in LSA, the moving penalty in this model is still used as a dampener. This is to ensure that any offering made by PAs must be more than just “greater than” the current income of the RA. Thus, the movement penalty factor makes changing workstations “worth it” for RAs by ensuring that the newly accepted offer will compensate for the short trip. For simplicity, the time actual time spent moving is still neglected in the simulations.

7.1.1. Model Requirements

The model had the same requirements as the hybrid one, however with the exclusion of forward planning. Like in the hybrid model, the focus here is on the self-organisation behaviour of the mobile system and not the product supply mechanism. Because no agent has full knowledge of the environment, schedule inefficiencies cannot be predicted and the additional inter-agent negotiations are unnecessary. The expected advantage of the decentralised model is to be able to respond to any disruptions locally and with minimum effect on the rest of the system. Therefore there is no reason to plan schedules ahead and consequently, there are no forward planning requirements for this model. The model is required to allocate resources to products through
negotiations at each round of bidding. This was expected to automatically translate into responses to all possible disruptions because this way a reassessment of the situation happens at each time step.

7.2. Structure of the Model

Because the BA is omitted in this model, the remaining acting agents are the product agents (PAs) and resource agents (RAs). The PAs attract RAs by offering virtual credits. The amount of credits assigned to each PA at launch time is called the bankroll ($b$) and it is the product of the tardiness cost $C_{tj}$ and working content $W_{ij}$ as shown in Equation 7.1

$$b = C_{tj} \times W_{ij} \quad (Equation \ 7.1)$$

This way, the priorities of PAs of the hybrid model are transformed into bargaining power (credits) in the decentralised model. The negotiation in this model is based on sealed bid auctions at each time step. In such auctions, every participant can bid only once per round without knowledge of how much anyone else had bid. The reason for this approach is to minimise the interactions between agents and achieve fast results. This is because each PA can only send its credit offering only once at every round of bidding and no additional negotiation can be done.

Based on the literature review, this model was expected to respond to disturbances faster than the hybrid model. Also, it was expected that adding and removing agents should be a smoother process, considering that it has only a local effect in the system as opposed to fully rescheduling in the hybrid model. The disadvantage of this model was expected to be the effectiveness of minimising TWT. Thus, the expectations were that any form of disruption on the schedules would be overcome faster than at the hybrid model (lower computational overheads); however, the resultant TWT on those schedules may not always be as low (not optimised).
The communication structure between PAs and RAs for this model is shown in Figure 7-1. Similarly to the hybrid model, RAs are interested in earning the highest possible credits for working. However, in this model, RAs also take into account a movement penalty when considering offers from PAs. This penalty is used as a dampener in the system to control how willing the RAs are to move from one workstation to another. Therefore, a higher credit offering may not always attract more RAs.

Figure 7-1: The decentralised model's communication structure

7.3. Agent Behaviours

7.3.1. Product Agent (PA)

The aim of each PA is to meet their job due times by offering credits their credits from their bankrolls $b$ to RAs for processing the tasks. The credit offering formula of PAs is shown in Equation 7.2. The credit offering $C_o$ is dependent on how many credits are in the PA’s bankroll $b$, the remaining working content on it $W_j$ and the bid gap $G_b$. 
Knowing that $b = C_{tj} \cdot WC_j$, the credit offering effectively becomes as shown in Equation 7.3 at the first bidding round for every PA.

$$C_o = C_{tj} \cdot (1 - G_b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.3)

The purpose of the bid gap $G_b$ is to save some credits in the bankroll $b$ for later stages when it may be necessary for PAs to bid higher in order to attract the necessary amounts of RAs. At the end of each bidding round, if any PA has not received as many RAs as necessary, then they decrease $G_b$ by $i_{gb}$ for the next round. The bid gap increment $i_{gb}$ is calculated at launch time using Equation 7.4. The reason for this formula is that $i_{gb}$ should be proportional to the starting bid gap $G_b$ itself and to the time that it is expected to be active on the shop floor. The formula below is designed in such a way that a PA with insufficient RAs would decrease the bid gap $G_b$ to 0 by the time when the PA has spent 80% of its time from launch to due time $d_j$. This should then ensure reaching high credit offerings at the late stages as was found to be effective in the hybrid model.

$$i_{gb} = \frac{(1 - G_b)}{(d_j - t) \cdot 0.8}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.4)

This is discussed below. Otherwise, they continue the same payment amount to the already received RAs and offer 10% of the normal credit offering to other RAs in hopes of cheaply increasing the work rate.
7.3.1.1. The Spending Strategy of PAs

This is a measure of how conservatively or aggressively a PA is willing to spend their credits. As discussed in section 7.3.1, two factors influence this strategy: the bid gap increment $I_{gb}$ and the starting bid gap $G_{b}$.

This behaviour can be explained using two examples. The first one is illustrated in Figure 7-2. There, at the first bidding round, it is shown how the PA chooses to offer a smaller amount than its maximum possible. The calculation for this is shown in section 7.3.1. The reason for doing so is to preserve credits for later stages to ensure higher chances of getting the necessary RAs then. The maximum credit offering itself is calculated by using Equation 7.5.

$$M_o = \frac{b}{W_{C_j}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.5)

In Figure 7-2, it is shown how the maximum offer grows in relation to the actual offer, because the PA received sufficient RAs while using a bid gap. Thus, by saving some credits at early stages, it has the option of spending more at later stages if that becomes necessary.
The opposite situation is illustrated in Figure 7-3. There, the PA has not got sufficient RAs allocated to it and therefore must increase the offerings. It starts with the same initial bid gap $G_b$, but then increases it by the big gap increment $I_{gb}$ at each bidding round.

![Figure 7-3: The PA bidding behaviour when receiving insufficient RAs](image)

By using these control variables, it becomes possible to control how PAs spend their credits. Certainly, spending high credits, in the beginning, can attract a high amount of RAs, but that could cause problems to the PAs at later stages when they have relatively fewer credits left to spend. Contrarily, low offers in the early stages can lead to having insufficient RAs and consequent problems at late stages.

It must be noted that this spending strategy makes it impossible to completely run out of credits before the product is completed. The credits are only spent if an RA has worked at the PA for a time step (minute). According to Equation 7.2 and Equation 7.5, even if PAs started with their maximum possible offers $M_o$, the bankroll $b$ would only reduce by that set amount per unit of working content that has been done on it.
7.3.2. Resource Agent (RA)

The behaviour of the RA is straightforward. It receives credit offerings from PAs, after which it calculates the offered value by using Equation 7.6.

\[ V_o = C_o - d \times P_m \]  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 7.6)

From the RA’s point of view, it is unable to earn the offered credits until it moves the distance from its workstation to the new one. The distance between workstations is multiplied by the movement penalty factor \((P_m)\) of the RAs to determine whether the offered value is higher than the current value. If so, then the RA moves to the new PA. This way, the \(P_m\) is a measure of how easily an RA can be motivated to change workstations. \(P_m = 0\), if the RA is free.

7.3.2.1. The Movement Penalty Factor \((P_m)\) of RAs

This factor is used to regulate how easily an RA can be enticed to move from one PA to another. The purpose of having this factor is to ensure that no two PAs would outbid one-another at consequent betting rounds, causing RAs to perpetually keep moving between their workstations. Thus, this factor works simultaneously as a dampener in the system and as a reward to entice mobile robots to move from location to another.

7.3.3. Entry Agent (EA)

The EA exists to launch and remove agents in simulations. It is also used as a time coordinating unit by waiting for all agents to notify it once they have finished their negotiations and consequently signalling for the next round.

When setting up a scenario, the EA is given the expected launch times of all PAs. As discussed in section 7.1.1, the assumption is that the expected product supply times have already been established. In case if there are no available
workstations, the PAs are put into a queue and wait. Conversely, when PAs have been processed, they signal that to the EA so that the EA would remove them and free their workstations. Similarly, if RAs need to be added or removed, the EA processes that in an identical manner apart from having a maximum limit. Thus, the EA acts as the entity that controls the numbers of agents on the shop floor.

7.4. Agent Interactions

This section describes the various interactions that can occur in the model during operation.

7.4.1. Start-Up

The start-up is the most communication-intense event on the shop floor because it requires each agent to establish itself within the system. Such an event occurs after a full stop of production, (i.e. starting new production or after a blackout). The main actor in this event is the EA because it is responsible for launching PAs and RAs, and messaging them their details. Ideally, in a real scenario, this part would be different, because of product intelligence. There, the PAs would already possess all of the necessary information about themselves when being deployed. The RAs should know their behaviour parameters and be able to determine their locations independently as well. In the simulation environment, however, this is the first convenient opportunity to give them the information, which is why it is done by the EA. The general flowchart for this is shown in Figure 7-4. There, it is shown that at the first instance, the EA launches the RAs and PAs. After that, it messages them their details and they may start negotiating. This is where the EA plays no further role until it is needed for adding or removing agents from the shop floor.
The section surrounded by the red rectangle is the main interaction protocol in this model. The detailed flowchart for it is shown in Figure 7-5.

At the start of each round of bidding, the PAs send their credit offerings to RAs. If the RAs calculate that any offered values are higher than what they currently have, then they send a message of acceptance to the respective PAs (starting with the best offering one) and add what the distance is between them. The PAs then accept as many RAs as they require to be finished on time.
(closest ones first) and reject the rest. The rejected RAs then offer themselves to the next highest PA in the higher offerors list if it exists and so on. The calculations for the credit offerings of PAs were shown in section 7.3.1.1 and the offers' value calculation for the RAs is shown in section 7.3.2. In both cases, where there is a conflict due to having multiple responders with equal value, the first one to respond is prioritised to overcome the conflict.

7.4.2. Handling Disruptions

In contrast to the hybrid model, the agents in the decentralised model handle disruptions without any mediation. Because there is no coordinating entity, the reactions to disruptions are intrinsic. Therefore, only the involved agents must be updated when a disruption occurs (i.e. if an RA breaks down, it notifies the PA whose job it was processing at that instance and the EA to get removed). The rest of the system proceeds as if nothing happened. The next sections describe how each considered disruption is met separately.

7.3.3.1. Responding to a Breakdown

To handle a machine breakdown, the compromised RA informs its PA that it is no longer working there and requests the EA to delete it. This way, the associated PA can take that into account in the next round of bidding. If the RA was not assigned to any PA, it is simply removed from the system without any effect on anything else until it is fixed. The swim lane diagram for this process is shown in Figure 7-6.
7.3.3.2. Responding to a Rush Order

The rush order PA is launched out of schedule. From the production line management perspective, rush orders should only be accepted if it is financially beneficial to do so. Therefore, a rush order in this model can be treated like any other PA (see section 7.3.1), however, it is given more credits than the regular PAs due to its higher tardiness cost (it would not be a rush order without this). This results in a high likelihood of the rush order offering the highest amounts of credits to RAs. The exact values for those factors on a real shop floor are determined by the $C_{tj}$ and $d_j$ values of the rush order PA's job $j$. Therefore, in the context of sealed bid auctions, rush order PAs are bidders just like the regular PAs, but with the exception of being much wealthier.

Figure 7-6: The swim lane diagram for a resource breakdown

Figure 7-7: The swim lane diagram for a rush order launch
7.3.3.3. Responding to Scrapped Products

When a PA is scrapped, it stops its contract with all RAs, notifies the EA and deletes itself. The swim lane diagram for this is shown in Figure 7-8. The RAs can then accept the highest offered contract from other PAs without considering any movement penalties (as discussed in section 7.3.2).

![Figure 7-8: The swim lane diagram for a scrapped product](image)

7.5. Production Scenarios

The production scenarios are affected by a number of factors that reflect the simulated situations on the shop floor. These are launch times, due times, tardiness costs and working contents for the PAs. These factors are described below.

Launch time of PA: This is the time from which onwards RAs may start working on the given PA. Before this, PAs do not make any offers.

Due time of PA: This is the time by which PAs should be finished. Failure to do so incurs a penalty of a tardiness cost per each time step when the PA is tardy.

Tardiness costs of PA: This is the cost factor that PAs get penalised by each minute after they fail to meet their due times.
Working content of PA: This is how much work must be done on a PA before it is considered completed.

7.6. Model Verification

In this section, the model is verified. The same experiments are carried out as in the verification of Chapter 6, but with the exception of the negotiation between PAs. This is because PAs do not get notifications of potential tardiness. The distances between the workstations are considered for the purposes of calculating the movement penalty of RAs, whereas the actual movement time is still neglected. The setup and individual resultant weighted tardiness values are presented in Appendix C. Just like in the hybrid model, the first experiment has exactly the sufficient number of RAs to complete all PAs on time and in the further experiments, different forms of disruptions happened to complicate the decision-making.

The following settings were set in the model for these verification runs:

Spending strategy of PAs: Starting $G_b = 0.9$.

Moving penalty factor of RAs: $P_m = 1$.

The shop floor plan is shown in Figure 7-9. There, workstations are marked as $WS_{x,y}$, where $x$ and $y$ represent columns and rows respectively. $WS_{1,1}$, $WS_{2,1}$, $WS_{3,1}$, $WS_{4,1}$, and $WS_{1,2}$ were allocated to PAs 1-5 respectively. In the rush order experiment, the PA with the rush order is set up at the location of $WS_{2,2}$. There is a distance of 60m between each adjacent workstation. For instance, $WS_{1,2}$ is located at 0m in the x-direction and 60m in the y-direction. The adjacent workstation $WS_{2,2}$ is located at 60m in the horizontal direction and 60m in the vertical direction. The distances affect the moving penalties for RAs and consequently the acceptance criteria for offers. Starting at the mobile robot rest area does not cause any penalties at the start, because the movement penalty for unassigned RAs is always 0. The detailed setups and results for these verification tests are shown in Appendix C.
7.6.1. Allocation of Resources

This experiment is carried out to verify whether the most basic function of the model is working. The results confirm that the model handles the resource allocation. Most jobs are completed slightly early and only PA 5 is exactly on time. The early finishers occurred due to the starting state where all PAs had no RAs allocated to them and all RAs being available. This smoothly transitioned into a balanced state where each PA had a single RA allocated to them and a self-correction in the late stages when close to due times.

7.6.2. Responding to Breakdown

In this experiment, a random RA is broken down at $t = 25,000$ minutes. The effect of the breakdown on the system is a shortage of resources. The model correctly sacrifices the PA with the lowest tardiness cost and completes all others without any tardiness.
7.6.3. Scrapping a Product

In this experiment, PA4 is scrapped at $t = 25,000$ minutes. This frees an RA and causes there to be an abundance of resources from that moment onwards. As a result, all PAs were completed before their due times.

7.6.4. Handling a Rush Order

In this experiment, a rush order is launched at $t = 10,000$ minutes. It has a $d_j = 45,000\text{min}$ and 5 times greater bankroll $b$ as each other PA. The model correctly completes the rush order on time, causing two other products to be delayed.

7.7. Chapter Summary

The decentralised self-organisation model for mobile robots in large structure assembly is introduced in this chapter. The various parameters and agent interactions that affect the model's behaviour are described.

As opposed to the strict priority rankings that are shown in the hybrid model, the decentralised model uses a sealed bid auction mechanism to enable PAs to incentivise RAs to process the tasks on them. In this case, the strict priority rankings are replaced with economic considerations. This is because the starting amount of credits in a PA's bankroll is linearly proportional to the PA's tardiness cost. As a result, the most important products have the highest bargaining power in the bidding process. The spending strategy and movement penalty factors allow the behaviour of the model to be modified in several ways. The effects of this are described in detail in Chapter 8. The model is successfully verified in the same kinds of experiments as the hybrid self-organisation model in Chapter 6.
Chapter 8 - Validation of Doctoral Thesis

This chapter’s purpose is to report the validation of the work done in this doctoral thesis. The work is based on two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is stated as follows: “An appropriately controlled mobile system is more utilised, resilient and has greater control over product delivery times in dynamic scenarios of LSA than traditional, dedicated automation systems with identical working capacities.” This hypothesis did not require a validation per se because it required a comparison of systems to justify the further work in this thesis and beyond it. In Chapter 4, the comparison was carried out through a set of simulations on representative models of both system types. Although the appropriateness of the used control model in these simulations can be argued, the advantages over fixed systems were proven. It was expected that with more fitting control models, the performance of the mobile system can be further improved.

The mobile system consistently achieves higher utilisation because it has the ability to reallocate freed resources to any product that needs to be processed. The resilience of the mobile system is not necessarily better than at the fixed systems if it is compared strictly by definition. Resilience is defined as the ability to mitigate or absorb the impact of a disruption and return to normal operating conditions. This was shown to be true with breakdowns [45] because mobile robots can be replaced almost effortlessly. However, it was found in this work that when rush orders arrive, the decisive factor is the spare capacity in the system. As additional working content arrives out of schedule, the movement freedom per se does not give an advantage in terms of returning to normal operation conditions. The mobility does, however, enable the manufacturer to have control over the completion time of the rush order by choosing how many resources to allocate to it. This is clearly an advantage and part of the hypothesis where resilience is concerned can be partially validated. Similarly to rush orders, the work rates can be controlled on regular products as well. This translates to having more control over the delivery time of each individual product, which can be of great importance for manufacturers. The experimental runs also show that the moving time proportions are negligible in comparison to
the processing times. Thus, assuming that the tasks can be done to the necessary standard by the mobile system, the named advantages can be achieved at a negligible penalty due to mobility.

8.1. Comparison of Self-Organisation Models

The second hypothesis was stated as follows: “The agent behaviour model for self-organising mobile robots in LSA based on the hybrid architecture will exhibit better self-organisation schedules but lower responsiveness than the model based on the decentralised architecture.” The validation of this hypothesis firstly requires the behaviour models. Those are developed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 (both for the hybrid model) and Chapter 7 (decentralised model). Whilst the functionality of both models is individually verified in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the validation of the stated hypothesis follows in the further sections of this chapter. The cooperative behaviour model from Chapter 4 is used as a benchmark for the results.

8.1.1. Problem Formulation

8.1.1.1. Job Shop Model

The scheduling problem, in this case, is different to the one considered in Chapter 4. This is because the comparison of systems requires an assessment of the fundamental differences between physical systems. Thus, the focus is on identifying the operational differences due to physical limitations. However, the comparison in this chapter compares the performance of behaviour models. The difference is that instead of gaining generic penalty points for being tardy, the time spent in tardiness is multiplied by the tardiness cost of the tardy products. This makes the simulation more realistic because in a real manufacturing environment there can be different importance to completing each individual product on time. Consequently, the tardiness cost in the
simulations is linked to the economic harm that tardiness could cause in a real manufacturing environment.

Based on this scenario, the composing elements of the system and their expected relations can be clearly defined. Products \( J_{1..n} \) from the set \( J_n \) with working content \( W_j \) of several hours of single-machine processing are loaded to workstations \( W_{S_{i..1,2}} \). Once loaded, mobile resources \( M_{1..m} \) may move to them and start processing the products until completion at time \( C_j \) and subsequent unloading of the products.

The following constraints apply to the model:

\[
S_j \geq 0, \quad l_j \geq 0, \quad u_j \geq 0, \quad l'_j \geq 0, \quad u'_j \geq 0, \quad t_{l,j} \geq 0 \quad \forall \ j \in J \tag{1}
\]
\[
|C_{j, \min}| = t_{l,j} + L_j + p_j \quad \forall \ j \in J \tag{2}
\]
\[
S_j \geq l'_j \quad \forall \ j \in J \tag{3}
\]
\[
C_j = S_j + p_j \quad \forall \ j \in J \tag{4}
\]
\[
u_j \geq C_j \quad \forall \ j \in J \tag{5}
\]
\[
m_{j,\max} = m = 4 \tag{6}
\]
\[
(l_j, l'_j) = [u_j, u'_j], \quad (l_j, l'_j) = [l_{j+1}, l'_{j+1}] \quad \forall \ j \in J \tag{7}
\]
\[
(u_j, u'_j) = [l_j, l'_j], \quad (u_j, u'_j) = [u_{j+1}, u'_{j+1}] \quad \forall \ j \in J \tag{8}
\]

The constraints are identical to the ones shown in Chapter 4, with the exception of excluding the ones specific for the fixed automation system. The first constraint (1) ensures that no activity \((S_j, l_j, u_j, l'_j, u'_j, t_{l,j})\) can take place before the simulation. The second constraint (2) specifies that the earliest possible completion time of any job \( C_{j, \min} \) is the added sum of time taken to load \( (L_j) \) and process \( (p_j) \) a job \( J_j \) after it was launched at \( t_{l,j} \). This way, the unloading time is not considered for the TWT calculations, as that is dependent on the crane system’s availability. The due time \( t_{d,j} \) for RAs is set without considering the unloading as well. Constraint (3) defines that a job can only start being processed at time \( S_j \) after it has finished loading to a workstation at time \( l'_j \). The completion time \( C_j \) in constraint (4) is the sum of the starting time \( S_j \) added to the processing time \( p_j \) for each agent. Under constraint (5), for each
job, the unloading may be started at time $u_j$ only as soon as the processing on that product has been finished at time $C_j$. Constraint (6) ensures that the maximum number of resources $m_{j_{\text{max}}}$ that can be allocated to processing a single job is the full number of resources, which was set to 4. The crane system’s availability is defined under constraint (7). It establishes that between the start $l_j$ and finish $l_j'$ of loading job $j$, there can be no unloading ($u_j$, $u_j'$) or loading of other jobs ($l_{j+1}$, $l_{j+1}'$) and vice-versa under constraint (8).

This provides an overview of the expected operation of such a system and establishes its boundary conditions. However, it does not establish how one can plan for such an environment. Thus, the simulations and analysis in this chapter should provide an overview of how either self-organisation model behaves in a number of scenarios. To achieve a conclusion, two key performance indicators are used that reflect the needs of such a system:

1) The TWT: This is a measure of how efficiently a model plans its processing of products with respect to due times and tardiness costs. Generally, there are negative consequences when a product is completed later than its due time. In this work, each product has a tardiness cost $(C_{t,j})$ which counts as a penalty for every unit of time that the completion of the product $(C_j)$ has gone past the due time $(d_j)$. Therefore, the TWT as a sum of all weighted tardiness costs is calculated as follows:

$$TWT = \sum (C_{t,j} \times (C_j - d_j)) \quad \text{(Equation 8.1)}$$

2) Computational effort for rescheduling. When any change or disruption occurs on the shop floor, the self-organisation models should respond with the best possible solution in the lowest possible time. The time steps in simulations are analogous to seconds in real manufacturing scenarios. As described in [86], the two fundamentally different behaviour models are expected to perform very differently in such circumstances. For the hybrid model, it is measured in seconds taken to compile a schedule. For the decentralised model, the measured value is the time taken (in seconds) for the longest time step in the
simulation. This is because instead of planning forward, the decentralised model makes decisions through sealed-bid auctions at each time step. Therefore, a disruption can only have an effect on a single negotiation round, where each agent makes its typical decisions just like in any other round.

8.1.2. Experiments and Results

In this section, the hybrid self-organisation model is compared to the decentralised model. As no other models have been proposed for this specific purpose, the cooperative behaviour model from Chapter 4 is used as a benchmark to compare against.

In experiment 1, the decentralised model, with different spending strategies and moving penalty factors, is compared to the hybrid model and the cooperative model in the assessment of minimising TWT in different scenarios. In experiment 2, the algorithmic efficiencies of the models are compared. This is done by measuring the computational overheads at various numbers of products and product working contents. As discussed in Chapter 7, the varied factors are the spending strategy of the PAs and the moving penalty factors of RAs. The hybrid model needs no adjustments because it is shown in Chapter 6 that it is optimised already. The cooperative model follows unchangeable rules and thus is not subject to changes either.

The experiments are carried out on a computer with an i3-5020U processor (dual-core, 2.2GHz), 64bit Windows 10 OS and in the JADE agent development environment (version 4.5.0). JADE was configured to use 2048MB of heap memory.

To show how the models apply to multiple machines, a small number of four RAs (equivalent to 8 mobile robots) are deployed to process PAs. There are 8 workstations (2 per RA). Each RA works at a rate of 1 unit of working content per second, i.e. if all four RAs processed the same product for 1,000 seconds, then there would be 4,000 units of work done.

The system configuration, which is typical for large structure assembly, introduces a limitation on the launch time, as this depends on the availability of
the crane CS. The CS uses the first-come-first-served logic to load products on each of the 8 workstations. When there are no available workstations to load products on, the CS unloads a randomly chosen workstation with a completed product. In order to prevent the CS from being a supply bottleneck in the system, the time to load and unload products is set to 4,000 seconds each. This way, the 4 RAs need 10,000 seconds on average to process any product and the CS needed 8,000 seconds to have a product loaded and unloaded. As a result of that, the CS can always supply products faster than they can get processed.

The workstations were laid out as shown in Figure 8-1: The workstation layout for the experiments. The distances between workstations are scaled to represent those that would typically be seen in large structure assembly. For each workstation \( WS_{a,b} (X; Y) \), “\( X \)” represents its coordinate in metres in the direction of the rows and “\( Y \)” represents its coordinate in metres in the direction of the columns. One of the currently largest manufactured products that need a great amount of drilling and filling is the Airbus A380 aircraft. Judging by its shape and size, the wing panels are roughly 40 metres long. The RAs consider the distances between workstations in a straight line and therefore to accommodate for turns and traffic, it seemed fair to set the gap between adjacent workstations to be 60 metres.

![Figure 8-1: The workstation layout for the experiments](image)
In order not cause a supply bottleneck at the start and to establish a scenario with some work-in-progress, it is assumed that half of all workstations $WS_{i,1,2}$ are loaded. The crane system $CS$ then loads new products to available workstations $WS_{i,1,2}$ and unloads completed products. The production stops when the last product $J_i$ is completed.

8.1.2.1. Experiment 1

This experiment consists of four sub-experiments, each one representing a specific scenario. In each one there are 20 products with a working content of 40,000 seconds each. They are launched in the predetermined order and have predetermined properties (working content, due time and tardiness cost). Such a setup reflects the order in which products are usually launched in the aircraft manufacturing industry, as there are long-standing orders that can be estimated to a good extent in advance. Problems with such an approach can occur when there has been a disruption of any kind. That can result in the reduction of available resources, new due times and the importance of certain products.

Scenarios with firstly abundant and then sufficient resources with various other complicating conditions are created for both self-organisation models. The general specifications for this experiment are shown in Table 8-1 and more detailed settings are presented in Appendix D. Sub-experiment 1a is designed to test whether both models with all considered variations could finish the products without tardiness. The reason for doing so is to confirm the finding in [20] that with sufficient spare capacity, any sensibly designed agent behaviour model can achieve $TWT = 0$ in the given problem. The flow of products is steady in the sense that every next product is launched with a later due time than the previous ones. Sub-experiment 1b has the same flow of products, however with no spare capacity. It is designed so that mathematically any deviation or error causes tardiness of a product. The reason for this sub-experiment is firstly to confirm that the hybrid model achieves optimal results, secondly, to compare how the sub-optimal variations of the decentralised model compare to one-another, and finally, how both models compare against the benchmarked cooperative behaviour model. In sub-experiment 1c, all
settings of 1b other than the tardiness costs remain the same. Every other PA’s tardiness cost is halved.

The variance is restricted in this work because the model is designed to be executed in a synchronous turn base manner, where all decisions are taken at the exact same time and there is no noise in the experimental setup. The aim of the work is to confirm the differences between the models and not determining the optimal setups of the decentralised model. Therefore, it is sufficient to run each experiment only once in a noiseless environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-experiment</th>
<th>Spare Capacity</th>
<th>Additional Challenging Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Every other PA’s tardiness cost is halved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1d</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Irregular intervals between product launch and due times. Impossible to have TWT = 0.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8-1: The matrix of the first experiment’s descriptions*

The interest in this sub-experiment is to test the hybrid model’s optimisation. Additionally, it is in assessing how the variations of the decentralised model can handle the differences in tardiness costs. Also, it is important to illustrate how these models compare to the benchmarked cooperative behaviour model. In the final sub-experiment, all settings from sub-experiment 1b other than the due times remain the same. In this case, some products with very rushed due times are designed to be launched so that they disrupt the natural order of product completions. It is also designed in such a way that mathematically it is impossible to complete all products on time.
The optimality of a schedule is calculated as follows: Knowing that each product’s working content \( W_j \) is 40,000 and there are 4 mobile resources used in each experiment, on average, the throughput should be 10,000 seconds per product. Thus, it should be possible to complete the first product in 10,000 seconds, the second product in 20,000 seconds, tenth in 100,000 seconds and twentieth in 200,000 seconds. Examining Appendix D and applying this logic, it must be possible to complete the first three sub-experiments with TWT = 0. However, in sub-experiment 1d, the latest due time for the first 13 products is 120,000 seconds. This means that at least one product must be tardy by at least 10,000 seconds. Multiplying this by the tardiness cost \( C_{t,j} = 1,000 \), the lowest possible TWT for this sub-experiment becomes 10,000,000.

The results for this experiment are shown in Figure 8-2. In every sub-experiment, the hybrid model achieves optimal results, as expected and described above. The decentralised model’s results in sub-experiment 1a confirm the expectations that despite sub-optimality, the decentralised model achieves TWT = 0 at all its behaviour variations when there is 5% spare capacity. The cooperative behaviour model is clearly not well-suited for these scenarios, as it consistently shows some of the highest TWT. It is also the only model that results in some TWT in sub-experiment 1a.

The different factors of the decentralised model are denominated by \( DXXYY \), where \( XX \) stands for the initial bid gap \( G_b \) and \( YY \) for the moving penalty \( P_m \). I.e. \( D0810 \) has an initial bid gap of 0.8 and a moving penalty of 1.0. The hybrid model always works under the same configurations and is denominated as “Hyb”. The cooperative behaviour model is denominated as “CBM”.

From sub-experiment 1b onwards, the decentralised model gains some TWT at all variations. The results show that the results consistently worsen when the moving penalty factor and initial bid gap are increased. In order to investigate the combinations of moving penalty factors and spending strategies on the TWT in the given sub-experiments, the results were plotted in 3D bar charts. On these charts, the spending strategy is becoming more aggressive when moving rightwards (decreasing variable), moving penalty factor increases when moving backwards and the TWT increases upwards (increasing variable).
Figure 8-2: The results for experiment 1

The results of the decentralised model at different settings in sub-experiment 1b are compared in Figure 8-3. The increasing moving penalty factor steadily increases the TWT at the two more conservative spending strategies (0.8 and 0.5). However, at the aggressive spending strategy (0.2), the highest TWT is at the lowest moving penalty factor. Clearly, the aggressive spending strategy performs by far the worst. Also, it seems that a low moving penalty factor causes many unnecessary resource relocations at that strategy. More conservative spending strategies lower the resultant TWT. The results show that when there is no spare capacity, then aggressively spending credits at early stages is clearly not in the interest of PAs.
The same graph plotted for sub-experiment 1c is shown in Figure 8-4. Similar trends are produced; however there is a much smaller spread in the results. The most aggressive spending strategy (0.2) only adds a small proportion of TWT on top of the balanced (0.5) one. The effects of the moving penalty factor are less clear in this sub-experiment and are generally smaller than the effects of changing the spending strategy.

The bar chart for the final sub-experiment is shown in Figure 8-5. The results are very similar to those achieved in sub-experiment 1b: a small increase in
TWT with increasing moving penalty factors; and a sudden increase of TWT for the most aggressive spending strategy.

Throughout experiment 1, the spending strategy of PAs clearly had a much greater effect on TWT than the moving penalty factor and had a clear pattern of increase. The results at more conservative spending strategies (0.8) in each sub-experiment are almost always the best out of the 3 challenging sub-experiments. The TWT is consistently highest at the most aggressive one (0.2). Varying the moving penalty factor, however, is not that predictable. Increasing it usually increases the TWT, but far not as consistently as making the spending strategy more aggressive.

Out of the challenging sub-experiments, 1c has the smallest spread in results. This is because the challenge of large differences in tardiness costs between PAs is very difficult to handle for this decentralised model. The PAs with lower tardiness costs and consequently lower credits in the bank get out-powered by the wealthier PAs with higher tardiness costs. Therefore, there is very little that the model’s parameters could improve.

Conversely, sub-experiments 1b and 1d allow for better results from models with conservative spending strategies. In these sub-experiments, each PA has the same tardiness cost. Clearly, aggressively spending in the early stages is
counterproductive for PAs, because that leaves them with low credits at the later stages and significantly higher TWT. Considering sub-experiment 1c, the results indicate that the purchasing power given to PAs has a great effect on the resultant TWT. Therefore, more efficient setups of the decentralised model should revise the credit allocating structure.

Experiment 2 links to experiment 1 by measuring the rescheduling computational effort for the models. The time taken to reprocess the schedule is then included in the schedule as a penalty. Thus, the responsiveness of the models is included in assessing the performance with relation to minimising TWT.

8.1.2.2. Experiment 2

In this experiment, the rescheduling computational effort of the hybrid and decentralised models is measured. By design, the decentralised model is not affected by increasing the frequency of disruptions that may arise in the manufacturing process. Thus, its’ response time is considered as the baseline for the comparison against that of the hybrid model’s. The cooperative behaviour model is not considered in this experiment, because in terms of responsiveness it behaves in an analogous way to the decentralised model. The purpose of this experiment is to highlight the penalty of the hybrid model due to the rescheduling effort in relation to the decentralised one. The hybrid model would be much less effective without planning forward because the BA would not know to notify PAs about predicted tardiness. On the contrary, the decentralised model is a very versatile self-organisation model where agents take fast and straightforward decisions at each round of bidding. Because the agents in this model do exactly the same at each round of bidding, from the computation perspective, the model is unaffected by disruptions. Thus, the hybrid model’s performance in relation to the objective function of minimising TWT is dependent on its responsiveness to disruptions.

This assessment of is important because it becomes possible to estimate the total computational effort and its effects in a real manufacturing system. This can be especially useful if the frequency of disruptions can be estimated.
This experiment is designed to assess the responsiveness of both models. It consists of two sub-experiments: In sub-experiment 2a, the effect of varying the working content of products is assessed and in sub-experiment 2b, the effect of varying the number of products is assessed. These are the two factors that affect the size of the schedules and consequently the time it takes to process them. Other factors are of no interest in this experiment because they do not affect the processing time. It must be noted that there was no time pressure for PAs to be completed. Therefore, the hybrid model did not need to trigger the swapping negotiations and then reschedule with swapped resources.

Similarly to the first experiment, here there were also four mobile resources deployed. Certainly, in a realistic environment with frequent disruptions, the computational overheads would increase each time there is a disruption of any type. In this experiment, the scenarios are limited to a single hypothetical disruption.

Due to the limitations of the specified 2048MB of heap memory, the experiment was bound at a maximum of 90 products and working contents of 40,000 seconds each. Thus, sub-experiment 2a is carried out with 90 products and sub-experiment 2b is carried out with a working content of 40,000 seconds per job. The results are shown in Figure 8-6. For the hybrid model, a change in the working content is linearly proportional to the required computational effort when rescheduling. Whereas, increasing the number of products exponentially increases the required computational effort for the hybrid model.

To establish a comparison, the decentralised model is run through this sub-experiment as well. The longest round of bidding took 1.5 seconds to process. As such, this value provides a baseline for this model's rescheduling computational effort, because it performs the same actions at each round of bidding and is completely unaffected by disruptions on the shop floor.

These results reveal the key characteristics of the behaviour models. For the hybrid model, increasing the planning horizon increases the computational overheads linearly. Increasing the number of products increases the computational overheads exponentially. In both cases, the decentralised model responds in the same manner regardless of altering the abovementioned
variables. Thus, the feasibility of the hybrid model is strictly dependent on those variables and on the frequency of disruptions.

At the equivalent settings of the first experiment ($n = 20, WC_{1..j} = 40,000$), the hybrid model required approximately 13 seconds to process the schedule. Hypothetically, if the production process was halted for that duration, then the results for the hybrid model in the first experiment would look as represented by “Hyb*” in Figure 8-7. It represents a very extreme case of a hypothetical scenario, where the disruption occurs shortly after the initial schedule was compiled. This way, the rescheduling proportion of the schedule is highest and the highest number of products is affected by it. It is shown that with 5% spare capacity, it still does not result in any TWT. With 0% spare capacity; a negligible amount of TWT is generated in relation to the decentralised model. Thus, the advantage of the decentralised model's responsiveness is not of substantial value in scenarios with a single disruption.
8.1.3. Discussion

The hybrid model achieves consistently the best and optimal results in the given simulations. That was expected because the model is optimised. The optimisation is achieved due to having a single entity (BA) in the system that receives global knowledge of the whole environment. However, for the same reason, it must process a large amount of information and notify PAs of tardiness when necessary. As shown in experiment 2, this can be very computationally demanding to do. Furthermore, if the initially built schedule is not optimal and PAs signal that they have agreed to swap resources, the shown times increase further. It’s processing times reach approximately 233 seconds when processing 90 products with working contents of 40,000 units each. Certainly, the processing time for compiling the specific schedule may be dramatically decreased by using a more powerful computer or cloud computing services instead of the specified computer. However, the considered scenarios considered only a single stage of the assembly process. With added complexity
in the scheduling problem, the computational effort for the hybrid model would increase further along the trend lines.

An argument in favour of the hybrid model is that the system may not necessarily need to stop for rearrangements after a disruption has occurred. In some cases it may be better to proceed with the old (sub-optimal) schedule for the duration of time when the new schedule. This would result in higher utilisation and lower TWT than completely halting the system. Such an approach could be suitable for environments with a low frequency of disruptions. However, if disruptions are frequent, it is possible that new disruptions occur during the time when the hybrid model is still responding to the previous one. As a result, there would be little to no sense in using the hybrid model at all. Thus, in addition to the challenges of extending the planning horizon and increasing the number of entities, the hybrid model is also limited by the frequency of disruptions.

Unavoidable problems for the hybrid model would be the excessive upscaling and code change requirements. With excessive upscaling, the required computational effort would eventually become too large for efficient operation. The other challenge with the hybrid model is its software code complexity. It is accepted that self-organisation models with centralised architectures have a greater volume and complexity of code than those with decentralised architectures. Therefore, expanding the hybrid model’s code further is demanding in two ways: the software engineering effort and the hardware that processes it.

The cooperative behaviour model from Chapter 4 performs very poorly and it clearly shows that the more sophisticated models are much better suited for the purpose. The decentralised model achieves sub-optimal results in situations where there is no spare capacity designed into the product flow. Where there is 5% spare capacity, there the model handles the experiment at all considered settings without accumulating any TWT. Considering that in the North American automotive industry, the machines typically operate at efficiency levels of 60-70% [59], the setup in sub-experiment 1a is not too optimistic. Such efficiency levels are intended to be increased in case if there is a need, i.e. due to scheduling difficulties or disruptions. Further, in the first experiment, the models
are given tight due times (0% spare capacity) in various scenarios. As opposed to the hybrid model, the decentralised model does not achieve optimal results in these. A relatively regular pattern can be identified in the results. The model consistently performs better when the PAs were initially set to offer smaller credits at their bidding rounds. Thus, the PAs save credits for the later stages at the expense of having lower odds of attracting RAs at the start. This works well for two reasons: firstly, PAs have high bargaining power when close to their due times; and secondly, newly launched PAs cannot compete with the finishing ones yet. On the opposite end of the results, PAs that offer high amounts of credits from early stages onwards are much less competitive nearer to the due time when new PAs are already being launched. This finding is in agreement with the work that the hybrid model [125] was based on. Furthermore, outbidding competing PAs was further obstructed by the moving penalty factor that the RAs have to consider before moving from one PA to another. Very large proportions of TWT for the decentralised model with aggressive spending strategies resulted from when PAs had already missed their due times and could not outbid other PAs for the remaining few resources.

Certainly, the presented decentralised model is only one out of a vast range of possible models that could be developed for the given purpose. Moreover, it is tested at only 9 different setups, meaning that it is unlikely that it performed to its best ability in the given scenarios. The results, however, confirm a very important point from Chapter 4: In steady situations with sufficient spare manufacturing capacity, the self-organisation models needn’t be complicated at all. Without spare capacity, the decentralised model gains some TWT at every setting and scenario. This indicates that the given model must necessarily have some spare capacity in the system to compensate for the imperfections. In the future, it would be interesting to determine the exact amount at which the model started gaining TWT.

The power of the decentralised system would be amplified in a larger system with different stages of assembly and consequently with the need for different kinds of skills for mobile robots. The illustration in Figure 8-8 represents a possible shop floor layout for such a production plant. In a more complex variant of this problem, a mix of products with different skill and tooling
requirements would be launched in designated areas on the shop floor. Firstly, this layout adds optimisation complexity, because now the individual skills of RAs and their requirements for PAs will have to be considered. Secondly, the larger job shop layout would have more agents on it. In such a layout, it would be possible to vary the individual spare capacities and eliminate bottlenecks in the areas by transferring resources between them.

Knowing that the computational effort is exponentially proportional to the increase in the number of agents, the rescheduling time for the hybrid model, in this case, would further increase by a large amount. From the experiments in this paper, it is difficult to estimate how significant it would be for any specific system, as there can be many sizes and variations to it. Nevertheless, despite
the sub-optimality of the decision-making, the decentralised model would continue with its normal behaviour and high responsiveness.

The only things that could make it respond slower would be the additional code and messaging required for negotiations. The communication load could be reduced by introducing more localised messaging, so that very distant (and therefore highly penalised) RAs would not even receive messages. It is fair to assume that in a model with more code and heavier communication demands, the time to reschedule from any possible disruption should never go up by a whole order of magnitude. Therefore, the decentralised system has a natural advantage over the hybrid model in terms of computational effort, dealing with complexity and the time required to respond to changes.

Because the processing times in large structure assembly are very long in comparison to the computational efforts shown in this chapter, the models can also take a pre-negotiating approach (similar to [102]). The advantage would be the fact that at each instance, the agents have either already negotiated or are currently negotiating on the next step(s), in effect eliminating the wait between predictable events. However, in such a setup, both models would not have an immediate response for an unpredictable event and would still need to negotiate/schedule as was done in this thesis. Furthermore, the high computational effort of the hybrid model could potentially make this infeasible due to the necessary time and hardware costs.

8.2. Chapter Summary

The first hypothesis did not require validation as such, because it was a comparison of manufacturing systems in representative scenarios. The second hypothesis is validated in this chapter by comparing the hybrid and decentralised models in a range of scenarios.

The experiments confirm the natural advantages and disadvantages of the model architectures. The hybrid model achieves optimal scheduling results at the expense of higher computational effort. The decentralised model, on the other hand, does not achieve the optimal results in challenging scenarios.
However, it achieves 0 TWT with 5% spare capacity under all behaviour settings and it shows that it constantly experiences low computational loads regardless of the environment. The cooperative behaviour model showed consistently some of the worst results due to not taking into account the actual due times of products.

The conclusion is that wherever the hybrid model's computational effort is not excessive nor is it expected to require many modifications in the future, it should be preferred to the decentralised system. This is due to more efficient utilisation of existing resources. However, if the system is very large or is expected to grow, then it could be worth using the decentralised model. Whilst the decentralised model may require a small proportion of additional capital investment in the beginning, it is highly likely to overcome many problems later in the manufacturing system's life cycle.

The decentralised model is a very versatile and adaptable model that does not get impeded by computational effort. Its weakness is the sub-optimality, which requires additional capital investment in order to have some spare capacity in the system to make up for it.

It can be concluded that if a mobile manufacturing system is not large enough to cause computational issues nor will it need many changes in its lifetime, the hybrid model is the better option. However, if the system is large enough to cause significant delays due to disruptions or is expected to grow into that, then it is definitely worth using the decentralised model. Whilst the decentralised model may require a small proportion of additional capital investment in the beginning to add spare capacity, it is highly likely to overcome many problems later in the manufacturing system's life cycle.
Chapter 9 - Conclusions

9.1. Thesis Overview

The first aim of this thesis was to investigate under which circumstances a system of mobile robots would have operational advantages in comparison to fixed automation systems in LSA. The second aim was to develop and compare two fundamentally different self-organisation models for autonomous resource allocations.

The literature review for the thesis was carried out in Chapter 2. It revealed that previously mobile robots had been successfully deployed for tasks where accuracy and structural stiffness have not been of decisive importance. Much research was done in the context of those types of applications and they provided several principles for work in this thesis. Firstly, the work published in the field of improving the physical capabilities of mobile robots was discussed. Whilst this topic is not of key importance for this thesis, it was important to highlight that the enabling technology was already reaching readiness. The review identified the knowledge gap that there was no work done to investigate under which circumstances mobile systems should be preferred to fixed systems. A systematic comparison between the two approaches was required to identify where mobility is beneficial. Secondly, the literature review discussed different means of self-organising mobile robots. No work was found to be directly focusing on self-organising mobile robots in LSA. In terms of scheduling algorithms, work from related fields was not found to consider product-centric scalability with the objective to minimise TWT. Thus, the second knowledge gap was that it was unknown how the planning of mobile robot allocations should be carried out in manufacturing environments of LSA. It was concluded that using agent-based behaviour models for controlling mobile robots was most common due to their analogous characteristics (limited knowledge of the environment; distribution/granularity; ability to communicate).

To deliver the first key knowledge contribution, the systems were compared in like-for-like simulated scenarios in Chapter 4. As a confirmation of the first hypothesis, it was found that mobile systems can utilise their manufacturing
resources and control product delivery times better in dynamic scenarios. The higher utilisation is due to fixed automation systems having a limited working envelope and therefore being constrained to fewer workstations. This is not true for mobile systems because they can work at any reachable workstation on the shop floor. Furthermore, knowing that products are very large in size, it is physically possible to fit different numbers of mobile robots around the same product. This enables the manufacturing system to vary individual work rates on products and thus have higher control over product delivery times.

There are three key benefits to using mobile systems. Firstly, it is the scaling work rates on products, as discussed above. This is very important when individual products are parts of larger assemblies and any single delay can affect the release of the final products. Secondly, higher utilisation means that the manufacturer can choose to reduce the full manufacturing capacity of their system by the difference in utilisation. Thirdly, this enables scheduling maintenance and other operations on individual mobile robots more freely due to redundancy. Conversely, mobile robots cannot do any value-adding work while moving between products. It can be argued that the moving time proportion can have a meaningful economic impact; however, it is negligible in relation to the utilisation gained due to mobility in the first place. Thus, it was determined that in the context of LSA, overcoming technical limitations for deploying mobile robots can reap great rewards.

The second objective was to develop a hybrid agent-based self-organisation model for mobile robots in LSA. It is a novelty because no literature was found to ever combine priority aging with enhancing distributed negotiation models. This was the second knowledge contribution and it was delivered in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The model required two chapters because it consists of two key components: a priority aging policy (PAP) and an agent-based structure that uses it. The PAP is used to compile a schedule without any decision-making. It starts by ranking each individual product agent by its priority rating. The product agents then get resource agents allocated to them based on that ranking order. Three PAPs were selected for investigation. The simulation results show that the exponential PAP is consistently the most effective because it causes the smallest numbers of tardy products and consistently lowest TWT values.
However, the exponential PAP is not optimal. As is shown in Chapter 5, sometimes the schedules could be improved. The agent behaviour model in Chapter 6 is developed to address that. There, a blackboard agent is introduced to collect all the information about product and resource agents at the start of a simulation. It then simulates the full schedule from the beginning until the last product completion by using the PAP. If it identifies that any products are predicted to be late, it notifies the respective product agents so that they would seek to swap resources. Thus, a method of automatically allocating resources to products and a method of refining its imperfections were created in this model. This is shown to consistently achieve near-optimal results, as stated in the second hypothesis.

The third objective, to develop a fully decentralised model for mobile robots in LSA, is addressed in Chapter 7. This model is fully distributed and the product agents compete for resource agents. The novelty is in including product-centric scalability for products with due times. Each product agent is given a set amount of credits at launch time. To link the purchasing power of each product agent to the economics of the shop floor, this amount is directly proportional to the tardiness cost per unit time for each product. The credits are then offered to resource agents in sealed bid auctions. The bidding strategy is to start by offering few credits to resource agents at the early rounds of each PA’s processing time. If sufficient RAs are received, then the PA keeps paying them the same amount. However, if insufficient resources are received, then the bid is gradually increased at each consecutive round of bidding. Effectively, each agent proceeds independently and does not use any central entities for coordination. Thus, as the third key knowledge contribution, a fully distributed model was developed for mobile robots in LSA.

As the fourth and final core knowledge contribution, the self-organisation behaviour models are compared in Chapter 8. The hypothesis based on the literature review is that the distributed model would be more responsive, but at the cost of less efficient schedules. This is due to each agent possessing limited information as opposed to having complete knowledge, like in the hybrid model. The hybrid system was expected to achieve better schedules with respect to minimising TWT; however, the computational overheads are shown
to grow exponentially with additional entities on the shop floor. In Chapter 8, that hypothesis is confirmed, reaffirming that the models work as intended and in line with existing theory. It is also reiterated how there is no need for sophisticated behaviour models when there is a spare capacity as small as 5% designed into the system.

Whilst it is difficult to quantify the exact circumstances due to many possible variations of manufacturing environments, the investigation confirms the expected trends. Shop floors with few entities on it should use the hybrid model due to more efficient scheduling. With an increase of entities, the hybrid model's computational overheads increase exponentially and can eventually become prohibitive. In this case, the decentralised model should be used. Another key parameter is the working content of products. It has been shown that the more working content there is the more information the blackboard agent must process per amount of products. The simulation results show that an increase in working content leads to a linear increase in computational overheads. This means that the effect is not as strong as for the number of agents, but is still important to take into account. It is possible to alter the results by changing factors such as CPU, negotiation time limit and scheduling horizon. However, the underlying trends are expected to always remain the same.

**9.2. Limitations**

The work in this doctoral thesis had two major limitations: the absence of a case study and limiting the work to simulations. Despite elaborate efforts, it was not possible to gain access to process planning information of a suitable manufacturing environment. Therefore, the best judgment was used when defining the manufacturing problem. The lack of physical testing exhibits its common disadvantages of idealisation in the numerical simulations. The properties of mobile robots and assembly products were estimated based on available evidence but did not necessarily replicate existing manufacturing environments. Thus, the results can be considered generic and not accurately
attainable in industrial scenarios. Therefore, the extents of the differences between both manufacturing systems and self-organisation behaviour models may substantially vary in more specific scenarios.

Also, the work considered only the single stage of assembly where products require a large volume of unspecified working content. Mobile robots were assigned into groups controlled by resource agents. Such an approach is suited to tasks such as drilling and filling. However, it is too simplified for many other tasks. For example, it can be very difficult, if not impossible to increase the work rate of welding or painting tasks by adding machines to the specific products. Furthermore, in an assembly line of several stages, the scheduling problem can become very different. Thus, a limitation was the lack of consideration for a variety of tasks and multiple stages of assembly.

Furthermore, throughout the thesis, it was considered that the mobile robots are homogeneous, can reach every point of interest on every product and do not have routing issues, maintenance breaks or messaging failures. In reality, it may not be possible to attain such abilities. Accordingly, the work could be greatly refined by including a number of such impediments.

Finally, there is a potentially very complicated challenge with respect to the dimensional tolerances when processing products common to aircraft assembly. When, for example, a wing panel is subjected to external forces in one location, it is very likely to deform and cause dimensional changes in another section of the product. This is an engineering challenge that must be overcome in order to achieve the product-centric scalability, as widely applied in this thesis. Therefore, it is insufficient to only have mobile robots with the necessary structural stiffness and accuracy to be applied in this way.

9.3. Thesis Contributions

The following contributions were added to knowledge as a result of this doctoral thesis:
• A comparison of the manufacturing resilience and utilisation between mobile and fixed automation systems. In this like-for-like comparison, the differences due to mobility were identified. It was shown that mobility can increase machine utilisation and improve the ability to control product delivery times. These advantages are particularly useful when the product flow is unsteady or unpredictable.

• A hybrid self-organisation model for mobile robots in large structure assembly. This agent-based behaviour model includes a central blackboard agent that processes information and notifies product agents if they are predicted to be tardy. Due to having complete knowledge of the environment, the model is optimised. However, it can only handle small instances of the scheduling problem, because it was shown that adding agents to the simulation causes the computational overheads to increase exponentially.

• A decentralised self-organisation model for mobile robots in large structure assembly. This is a fully distributed model that relies on socio-economic rules to govern the behaviour of agents. Each agent has limited knowledge of the environment and, therefore, cannot guarantee optimal results. The advantage of this model is the fact that regardless of the number of agents, the response time remains very low. This is because each agent processes the same set of rules regardless of the environment.

• A comparison of hybrid and decentralised self-organisation models for mobile robots in large structure assembly. This contribution validates the second hypothesis. It was shown that the hybrid model should be preferred situations where there is a relatively low number of agents (under 100) and disruptions occur rarely. Contrarily, the decentralised model maintains high responsiveness regardless of the environment. This makes it suitable to use on large shop floors with frequent disruptions.
9.4. Future Work

As mentioned in the sections above, the work in this doctoral thesis only serves as a foundation for the idea of deploying mobile robots to LSA. The work clearly shows that there are a number of advantages in pursuing this idea. Whilst limited in scope, it is hoped that the work will generate more interest in this concept.

Many directions for future work have been identified. It is important to understand what challenges are brought about in the physical implementation of mobile robots. This can include challenges like routing (including issues with utility supply cables), communication overheads (in an environment with large, metallic objects), physical coordination of tasks and ways of improving structural stiffness and/or accuracy to guarantee that the tasks are consistently carried out to a high standard.

Another set of directions can be identified in the digital environment. Future contributions should build on this work by adding additional factors to the scheduling problem, proposing alternative self-organisation models and developing the switching mechanism for hybrid and decentralised models.

Using the switching mechanism, the mobile system would switch to the decentralised model whilst the blackboard agent processes the information when a disruption occurs. Once the hybrid model has built the schedule, the system would switch back. Analogous methods to this have been successfully executed in [102] and [105].

It is proposed that the decentralised model is tested with moving times included in the simulation. It would be interesting to investigate the impact of moving time in case-specific scenarios. Depending on the results, it could then be reasonable to set high moving penalty factors to discourage excessive moving.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to analyse how the models perform in noisy environments. Noise can be added in the form of asynchronous messaging or randomised experimental variables, for example. Such an analysis would require a much higher sample size for experiments. Knowing
the results would enable predicting which behaviour factors would achieve the best results for the decentralised model. This can be considered a logical continuation of the work in this doctoral thesis. However, it was not possible to include it due to the limited duration of the PhD project.

Also, it is inconclusive how much spare capacity would be the minimum for the decentralised model to achieve TWT = 0 in the given scenarios. Because 5% is clearly more than enough and 0% is insufficient, it is important to evaluate the correct estimate. Certainly, the results in this thesis are limited to a set of perceived scenarios. More precise estimates could be reached through the investigation of case studies and the simulations of their representative models.

Case studies from representative manufacturing environments should also be used for testing the models. Eventually, the scenarios should expand to a multi-stage manufacturing shop floor that would use thousands of agents on it with different skills and requirements. The interest would be in seeing at which complexity the hybrid model would become unusable and whether the decentralised model could continue performing to the same standard. Thus, work must be done in the direction of narrowing the gap between academia and industry.
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### Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARC</th>
<th>PA</th>
<th>$d_j$</th>
<th>$C_i$</th>
<th>$W_j$</th>
<th>$t_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>19,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>19,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A-1: The setup for ARC testing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_{dj}$</th>
<th>PA A</th>
<th>PA B</th>
<th>PA C</th>
<th>PA D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A-2: The setup for $C_{dj}$ testing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_{tc} = 0</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA A</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA B</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_{tc} = 0.25</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA A</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA B</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_{tc} = 0.5</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA A</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA B</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_{tc} = 0.75</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA A</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA B</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA C</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table A-3: The setup d_{tc} testing*
### Appendix B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_i</th>
<th>W_i</th>
<th>C_i</th>
<th>r_i</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table B-4: The input parameters and results for the first experiment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_i</th>
<th>W_i</th>
<th>C_i</th>
<th>r_i</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>56,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table B-5: The input parameters and results for the second experiment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_i</th>
<th>W_i</th>
<th>C_i</th>
<th>r_i</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>44,956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>44,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>44,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table B-6: The input parameters and results for the third experiment*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$W_i$</th>
<th>$C_i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>52,000</td>
<td>2,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 6</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total:</strong> 12,200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B-7: The input parameters and refined results for the fourth experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$W_i$</th>
<th>$C_i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>49,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total:</strong> 100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B-8: The input parameters and initial results for the fifth experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$W_i$</th>
<th>$C_i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>49,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total:</strong> 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B-9: The input parameters and refined results for the fifth experiment
**Appendix C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d_i</th>
<th>W_i</th>
<th>c_i</th>
<th>r_i</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA 1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table C-10: The setup and results of the first verification experiment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d_i</th>
<th>W_i</th>
<th>c_i</th>
<th>r_i</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA 1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,745</td>
<td>745,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>49,998</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>49,983</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>47,311</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>745,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table C-11: The setup and results for the second experiment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d_i</th>
<th>W_i</th>
<th>c_i</th>
<th>r_i</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA 1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>44,837</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>39,976</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>SCRAPPED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>45,602</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA 5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>45,076</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table C-12: The setup and results for the third experiment*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PA</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$W_i$</th>
<th>$C_i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>52,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total:</strong> 12,200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table C-13: The setup and results for the fourth experiment*
**Appendix D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>d_j</th>
<th>C_j</th>
<th>W_j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>130,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>210,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table D-14: The experimental settings for sub-experiment 1a*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product number</th>
<th>(d_i)</th>
<th>(C_i)</th>
<th>(W_i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>130,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table D-15: The experimental settings for sub-experiment 1b*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product number</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$c_i$</th>
<th>$w_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>130,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table D-16: The experimental settings for sub-experiment 1c*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product number</th>
<th>$d_{ij}$</th>
<th>$c_{ij}$</th>
<th>$W_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>95,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table D-17: The experimental settings for sub-experiment 1d*